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ABSTRACT

There has been a significant change in Australia's defence
policy, which now emphasizes self-reliance and defence in depth. This
shift has the implicit basis that air power is the leading edge of
Australian defence. Despite this vital implication, the importance of
air power in the unique Australian environment is not well
understood. This monograph advances three mairr reasons for this
lack of understanding of air power in Australia and then suggests
some changes to ensure that air power is understood and applied most
effectively in the defence of Australia.

The first problem is the legacy of European and US air power
philosophies in Australia, philosophies largely unsuited to the nation's
circumstances. This monograph places appropriate emphasis on
Australian developments, to determine the air power requirements for
Australia's specific environment.

The second problem arises from slow changes in Australia's
perception of geopolitical conditions affecting defence poliry. Current
national security policy, threat quantification and force structure are
analysed, and this analysis lcads logically to assessments of existing
doctrine for and structure of Australian Defence Force (ADF) air
power. Existing limitations in doctrine and structure highlight the
potential for enhancement of air power capability.

The monograph identifies the third problem as a lack of
uniquely Australian thought and guidance for air power doctrine.
There is no driving force of Australian doctrine which shapes and
influences a uniquely Australian approach to the needs of a relevant
force structure. Existing constraints and potential blockages are
analysed, leading to an assessment of the way ahead for air power in
Australia.

The major conclusion of the monograph is that there must be

significant changes in air power concepts in Australia if the nation is to
retain a qualitative edge in a defence policy of sclf-reliance. An
efficient joint force structure, changed command and control
arrangements and development of air Power doctrine all emerge as

areas requiring major review.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

War is a matter ot' rital importance to the State; the

prwince of life and duth; the rmd to suntiaal or ruin. It is
mandatory tlat it be thuoughly studied. Thuefore,
apprabe it in terms of the foe fundamental factors...the first
of these factors b moral influence; the second, weather; the
thiril, turain; the fourth, commnnd; and the fifth, iloctrine.

Sun Tzu
The Art of War

AIR POWER

Air power is the extension of war to the third dimension. Yet,
in its short history of less than'four score and seven years', air power
has had an impact out of all proportion to its contribution to war. The
impact has been both advantageous and negative. This is due to three
separate influences on air power. The first is political influence: if one
accepts the Clausewitzian aphorism that war is merely an extension of
politics then the influence of politics is not surprising. However, the
impact has been both beneficial and disastrous. Historical examples
abound of political interference which has brought disaster to the
application of air power: conversely, there are instances where political
patronage has enabled air power to progress and develop and
subsequently influence the outcome of war. The second influence is
the combination of dochine and technology. Air power has for so long
promised to be decisive in battle yet has failed to deliver on that
promise: thus air power has generally seemed less effective during
wars than it had purported in prewar years.l While air power has
been effective, it has not been decisive in war; yet air power continues
to be impressive and influential in conditioning the approach to war.
Dochine has promised decisive outcomes, but the doctrine has in most
instances become dogma in support of the continued existence of
particular roles of air power, despite historical evidence to the
contrary. The third influence is the unique qualities of air power: they
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are simultaneously a maior advantage and an Achilles heel for the
advocates of rational air power. Because air power is flexible,
responsive, versatile and, to a degree, spectacular in the genre of
gunboat diplomacy, there is the temptation to use air Power to meet
immediate political problems or long-term combat problems.
However, air power is frequently applied extemporaneously as an
instant panac€a, without due regard for the necessity of consistent and
continual application,

There are two opposing philosophies in the application of air
power: one is the combined anns aPProach favoured by the Soviet

Union while the other is the separate and independent functioning of
the arms of military power. Neither is absolute, nor is either correct
for all conditions. Again, problems arise from the use of dogma as

doctrine to support and substantiate a point of view on the role of air
power in war. These extant conditions are exacerbated by the
ambiguity in the use of the term doctrine. To one point of view,
doctrine is the broad principle(s) based on theory, tested by historical
experience, rigorously and logically argued to general conclusions.
The conclusions are the guide to the conduct of future wars. The other
point of definition is that doctrine is the dictum which states how a

force will fight in all conditions and how a force will conduct
operations. The clear and real danger of the lafter approach is that a
doctrinaire mentality develops which obstructs change paradigms are
the cavalry horse mentality and the shategic bomber argument of
WWII. In essence, doctrine really should be seen as the means for
control and for managing change. Change will produce unexpected
effects; the right application of doctrine will reduce the uncertainty,
but not eliminate it. Further, the commander will view doctrine as

dynarnic so that he can modify his guidelines for battle based on
current circumstances and conditions of battle.

ADF AIR POWER

Aviation in general, and military aviation in particular, have
come a such a long way in a short period of time. That tremendous
advancement has taken place in iust one life time or less; the ADF has
been propelled from operating aircraft only slightly removed frombox
kites in the early nineteen hundreds, to aircraft capable of supersonic
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flight which are computer driven and possess a lethality of firepower
not even dreamt of only a decade ago.

Yet, whilst the modern aircraft is very advanced, the evolution
of air power is still immature; many more dranurtic improvements in
aviation are awaiting the world iust around the corner. Australia's
leaders must not fall into the trap of thinking that air power has
cont'ibuted all that it can. Nor must they underestimate the
contribution air power can make to the defence of the nation. Air
power is:

The ability to project military force by or from a
platform in the third dimension above the surface of
the earth. ...the air is used not merely as a medium that
is traversed by a bullet or other projectile but as a
medium for manoeuvre, deployment, concealment
and surprise.2

Historical Influence

The Royal Australian Air Force (RAAD, Royal Australian
Navy's (RAN) Fleet Air Arm and Ausbalian Army Aviation have not
been isolated or insulated from both the development of air power and
the continuing problems of developing doctrine. For the most part,
however, no one has developed an independent assessment of air
power due to the overwheening influence of British and, latterly,
United States military experience. This situation has a natural and
logical sequence which stems from haditional ties with'super powers':
the air power needs of Australia were not initially viewed as
something unique to Australia's conditions, but necessary to
complement Australia's role in support of a larger force, such as
Britain up to WWn and the US subsequently. Thus Australia has
witnessed a European appreciation of air power, dependent on the
presence of large air forces and the ensuing support. Doctrine largely
has been based on the British concept of 'a balanced air force' without
further effort to redefine the need for a different approach (doctrine) to
the changing situation. Currently, air power in Australia is the result
of historical development in other parts of the world and dochine is
conditioned by this background as well as the process which defines
and develops the hardware to support an independent air force. For
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example, Ausbalian air Power assets are used for maritime
surveillance. Yet, these assets are incapable of self-protection from
surface or air threats. In the peculiar Australian environment, the
European concept of air suprelrvlcy and air superiority cannot be
guaranteed by Australian air Power alone. However, doctrine does

not reflect this paradox of employing air Power which has been

developed for a different theatre of operations and guided by a

different philosophy.

Curent ADF Practice

Current practice in the Australian Defence Force (ADF) in
regard to air power is to duplicate practices of the traditional, allied,
large-power, armed forces. Thus the ADF is at once committed to all
aspects of air power in support of ground forces, as well as traditional
roles for an independent air force while simultaneously supporting an

independent role for aviation in other arms of the ADF. This practice
also requires, as in overseas forces, a large number of command
headquarters. Thus while the RAAF has the task of providing air
superiority, strategic strike, transport (both strategic and tactical),
surveillance, close air support and interdiction, the temptation is to use
the assets in a piecemeal fashion to satisfy all tasks and the
requirements of all commands. The conventional argument that there
are insufficient assets for all tasks even in large air forces is a non

sequitur for the ADF. Yet, the ADF remains committed to a naval arm,
army aviation and different command structures supporting several
headquarters, seemingly a sine qua non.

Air power in the ADF faces three problems due to

historical development of the armed forces, the changes that
occurred and the inability of any doctrine to provide the apposite
guidance. Firstly, the historical basis for western armed forces has
influenced the force structure and the equipment acquisition of the
ADF. There is a legacy of great power support that has rendered
aspects of the current ADF structure inappropriate for the changes that
are taking place in the region. The enormous cost of completely
restructuring the defence forces and reequipping them is beyond the
resources of Australia. Thus the first problem is working with a force
structure that is an anachronism but cannot be removed. The second

the
have
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problem is due to changes in perception and geopolitical
circumstances. Although never explicitly stated, Australia has relied
on its ANZUS Treaty as the cornerstone of its defence policy and this
has been reflected in force structure. Implicit in this assumption of
ANZUS support is the continuing pipeline of logistic backup provided
by the US. Thus force structure and the 'doctrine' of fighting by the
ADF are based on a faulty assumption. The second problem is
compounded by a lack of realistic doctrine, but this will be expanded
on further. Changing circumstances in the region of interest to
Australia and the changing interests of the US are explicit reasons that
Australia cannot guarantee resupply or updated support from the US.
This may be a twoedged sword for the region in that other regional
powers may have a similar dependence on US logistics. That may be

small comfort to the ADF. The third problem for air power is the lack
of significant doctrine. Australia's conditions are unique. Doctrine
should reflect the set of assumptions regarding the nature of the threat
and changing circumstances in providing guidance for commanders in
war, accepting a degree of uncertaing.e So air power doctrine for the
ADF should take into account these unique circumstances as well as

the other conditions and changes prevailing. This is not the case.

Moreover, there is no dynamic process for ensuring that doctrine
continues to accurately support the likely conditions of a future war.

The Challenge

The three problems combine to present the ADF in general
and the RAAF in particular with a dilemma. Should the ADF continue
with the current inappropriate structure and a lack of doctrinal Process
then Australia will be ill prepared to meet the challenge of the future.
Air power will always have certain intrinsic qualities such as flexibility
and versatility; however, poor execution of the air power role can
easily negate these advantages. The three problems in combination
present Australia with a fourth problem. This is a problem that will
not be unique to Australia. If air power in a small air force is used
rashly then attrition will quickly render the air force ineffective: an
attrition rate of just 27o per sortie would reduce the current RAAF
maritime surveillance assets to one airframe in approximately 150

sorties. So doctrine for air power in a small air force must consider the
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efficary of air power against attrition as well as the factors of conhol
and change.

A perspective of history and experience provides but one
aspect of the circumstances influencing air power and its application.
While it cannot be ignored, conversely it does not provide the panacea
for application in future wars. The future must also be considered
now. For example, how will air power in Australia best exploit space
and the technologies that use space? Is space an air power
environment? What guidance does our current doctrine have for the
future application of air power in space? Naturally, many other
considerations also influence these questions: Australia's peculiar
circumstances influence doctrine as does the assessment of the likely
threat. So ADF air power must be guided by a dynamic doctrine that
is: founded in a rigorous appreciation of historical perspective; shaped
by the circumstances peculiar to Australia, including threat
assessment; aligned to the present, yet is aware of the future. For air
power to be relevant, the process of doctrinal review must be
responsive to change and pertinent circumstances. Codification of
doctrine cannot be ossification of immutable thought.

TI{E AIM AND PI.'RPOSE OF THE LEADING EDGE

The aim of this book is to examine Australia's use of air power
in order to determine its appropriate employment for a small air force
wNch may have constraints peculiar to its circumstances. Its purpose
is to point the way ahead for air power in Australia because air power
is vital to the defence of Australia.

An historical perspective of air power will be the starting
point. The influence of air power, dochine and other factors such as
technology, politics and power struggles must be understood in
context to enable the future application of air power to be determined.
The evolution of air power and doctrine will cover WWI, the inter-war
period when politics and doctrine were pre-eminent, WW[, the
Korean War, Vietnam as a milestone in modern war and finally post-
Vietnam developments. The analysis will look at trends and
significant factors that have shaped the thinking on air power: an
historical review of events it will not be.
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The circumstances that influence air power can be unique to
the peculiar environment. To understand the future thrust of air
power in Australia, one must first analyze and understand the unique
environment in which Australia finds itself. Factors such as
geography, geopolitical situation, security outlook and extant national
security policy are significant. An assessment of these influences will
lead to a rational quantification of the realistic challenges to Australia's
security and national interests.

From an understanding of the unique Australian environment
and the evolution of air power, 'The Leading Edge' will develop an
analysis and assessment of air power and air Power doctrine in an
Australian context. Circumstances change and change influences
development. Historical fixations and present force structure can, and
do, colour perceptions of doctrinal and force development. Present
forces and capabilities will be examined with the view to the future in
order to ascertain enhancements as well as limitations. The
enhancements and limitations are not confined to force structure or
hardware assets: they do extend to the concePts and review of air
power application.

The future is important now. Therefore this book will identify
constraints to future development and application of air power in the
Australian context. Some constraints may be unavoidable, but in
certain instances their impact can be diminished if the problems are
identified and confronted: others which are blockages can be
removed. The assessment must look at air power in the future. This
will be in the context of the ADF as an integral part of joint forces
emphasizing the necessary force structure and command
arrangements to optimize the benefits of air power. Additionally, the
necessity for a doctrinal process that is germane to the ADF in toto will
be examined.

From the foregoing the next logical step is to examine the
future RAAF, identify essential roles and missions and an operational
doctrine that reflects the circumstances of Australia's unique
environment. The proven flexibility of air power employment may be
maintained through a different application in the future; sPace,

technology or enhancement factors may determine a very different
role for air power in a small air force in the future. The ability and will
to exploit change is vital to the future of Australia.
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The analysis and subsequent assessment of air power in
Australia's peculiar circumstances will lead to conclusions on the
application of air power by a small, conventional force faced with
unique constraints. The conclusions will indicate the course for future
development of air power in Australia.

Endnotes

Enryclopaedia Britannica Inc., Encyclopaeilia Britannica, 15th edn
(Encyclopaedia Britannica Inc., Chicago, 1982).

M.J. Armitage and R.A. Mason , Air Power in the Nuclear Age,2nd
edn (University of Illinois Press, Urbana and Chicago,7985l, p.2.
Gordon H. McCormick, 'The Dynamics of Doctrinal Change',
Orbb,Nol.27, No.2), Summer 7983,pp.267 ff.



CHAPTER TWO

EVOLUTION OF AIR POWER

Knout the enemy, know yourself ;
your aictory will nner be

andangered. Know the ground,
knsw the weather; your aictory
will then be total.

Sun Tzu
The Art of War

BACKGROUND

Air Power

Air power is the sum effect of air assets, their organization and
the conhol of those assets and organization. From its inception, air
power has fallen between two conflicting roles - a position exacerbated
by the politics of power - and it continues to be disadvantaged by that
conflict even today. The initial role of air power lay in suPPort to
ground forces; this was a logical and sometimes serendipitous
outcome of technological development and individual
experimentation. The latter role of strategic bombing became
associated with the belief in the role of air power as the decisive arm in
war: the underlying dochine was that bombing would destroy the
enemy will and capability to wage war. Unfortunately, this
development was supported more through political patronage (that is
still extant today) than through rational assessment. So the application
of air power has been a continually debilitating stewardship of
perennially limited resources to achieve military victory. The value of
air power has never been seriously questioned, but its control has.
There is conflict in the wartime role and application of air power. Air
power in the support role is unquestioned in nearly all cases, because
the role is subsidiary to the main ground forces role, albeit logistic or
combat support. The independent role of air power in prosecuting
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war produces the disagreement characteristic of this historical clash
between the two perceived roles of air power. While there may be a
case for an independent, offensive air power, historical Precdent does

not support such a general claim. Unfortunately, the fault lies partly
with the application of air power and partly with the opponents to
independent air power. The point was introduced above, that air
power has not been decisive in war. The bald statement is true, but it
hides a lot of assumptions on the part of opponents of air Power.
Conversely, the case has not been furthered by the early exponents of
air power who claimed that air power would be the ultimate weaPon
of destruction. The mapr error in both points of view is not so much
that both are wrong, but that neither was modified in the aftermath of
experience. Hence air power has become more than an exercise in
application of power: it has devolved into a sophist crusade for the
right to exercise power.

DOCTRINE

The lack of effective air power doctrine is a major reason that
the battle over air power has been able to continue so long. Doctrine is
'the how' of organization, conhol and initial resPonse in war to meet
the enemy in the next war. Therefore determination of force structure,
inter alia, is doctrinal responsibility: in effect it is saying how the next
war will initially be fought. Operational art is the skill of modifying
'the how' to react to and anticipate the changes in circumstances in the
reality of conflict in the short term - what Clausewitz described as the
friction of war. Doctrine will then be reviewed and revised on the
basis of this experience and reality. Implicit in this is the fact that
doctrine is not a binding checklist on how to fight. Operational
commanders have guidelines but not constraints. Doctrine logically
devolves from military strategy, which is a concomitant part of
national strategy (economic and political/diplomatic being the others).

Moreover, putative doctrine has consistently 'lagged far
behind the hither edge of technological advances'.l Thus doctrine
became dogma and underlying assumptions were not subiected to re-
evaluation. For example, in the case of the Air Staff in the Royal Air
Force (RAF), obvious difficulties in RAF's capabilities that emerged
during peacetime flyr^g during the inter-war period were not
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assessed, nor appreciated. This left the RAF anticipating far too few
operational demands and requirements of the coming war.2 There are
many examples from all eras and areas of air power history up to the
present time which corroborate the lack of suitable doctrine based on
analysis of change and circumstances together with rigorous
interpretation of theory.

The contribution of faulty doctrine can be taken further.
There is the historical example of the WWII USAAF doctrine on
strategic bombing. Many lost their lives in the vain effort to justify
faulty doctrine. However, two more recent examples will amplify the
case: USAF doctrine leading up to the Vietnam war was based almost
solely on nuclear delivery. When the United States Air Force (USAF)

was involved in the Vietnam war, the force had neither the shucture
nor the assets to prosecute the war. In fact the USAF adopted a Navy
aircraft (F4) for the role required. A second example is Israel in 7973,
when Eglpt was able to advance into the Sinai under an air defence
umbrella. In all three cases, doctrine was faulty because it was based
on faulty assumptions and ideas that had not been logically argued to
a conclusion. The common feature of all three cases was the doctrinal
process. Dochine must be a dynamic process which is capable of
reassessment and innovation as circumstances change. Far too often,
doctrine has become the holy writ used to defend a particular mission
for air power. Similarly, doctrine that remains fixed will doom air
power to failure; as was shown in Vietnam, where nuclear dochine
was found wanting in a conventional role.

Air power is caught between conflicting roles because the
doctrinal process is not strong enough to support the rational
development of air power. This is an historical legacy that all air
forces have come to inherit. Irrespective of size, air forces that attempt
to operate as an independent force encounter the doctrinal arguments
discussed above. By adductive reasoning then, one can expose the
seminal weakness of air power: doctrine and the doctrinal Process are
in essence the means of managing change and effecting control. The
exercise of power is the basis. If the dochinal process is non-existent
or faulty, effective control of the power of air assets is unlikely. This
could happen in several ways, including inappropriate force structure
due to faulty assumptions, or loss of the unique effects of air power
due to dilution of effort through 'Penny packet' application.
Similarly, if doctrine is aFophied or inappropriate due to 'political
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battles', or if doctrine is not undergoing a cyclic proc€ss of analysis,
application and refinement, then air power is rendered less effective.
Ultimately, air power inappropriately used will become counter-
productive, as the application of power becomes uneconomical in
monetary, personnel and asset terms.

HISTORICAL APPRECIATION OF AIR POWER AND DOCTRINE

'History suggests that the principal catalyst of dochinal
change is military disastey'.3 The pulpose of this book in examining
the historical evolution of air power and associated doctrine is not to
present an historical synopsis - many other sources abound that have
done a far better pb than this book could attempt. The reason is to
understand the lessons derived from an analysis and assessment of the
changes and circumstances surrounding the growth of air power.
Then, in future, the catalyst for doctrinal change need not be disaster.
The assertions have been made in earlier paragraphs that air power
has been less effective because of a continuing struggle to exercise
control in the furtherance of vested political interests and inter-service
rivalry. The succeeding paragraphs will provide the analysis and
assessment to corroborate the claims made.

World War I

Air power by the end of WWI had established three separate
long-term effects. The most fundamental of these was the fact that
'...the evidence from World War I did not provide clear, unambiguous
evidence on the impact of air power'.4 The second was the potential of
air power to carry destruction to the heart of the homeland. This had
two consequences: militarily there was the realization of total war,
taking the war to the total population and breaking the ability and will
of a nation to fight - a new variation on an old concept. Conversely,
the political anticipation of the extension of violence over the
homeland influenced political control of the military. The third effect
was the divergent roles of air power: air power in the support role of
land/sea operations was the logical extension of initiative, innovation
and technology in war. The strategic development of air power in an
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independent armed service as a means of decisive action in battle was
an opposite and diverging role.

The ambiguous results in WWI provided support for any
contention on the future of air power. The small range of data and the
limited scope of that data on the impact of air power meant that future
theory could not be rigorously challenged from a historical
perspective. Further, the late development of air power in the war
precluded the development of a body of doctrine. Tactics and
initiative were plentiful, but they did not constitute doctrine. This
factor of ambiguity hindered theoretical development of air power
employment and clouded debate and argument on the'proper nature'
of future air power. On the one side, the evidence supported the
contention that aircraft were but another technical innovation
furthering the efficiency of fighting: the tank was held to be a similar
development in improving the advantage of one side in war.
Therefore, analogously, air power should firmly remain under the
control of those in command of the ground forces. Conversely, the
ambiguous data were used to support the contention of the absolute
superiority of air power given technological development: thus air
power should be freed from the constraints of 'earth bound' control.
The influence of this ambivalence was to extend right up to WWII and
affect the development of air power and doctrine in the three major
cenEes of air power development, Britairy Germany and the US.

Although bombing results were not conclusive or decisive,
they had an effect out of all proportion to the damage. The bombing of
cities such as london introduced a psychological dimension to war -
the potential for terror in the whole nation: as already stated, air
power brought war to the erstwhile 'peaceful' homeland that to a
larger degree had been excluded from the direct effects of war in the
past. Hence political interest in the potential effects of air power was
quickly sharpened, with consequential political influence exerted on
the development of air power. Clearly, the politician saw the need to
defend the homeland from future threats, so air power in some
quarters assumed a defensive importance in preference to a perceived
military need for offence. Yet the same conclusions on the potential for
tenor in the heart of the nation fuelled another point of view. Air
power in the future could be the decisive weapon - an absolute arm of
destruction - to defeat the enemy. The attraction of the argument was
reinforced by the magnitude of losses in the static ground environment
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of the front. Future wars would be quickly won by'breaking the will
and potential' of an adversary to fight. Thus one's own losses would
be significantly reduced and the war conducted over or on the
'aggresso/s'homeland, thus punishing the aggressor: this argument
was philosophically appealing to a 'good' versus 'evil' perspective as

well as to protagonists of air Power.

All three factors have an interdependency. The arguments
developed in the preceding paragraph supported the divergent roles

of air power, which were to become the basis for doctrine. Similarly,
the ambiguity of results and the innovative technology demonstrated
in wwl gave untrammeled rein to both points of view on the future
development of air Power. Throughout the war, the utility of air
power was never seriously questioned. The contribution of air power
io the war effort was accepted as a natural evolution of war. Thus the
support role of air power was accepted' While not decisive even in a
taCtical situation, air power did contribute to the efforts of the

commander. The obvious role of air power was in reconnaissance and

communication. From this evolved the logical need for a counter to the

enemy's ability to extend the eyes and ears of the commander. Thus

an eaily acceptance of a counter-air role was accepted. This 'logical'
evolution was, however, seen in a tactical sphere, within the control of
the ground commander. The use of specialist advice, i.e. an early
concept of air liaison, was still consistent with the ground specialist

staff assigned to a commander's headquarters. Thus many air
concepts evolved by a logical extension of what had preceded on the
ground. However, to reiterate, all this was in the context of tactical
operations.

The strategic bombing role is the divergent development of air
power arising from WWI. This is also supported by the other factors

because advocates saw the application of total war to acNeve quick
victory. This argument was quickly extended to the need for an

independent air force: an arm which could proiect force without the
need for intervening ground forces. The most profound effect of this
argument would be found in the inter-war period, with consequences
for WWII. In the long term, doctrine would be exploited to iustify the
necessity for an independent air force and the application of air power.

The factors assessed above, in combination, were to have a
seminal effect on another concePt that did not fully emerge until
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WW[. This idea was a forerunner of the 'force multiplier effecf so

much in use today. Air power was to be used in support of ground
forces to alter the balance of forces, i.e. the ratio of one's own forces to
the enemy's. Thus, argued the proponents, a smaller ground force
could be used to attack because air power provided a capability
equivalent to a certain size ground force. The concept will be more
fully discussed later, but its origins were found in the period of WWI.

Inter-War Period

Developments in air power during the inter-war period were
significant in three different ways. There was doctrinal development
which, however, was largely based on theory and'propheq/ as well as

the limited data from WWI and post-war hials (including the Spanish
Civil War).s The influence of personalities was pre-eminent in shaping
the future direction of air power and the continuing argument of the
strategic role of independent air power gained increased emphasis in
all three mairr centres of air power development.

The influence of personalities and the thrust of doctrine was
not so much based on a choice of theories as it was on the acceptance
or rejection of a fundamental doctrine.6 In essence this doctrine
argued that the strategic superiority of air power was such that all
future campaigns must be planned with the primacy and
independence of air power as the most important precept. The
doctrine was based on theory which relied on technological
development in air power to realize its full potential. Further, this
doctrine was based on the limited results of WWI which could not
support rigorous analytical argument. There were trials during this
period which showed the power of air-delivered bombs: perhaps the
most widely known being the US experience in attacking the ex-
German battleship Ostfriesland in tests off the Virginia Capes.T
However, both Britain and Germany conducted trials during this
period which showed similar results. The point conveniently
overlooked by the protagonists of strategic air power was the
associated difficulties and weaknesses of the delivery systems. For
example both British and German experiences showed the difficulties
in navigation to, detection of and accurate attack on targets. Although
strategic bombing doctrine was developed in the US differently from
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the European experience, it nonetheless depended on theory and
limited data to defend the concept. The weakness in these approaches
is that the doctrine could not be defended on the basis of rigorous

analytical argument.

The pervasiveness of the doctrine in spite of these

shortcomings is due largely to the influence of a few personalities who
championed the cause of sbategic air power. Additionally, there were
political influences which indirectly brought about support for the
strategic doctrine of an independent air force. The most influential
personalities were Trenchard, Douhet and Mitchell. Wever in
Germany was exerting an influence on strategic dochine at the time of
his death. Whilst the Luftwaffe corporately supported the doctrine of
strategic bombing, the absence of a champion and the dominance of
political interference hindered an articulate air power doctrine.

The factors dominant during this period did not act in
isolation: the interaction of influence produced results that are

paradoxical. The German example has been discussed, but to take it
iurther, because of political pressure and a lack of doctrine the
Luftwaffe was more prepared for the adaption to close air support,
wNch proved successful during the early stages of the war. Similarly,
political intervention in Britain resulted in the independence of the

RrUr.8 Yet the maior reason for the independence of the air force was

in the interests of air defence of Britain. Again political intervention
resulted in Trenchard regaining control of the RAF: from tNs position
he greatly influenced the doctrine of strategic bombing for the RAF.

American experience parallels the influence of personalities shaping
doctrine. Mitchell's influence was the most significant 9 yet his

doctrine was eventually modified by a small grouP that exerted

enornous inlluence over the development of American air Power
during this period.

World War II

Despite technological innovations and the imaginative use of
technology, air power's continuing evolution during WWII did not
represent a major divergence from previous development' Yet, there
are significant indicators of changes in the application and conhol of
air power. Conversely, some asPects of air Power have been more
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rigid as a result of the experiences of WWII. The maior areas of
significance during this period are explicit acceptance of air power
roles in a tactical theatre, the role of air superiority, command and
conhol aspects of air power, the use of air power in support of the
ground forces to alter the balance of force, doctrinal argument, and
technology.

Lord Tedder claimed that the outstanding lesson of I IWII was
'...that air superiority is the prerequisite to all winning war operations,
whether at sea, on land, or in the air'.10 In the tactical theatre, the role
of air superiority was essential to the successful conduct of ground
operations and other air operations. Both sides proved that air
superiority was critical to success: the Blitzkrieg succeeded in the early
days of the war because of Luftwaffe air superiority, but later failed
because of the lack of Luftwaffe dominance in this role. The
experience from WWII showed that air power had three tactical roles,
namely air superiority, interdiction and close air support.ll Air power
succeeded in varying degrees in these roles in the support of ground
forces, but that did not detract from the important gain made through
corrunon recognition of these roles. Also there was a logical agreement
that air superiority was a prerequisite condition for the conduct of the
other roles and the successful conduct of ground operations.

However, the role of air superiority gave rise to friction which
impeded the successful conduct of the war and has had repercussions
up to the present. The friction occurred in different spheres of interest.
The first area was the role of air superiority in the strategic theahe in
support of bombing operations, coupled with the perceived defensive
role of fighters. A second maFr concern was the control of the assets

and the runner in which air superiority would be achieved. These

areas of interest had a compounding effect on the other significant
factors arising from WWII.

Command and control friction was initially a continuation of
the independent air force argument that had previously developed.
Germany was in a better position to adapt to combined air/ground
operations because the Luftwaffe lacked a strong position in affecting
military policy after the death of Wever. The RAF was an independent
air force for air defence reasons (political) and was a model for
centralized, independent air power that did not have a doctrine for
ground support roles. US air power was a component of the US Army
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and so brought to the combined operations in Europe and North
Africa the practice of air power conholled by the ground conunander.
The major change that ensued after the C-asablanca Conference was the
centralized control of air power assets under the effective control of an
air commander, which became the model for WWII and later.12 The
arguments for these steps are firstly, that air Power can best be

exploited by progressive employment in roles (i.e. gain air superiority
first) and secondly, that the advantages of air power are concentrated
through central control.

The doctrine of strategic bombing embroiled the air
superiority concept as well as control of assets. The pro argument for
independent air power pushed the doctrinal argument that strategic
air power would destroy the enemy's air power in the air and on the
ground. Heavily armed bombers would be 'invulnerable' to fighter
aftack while destropng the enemy's fighters in combat. Secondly,
strategic bombing would destroy industrial and military targets on
such a scale that the enemy's war machine would be rendered useless.

Such was the argument. Two failures are of particular note in this
development, which hold consequences for the future. Firstly, there
was a reliance on future technology to suPPort doctrine. Secondly,
there was the basic failure to modify doctrine in the light of experience
- after the resounding losses incurred over Schweinfort, for example.
The reason for this transgression is that faulty doctrine (invincible
strategic bombing) was used to prop up another faulty doctrine,
namely, the incontrovertible necessity for an independent air force.
The lesson to be drawn is not the argument over the ProPer role of an
independent air force, but the use of doctrinal argument to support
theory, unsubstantiated by fact.

In WWII, doctrine drove the needs for technological
development. Initially, the requirements placed on air Power were not
able to be met due to lagging technology. The contribution of
technology is not in the quantum improvement in concentration of
firepower per se: this is a phenomenon experienced throughout war.
The real significance of the development was the integration of
technology with command and control features. Both Britain and
Germany had the concept of radar: however, the RAF exploited the
technology through an integrated, centrally controlled system to
produce the defence of Britain. Germany did not. The integration of
technology is vitally important to the development of doctrine. This
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lesson was to be overlooked in the future resulting in an unrealistic
and perhaps unsubstantiated dependence on the 'wizardry' rather
than the doctrinally supportd integrated system.

Air power had been used in WWI and WWII in support of
ground operations. In this regard the use of air power was no more
than an extension of firepower (such as artillery) but in another
medium. However, a new concept emerged: air power was
employed in place of ground forces to influence the balance of forces
engaged in combat. An example shows the difference in thinking.
Operation Overlord faced superior numbers of German ground forces:
bomber assets were diverted from strategic bombing to provide
interdiction in concert with other tactical air power engaged in close
air support and interdiction. The allied air power was used to
overcome the numerical inferiority of the allied ground forces.

WWII furthered the continuing argument over the
independent role of air power. The atomic bomb exacerbated the
argument and produced an effect on doctrinal development, as well as
thinking on air power, for another thirty years. The atomic bomb, in a
technological sense, was a progression in the phenomenon of the
development of firepower. Psychologically and politically, the
weapon had an impact on the development of air power and doctrine
that continues to influence conventional forces even todav.

Korea/Viebram Era

While Korea was largely a continuation of WWII doctrine and
shategy, the era including Vietnam was a watershed for technology.
However, both wars shared some important concepts which affect the
employment of air power. The most important of these is the political
restraint of a limited war. Doctrine must reflect the germane
circumstances and anticipate a degree of uncertainty in war. However,
docbine which is continuously constrained by variable political
decisions will be ineffective in guiding the application of air power.
Another important influence was the continuing dominance of nuclear
weapons in military and political thinking. The debate influenced and
continued the long-standing argument for the decisive influence of air
power. This was not to be proved, but it did bring out another
political factor affecting air power: the immediacy of air power and its
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effects has an attraction for those who wield political Power; the
gunboat diplomacy analogy is apt. Technology proved to be an

important consideration in this era because of the tremendous leaps in
levels of lethality and the continuing complication of war through new
mediums such as electronics.

Korea witnessed the concept of the use of air power as a
means to alter the balance of forces engaged in ground combat. The
use in Korea of strategic bombing of enemy facilities was a major
factor enabling the allied forces to contain the advance of Korean and
Chinese ground forces.l3 This tactic was also used in WWII, as already
noted. The limited war was a political reality of Korea, as it was to be

in Vietnam. The significance for doctrine and air Power is the new set

of considerations that must perforce be undertaken as a result of the
political decision to limit its effectiveness. Thus Lord Tedder's
iomment was proved in this era to be inexact rather than untrue when
he emphasized that all war-winning operations depended on air
power. vietnam and Korea demonshated that political constraints

could offset the need for air superiority in a limited war.

The maior focus of the era was on technology: this gave rise to
doctrinal redefinition which,like doctrine in the past,was based on a
hoped for result - a panacea - rather than logical and analytical
argument. In view of the McNamara influence on this era by way of
analytical methodology, the intent of the preceding sentence is not to
support his mistaken views, but to argue for rigorous debate in a

philosophical way that is analytical. Nuclear weaPons had an adverse
impact on the development of doctrine and were largely responsible
forthe U$ unprepared in Vietnam, relying on technology developed
for another role. The US and other air powers had developed a

doctrine based solely on the delivery of nuclear weaPons, without
thought for a conventional war. That was the negative impact of
technblogy. The positive impact was to improve the effectiveness of
air power through increased performance and firepower. As a direct
consequence, doctrine was influenced by two new concepts: the
positive influence was the development of the 'qualitative edge' to
overcome inferiority in numbers; the negative was a total reliance on
technology in air power as a Panacea. The former argument advocated

that air power would produce a disproportionate result if the
technology of the weapons gave better-trained crews an advantage.
While the doctrine developed, the ideas were not rigorously tested and
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results in Vietnam, for air-to-air combat for example, show that the
basis of the idea was sound, but reliance on technology was no
substitute for sound doctrine. Misapplication of the concept led to
violation of principles of war which have stood the test of war. Instead
of concentration of force and economy of effort, technological
innovation sometimes led to the inappropriate use of air power in
applying a concentrated effort against a target. The attack on bridges
in Vietnam is just one example of these violations: other resources
should have been considered or, alternatively, another means of
interdiction could have been used.

The advent of the driving force of technology resulted in
doctrine lagging technological development. The advantages of
technology lay in the multiplier effect of air power. The concept can be
traced back to the application of air power to alter the balance of forces
in combat. The multiplier effect, as a doctrine, emphasizes the
advantages from any advance which produces a qualitative edge in
combat. Electronic warfare reached a peak of development during this
era and is directly an emphasis on the multiplier effect. Electronic
warfare, developed in WWII but not nearly as effectively, became a
new art form in Vietnam.

Post-Viebram Era

The continuing development of electronic warfare highlights
the phenomenon of technology outstripping doctrine. Yet, there is a
certain disturbing feature in the re-emergence of doctrinal argument.
For example, current research into unmanned vehicles and the
continuing developments in missiles and rockets lends credence to the
argument of a future air power that is based on unnnnned systems.
In particular, this proposal first emerged in the 1950s as a result of a
new faith in the technology of rockets. Thus, manned flight was no
longer required, so went the argument, hence air crew were no longer
needed. They would be replaced by'ground controllers'. The impact
on doctrine led to an initial restructuring of air forces. The RAB for
example, began a proc€ss of reducing and re-training air crew because
they would be redundant in the future. In the US, a doctrinal debate
about the command and control of missiles erupted between the US
Army and the US Air Force. The inappropriate concept was belatedly
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recognized in hindsight. There are other examples which suggest

similar occurrences elsewhere. However, the import of the argument
is not the system under discussion (the missile or unmanned system)
but the reasoning proc€ss. The over-reliance on unproved technology
leading doctrine is a dangerous reasoning process. Similarly, other
doctrinal arguments continue: in particular, the quantum
developments in technology have rekindled the argument over control
of air assets and the role of an independent air force.

As well as exacerbating the long-standing doctrinal debate,
technology in the post-Vietum era has shaped the development of air
power in three different ways. Air power has become enormously
expensive, even in terms relative to other weaPons systems. Logistic
support for air power has increased disproportionately: fewer systems
require larger and greater numbers of ground suPPort facilities.
However, anti-air weapons, particularly surface'to-air, have become
increasingly simple, effective, cheap and robust. Thus, the
consideration of attrition and combat return on the asset (how much
firepower can be directed, with what degree of accuracy and reliability
for the monetary investment in the asset) assume considerable
significance in the consideration of the application of air power: so
doctrine is directly affected by considerations of technology, including
logistic support.

AIR POWER MATI.JRITY

Analysis of Air Power

Air power has several characteristics that make it unique. The
use of the third dimension is not exclusive to air power, so the
exclusive or pre-erninent use of the third dimension cannot be claimed
as one of air powe/s characteristics: the ability to apply power at an
extended range is its great characteristic. This can also now, and in the
future, be applied to space. Air power is flexible in application and
response: the use of air power can be measured in very short time
scales, while it is able to deliver weapons with high speed. Air power
is also versatile (which is not peculiar to air power): yet versatility
coupled with the feature of concentration of effort, or firepower, makes
air power unique. There are several characteristics of air power which
have had a significant impact on its development and use: time span
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and change are two of the main factors. How air power has been
exploited to take advantage of its unique characteristics within the
constraints of time, change and managing that change provides an
assessment of the real value of air power.

Timespan

The evolution of air power has occurred in less than eighty
years. By contrast, naval power and armies have been in a continuous
state of evolution and change for nearly two millenia. Even a
comparison among the three arms in modern times shows a similar
and probably more striking disparity. So the development of air
power represented a new dimension which had no precedents nor
historical guidance. While theory on application abounded, the
practical use of air power had to develop in spite of doctrine rather
than with the assistance of doctrine. A characteristic of any military
organization is a deep resentment of change. Thus air power,"which
represented a mapr change in the conduct of war, was championed by
the few who had a conviction about its role. The obvious difficulty is
twofold. The natural resistance to change is an inertia to be overcome,
but the championing of a cause creates a hostility to the'zealot' and his
cause. Despite its short history, air power has had a significant record
of friction and 'zealotry'. The result of this has been to confuse and
mislead, whilst diverting considerable effort and resources into
defending a point of view or theory, rather than improving the
application and execution of air power. There are vestigial traces of
this rancour today which still affect the consideration of air power.
The debate continues to be emotive rather than rational.

Rate of Change

The large scale of change in air power over a relatively short
perid has resulted in a high rate of change. The plafforms have
advanced from fabric and wire to supersonic, composite-material
aircraft capable of long ranges. Managing the change and dealing with
the rate of change has produced paradoxical results. Initially, air
power theory and, by inference, doctrine placed great credence in the
future and rapid development of the capabilities of aircraft. Whilst
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there was change and rapid innovatiory the changes did not produce
the expectations of the theorists. Air power was accused of failing to
meet the great expectations assigned to it by the thmrists, as well as

the early leaders who predicted that air power would be decisive in
absolute terms. Conversely, 'the failure to appreciate the need for
doctinal innovation in response to changing circumstances has led to
some very unpleasant and unnec€ssaq/ surprises'.l4 This
understatement has been borne out in all wars. Consistently, doctrine
and application fail to adapt to the changed circumstances, or do not
change quickly enough to meet the changed threat. There are

sufficient examples in WWII and Vietnam to give a sPectrum of
instances: the US doctrine of shategic bombing and its tragic
consequenc€s in WWII is one instance. The politically motivated
'Rolling Thunder' involving US forces in Vietnam is another. The
Israeli Air Force can attest to the need for keeping ahead of change in
the 1973'Yom Kippur/ war.

Yet, air power has adapted in most instances to the demands

of rapid change. The very characteristics of air Power have facilitated
this adaption. Because air power is flexible in application and can
respond quickly to demands on it, there has been less of the traditional
resistance to change found in a military organization. Possibly a case

can be made that supports the contention that air power and its leaders

have been more responsive because the high rate of change and the
short span were not conducive to applying Precedent and more
tolerant of innovation.

Influences on Air Power

The evolution of air power has been effected, and generally
affected, by a few personalities, politics and technology. Air power
shares a special symbiotic relationship with technology that is difficult
to comprehend. Other armed forces have progressed by way of
technological change, but air power has continued to attract a
considerable amount of ingenuity and innovation in developing
effectiveness. The continuing and special relationship between air
power and technology is evident at all stages of the evolution of air
power. This point is the more significant because of the transition in
the relationship. As already noted, initially air power lead technology,
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now the reverse is true. The influences of technology has been both
advantageous and diverse. Technology has added great impetus to
the capability of air power, yet there has been a tendency to develop an
overdependence on technology alone as the panac€a. The example of
overdependence on a nuclear deterrent air power was evident in an
allied force unprepared for conventional war in Korea. Paradoxically,
the air power role has been overestimated and undervalued because
initially technology could not keep pace with the doctrinal
applications; yet air power continues to suffer a similar fate because
doctrine has not kept abreast of technology.

The roles of a few personalities and of politics have been
critical to the shaping of air power employment. The difficulties of air
power have not been resolved by these influences. In the short history
of air power, such has been the impact and dominance of these two
factors that they have been, and will continue to be, integral to the
development of air power. The pervasive influence of technology and
its implicit national budget value will exacerbate the desire for political
influence and control, so the personalities and political influences will
continue unabated. The potential for technological development in air
power has always attracted the 'champion of a cause'syndrome. The
very nature of air power assures that attraction will continue.

Doctrine

The continuing dilemma for air power has been doctrine:
there has never been a well-accepted doctrinal argument for the
control of air power. A case can be made from rigorous argument and
historical precedent for centralized conhol of an independent air
power force. Yet, counter-claims use a similar rigorous logic and
historical precedent to support the case for the control of air power by
the ground commander. From WWI to the modern air-land battle,
doctrine has a consistent theme. Both arguments have some truth in
them, and both present a valid case given certain circumstances. The
circumstances and the politics of power have determined the outcome:
they continue to do so. Doctrine is more than control; a major
emphasis of doctrine is managing change, so it is this condition that
brings doctrine and technology into alternating divergence and
convergence. Overdependence on, or disassociation from, one by the
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other produces the dilemma for air Power that has characterized its
history, namely effective control and exploitation of its characteristics.

Assessment

Any question on the role of air power inevitably leads to a
determination of identity and expectations. If air power has been
managed well in the quickly changing circumstances of the recent Past,
then air power has matured as a valid force secure in a separate

identity and capable of operating independently or in suPPort of other
forces. The doctrine will have realistic expectations which reflect a
factor of uncertainty about war but not about roles or identity. If that
maturation has not taken place, then air power will still be the arena
for the resolution of power politics within a nation's fighting force:
roles, identity and rabon d'etre will be obscure.
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CHAPTER THREE

AUSTRALIA'S UNIQUE ENVIRONMENT

Now the elements of the art of war are

fhst, musurantai of ryace;
second, atimation of quantitia;
thiril, calculations;

four th, comparisons ; an d

fifth, chanca of oictory.
Sun Tzu
The Art of War

THE GEOGRAPHICAL E\IVIRONMENT

Australia's Geographic Situation

Australia's immense land mass is almost identical in size to
continental United States (US), making it the sixth largest nation in the
world. However, nearly all the similarities with the US - and for that
matter most other nations in the world - end there, for Australia is a
unique continent. The country is the oldest continent in the world
with an average topography of only one thousand feet above sea level;
it is the only island continent; and it is the driest of all inhabited
continents, with about 50 per cent of the continent being desert or
semi-arid. These features of sizc, topography, island continent and
remoteness impact significantly on the ability of the nation to defend
itself - enhancing defence in some aspects and frustrating it in many
other ways.

The nation's wealth is considerable. Aushalia is among the
world's maior producers of minerals and metals. It has 29 per cent of
the world's uranium reserves; is 60 per cent self-sufficient in its own
petroleum requirements; has enonnous reserves of nafural gas; and is
the world's biggest supplier of coal and a leading exporter of iron,
copper, lead, aluminium and zinc. The nation also has reserves of
gold, silver, diamonds, sapphires and opals. Australia leads the world
in beef and veal exports; is the second largest mutton and lamb
exporter; and produces 30 per cent of the world's wool production.l
Australia's economy is largely service-based despite the large exports
from the rural sector in wheat, sugar, meat and wool. The hend to
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service industries has been recent and has given Australia its third
mairr access to world markets to accompany its rural and mineral
exports. Sixty per cent of the country's Gross Domestic Product (GDP)
is now produced by such service-sector industries as administration,
retail sales, and communications.2

Exports of iron ore, coal, bauxite and other minerals remain
significant factors in the nation's wealth. Nearly 40 per cent of all of
Australia's exports are minerals, with the majority being shipped to
markets outside her area of direct defence interest, from ports in the
remote northern regions to |apan. The majority of those exports leave
the nation by sea. Hence, during any protracted conflict the protection
of those vital sea trade routes must become a significant consideration.
However, Mr Dbb, in his report to the Minister for Defence in 1986,

pointed out that no country has ever completelyblockaded a continent
surrounded by seas such as Australia. The Dbb Review stated that
most activities involving disruption of Australian trade could be
handled by evasive routing. Moreover, Australia has the potential to
become highly self-sufficient in all basic commodities.'3

Whilst the nation's mineral wealth is predominantly in the
remote and inaccessible northern regions, the population and
industrial support base is mainly located in the southeast of the nation.
Of the 16 million inhabitants living in Australia, 80 per cent live in the
large cities in the southeast,leaving large portions of the interior and
northwest sparsely inhabited. The same inverse relationship applies to
the nation's defence support infrastructure. Northerndeployed forces
are limited. This population distribution, like so many other aspects of
Australia's demography, both contributes to, and detracts from, the
defence of the nation.

Communication and Transportation

The remoteness of the nation has recently been overcome, to a
limited degree, with the introduction of commercial satellites.
However, whilst the multi-satellite commercial communication
systems is probably Australia's most significant contemporary
industry, other aspects of the comrnunications spectrum are still
underdeveloped and constitute one of the most limiting factors in the
nation's defence.
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The newly acquired satellites may have finally provided rrtany
of the remote areas with reliable communications; however, road and
rail communication networks remain in a parlous state throughout
most of the natiory with non-existent services being a corunon
phenomenon in the more remote regions. Any road havel from the
large cities in the southeast to the remote, but economically
indispensable regions of the northwest, will take over a week of
continuous movement under normal conditions. The onset of the
yearly monsoon rains increases the trip time considerably. The same
trip attempted by rail will shand the traveller at Geraldton in the west,
Alice Springs in the centre or Mount Isa in the east - all three rail
terminuses are still a long way from the vital gas or oil rigs in the
Timor Sea or the iron ore res€rves in the Kimberleys. [.and
deployment of defence force personnel and equipment in an
emergency experiences the same frustrations as the civilian traveller
does, because the ADF is dependent on the same transPort and
communications infrastructure.

Even where surface travel is possible, the routes are limited
and predictable, so communications are easily disrupted by natural
phenomena or by limited enemy interdiction. Large expanses of
desert, the small population base and prohibitive costs militate against
additional road or rail communications being constructed in the near
future. One possible exception is the completion of a rail link between
Alice Springs and Darwin, or Mount Isa and Darwin. The major
reason for such an outlay is the vital support for defence in an area that
lacks any transport infrastructure. Significantly, enemy interdiction of
either proposed rail link, for any protracted period of time, requires a
sbong enemy presenc€ in the area. The inhospitality of the Ausbalian
outback now works in favour of the nation's defence. An enemy, once
established in Australia's north, faces similar constrictions in mobility.
His advances must be along the predictable routes through
environmentally defined focal points. Thus, defence of eisting and
proposed lines of communication and total familiarity with adiacent
areas becomes a fundamental requirement of any national defence
doctrine.

Communication by sea meets with frustrations similar to Iand
travel. Shipping requires weeks to circumnavigate the 19,320
kilometre coastline. The maiority of ports in the northwest are
restricted by poor harbours or large tidal variations, whilst access to
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the northeast coast ports is hindered by the Great Barier Reef. All
northern regional port entrances demand careful navigation and
reduced speed of passage. The extremely long littoral of the continent
means that even if naval vessels are split-ported on the east and west
coast, transit time to the more remote regions of the nation's areas of
direct military interest still can take rnany days - days which may not
be available in an emergency. Cyclone Tracy in 1974 highlighted the
isolation of one region of the nation. Maritime rescue vessels took over
a week to reach the region with relief supplies, ground kansport took
slightly less, but air support was almost immediate and air evacuation
began on the second dayof the emergency.

Air transport is the one conununications medium which can
efficiently respond to Australia's transportation and surveillance
requirements. Air is the only communication system available to
transport goods and services quickly over the large and mostly
inhospitable land. Air is pervasive to the land and waters which
surround the nation, making air the dominant medium available for
quick communication and rapid transportation throughout the region.
Aircraft are the only transportation medium which can cross the
nation in hours and reach the remote comers of Australia's areas of
direct military interest in under one day. An infrastructure of airfields,
even in the remote corners of the nation, permits most civil and
military aircraft access 365 days a year. Only the northern regions of
Cape York peninsula are presently not serviced by an adequate
runway to permit continuous operations by high-perforrnance military
or conunercial aircraft. The flexibility and responsiveness of air is the
reason why air transport has played such an historical role in the
development of the nation.

The Dibb Review advanced that Australia should be able to
exert independent military power over an area stretching
longitudinally from Cocos Islands to New Zealand and the islands of
the South West Pacific, a distance of over 7000 kilometres.
Iatitudinally, the area stretches from the archipelago chain in the north
to the deep Southern Ocean, a further distance of over 5000 kilometres;
a region which represents 10 per cent of the earth's surface. Add to
that Dibb's region of 'sphere of primary strategic interesf, which
encompasses South East Asia and the general South West Pacific
region, and the area becomes a quarter of the total earth's surface.4
The Dbb Review has expanded the geographic extent of Ausbalia's
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area of interest. The tenuous and tortuous communication/transport
infrastructure, already shained, cannot cope with this expansion
unless great reliance is placed on air power proiection.

Benefits of Australia's Geographic Situation

The single most beneficial factor accruing from Australia's
geographic location is that the nation does not share its continent with
any nation. For anyone to come to Australia they first must cross the
sea-air gap; no land bridge is available. Whilst this may have some
disadvantages from a trade point of view, from a defence perspective
it provides the nation with a natural moat which must be the envy of
manyother nations. Not only is Australia surrounded by water, but it
is also located where the likely axis of any attack in the fuhrre is also
possibly predictable. With vast areas of the Indian Ocean to the west,
the Antarctic Ocean to the south and a stable and friendly New
Zealand to the east, Australia finds itself being able to assume that
over half of ib large circumference is secured by natural barriers.

Assuming the sea-air gap can be penetrated and a potential
enemy makes a successful landing on Australian shores, that enemy,
depending on its obiective, may still have many other natural obstacles
to overcome before seriously threatening the nation's survival. Thus
the topography and limitations of transport infrastructure become
advantageous for Australia's defence. the 7,6f,2,3N square kilometres
of national territory provide, in many areas, a natural defence which
would be hostile to an invading force unless huge air, land and sea lift
resources are available to them.

If an enemy planned to completely conquer Australia, then
two choices would be available to him; namely, cross the nation or
attack via the perimeter. In either case the ADF could choose the time
and place to interdict using the vastness of the interior or the
magnitude of the coastline to its advantage. The logistical
requirements for a cross-nation attack would be prohibitive to an
invading force, whilst a perimeter attack would make the invading
force vulnerable to the ADF air and maritime forces. During such an
attack the enemy's own supply lines would be continuously
vulnerable whilst in transit across the sea/air gap en route to the
Australian mainland.
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Nearly all approaches to Australia are across many miles of
open sea (the exception is the approach through the small island chain
extending from Papua New Guinea and leading down to Cape York
peninsula). When an enemy is forced to cross oPen ocean to reach the
Australian mainland, it becomes susceptible to the ADF's considerable
surveillance and strike assets. The sea-air gap is the nation's best

natural defence, preventing an enemy achieving a successful
lodgement. However, the northeast, north and northwest of the nation
provide many defence challenges if the nation is to be secured against
attack. For those northern regions are where Australia is accessible
and where the supporting infrastructure is weakest.

Until approximately 20 years ago an enemy landing on the
northwest of the nation, with the ambition of reaching the wealth of
the country to the southeast, would have had to cross thousands of
inhospitable miles to reach the population and wealth base. Now, the
abundance of natural resources in the north and northwest of the

continent, and promising offshore oil and gas wells in the same region,
have considerably enlarged the nationis'wealth area'; this has, in turn,
compounded the defence predicament.

Disadvantages of Aushalia's Geopolitical Position

Australian doctrine, and hence force structure, must consider
that a potential enemy may attack the remote northern regions with
the obiective of only controlling those isolated but rich natural
resources. A potential enemy may have no desire to move further
south and conquer the remainder of the nation. Consequently, the
huge land mass of the interior, which once was a barrier and a factor in
choosing a Fabius Maximus Cunctator tactic of trading space for time,
may no longer be quite as helpful as formerly thought, depending on
the enemy's objectives. The now more diffuse national wealth brought
about by the successful development of the large gas fields on the
Northwest Shelf, the Jabiru oil field in the Timor Sea and other
promising oil wells northwest of Darwin, combined with the iron ore
reserves in the region, may all constrain how much space Australia can
afford to trade for time. However, for an invading force attempting to
hold even a small portion of the Australian continent, the price paid
for such an incursion can be made to be out of all proportion to the
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benefit gained by the aggressor, provided Australia can proiect
sufficient force in the region. An enemy with limited obiectives of
securing a foothold of influence will still face a difficult missioru
provided suitable weapons and tactics are employed by the ADF.
Such an invasion strategy will allow the ADF to operate from its secure
rear .reas in the southeast and choose the appropriate place and time
to dislodge the enemy. Given that an enemy's sea lines of
communication would be relatively easy to interdict, the price paid by
an enemy for an occupation could be made to outweigh the short-term
advantages gained.

Australia is situated just south of the burgeoning population
base of South East Asia. The Indonesian island of |ava has the densest
population of any land in the world, whilst India, to Australia's
northwest, is expected to become the most populated nation in the
world by the turn of the century. Despite this huge population base
being in close proximity to Australia, and what should be substantial
export markets, the nation's exports are not sought by, or tailored fo4,

those nations. fapan remains Australia's nearest mapr trading
partner.

Not only is Australia remote from its larger export market, but
it has become more remote from its traditional cultural and historic
ties over the last decade. The 'Guam Doctrine' espoused by US
President Nixon in1972 stated that the US would no longer necessarily
come to the aid of an ally involved in regional conflict and,
furthermore, the ally would have to develop a more self-reliant
defence posture. The significance for Australia was that the ANZUS
alliance was no longer the sufficient and necessary cornerstone for
Australia's defence planning. With the maior shift in United Kingdom
inlluence as a world power after World War II, and now with the
stated US position, Australia has become more remote from its cultural
and historical base.

Implications

The enormity and proximity of these regional populations to
the vast and undelpopulated regions of Australia cannot be ignored,
nor can the historical instability of some of the regional governments
be overlooked. Australia sees itself as a stable democracv in an area
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where democratic principles are not necessarily held with the same
esteem. The nation is isolated: its region is culturally rerrrote from its
ancestral base; it is industrially removed from its major trading
partners; it is economically independent of the immediate region and
unable to exploit the huge markets on its doorstep. Moreover,
Australia finds itself in a relatively secure portion of the world, where
the short-teryn prognosis is for continued stability and security, but
where potential exists for that tranquility, which has pervaded the area
since the end of confrontation with Indonesia in 1963, to be

overfurned. If such a dramatic change were to occur then Australia's
defence would be dependent upon the nation's natural defences, the
doctrine and capabilities of its national defence force and possible
assistance from her historical allies. Such external assistance may not
be forthcoming and Australia could be left to exploit only those
resources available under its direct control. A clear national defence
policy is essential.

THE POLITICAL ENVIRONMENT

Introduction

Against the background sketched in the previous paragraphs,
Mr P.Dibb was commissioned to assess what the nation's defence
priorities should be. The Dibb Review was Presented to the
Government in March 1986. In March 1987 the Government released
its White Paper on defence, titled Tfte Defence of Australia L987. 'Ihis
White Paper drew heavily on the Dibb Review and it forms the current
basis for defence planning, replacing the previous White Paper issued
in 7976. In December 1987 the foint Parliamentary Committee on
Foreign Affairs, Defence and Trade (JPCFADT) issued a report on a
two-year study into the Defence Department, titled The Management of
Australia's Defence. The published report was unavailable at the time
of writing. However, secondary reports from the print medium
consistently highlighted several features of the report. The first was a
criticism by the Commiftee of the adversarial, negative and potentially
divisive relationships between military and civilian staff in Defence. A
second observation was on the plethora of unworkable managerial
levels, relationships and processes. A third, and significant, point was
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a recornrr€ndation to involve a bi-partisan Parliamentary grouP in the
critical policy formulation process of Defence.

The Dibb Review

In February 1985 the Minister for Defence asked Mr Dibb to
undertake a review of Australia's defence capabilities. In that review
the Minister wanted an examination of the content, priorities and
rationale of defence forward planning and requested advice on which
capabilities are appropriate for Australia's present and future defence
requirements. Dibb was required to make judgments on the
appropriate balances between equipment, personnel numbers,
facilities and operating costs. Additionally, he was required to
examine the balance between readiness and long-term investrnent, and
between the relative priority given to responding to various levels of
possible threats.S

In his Executive Summary Dibb stated:

Australia b one of the most secure countris in the worlil.
It is distant from the main cenhes of global military
confrontation, and it is surrounded by large expanses
of water which make it difficult to attack. Australia's
neighbours possess only limited capabilities to project
military power against it.

But it would not be prudant to assume that we will always
be able to conduct our affairs without challenge. Our
strategic circumstances might change and become less
favourable than today. There are risks inherent in our
sfiategic environment that could pose difficult
problems for the nation's defence.5

The Dbb Review raised the point made earlier in this book
regarding the importance of the sea-air gap surrounding Australia:

A thorough understanding of the physical
characteristics of the sea and air gap to our north, and
of Australia's northern hinterland, will enable us to
take account of the limitations and risks that
geography places on any opposing force. We also
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need to understand long-term trends in regional
military capacity and potential, as well as those of
external powers.T

Describing Australia's predicarnent, unique in the world, the
Review stated:

Australia must hat)e the military cryability to gnai any
anffiy from attacking us succnsfully in our su and air
approacha, gaining a foothold on our soil, or extracting
political concessions from us through the use of military
force. To do this, we must develop our own solutions
to our unique strategic circumstances.S

Dibb proposed a layered strategy of defence within our area of
direct military interest. He maintained that our most important
defence planning concern is to ensure that an enemy would have
substantial difficulty in crossing the sea and air gap.9 His proposal
emphasized the need for sound intelligence and surveillance
capabilities and air and naval forces capable of denying the sea and air
gap to an adversary thus preventing any successful landing of
significant forces on Australian soil. Closer to our shores, he saw the
need for a range of defensive capabilities, including air defence assets,

surface ships and mine counterrneasures. To the extent that lesser
enemy forces might land he saw the need for higNy mobile land forces
capable of dispersed operations and having the ability to protect our
military installations, infrastructure and civilian population in the
north of the continent.lo

Dibb's strategy of denial would essentially be a defensive
policy. It would employ our geography to impose long lines of
communication on an adversary and force an aggressor to consider the
ultimate prospect of fighting on unfamiliar and generally inhospitable
tenain.ll Dibb concluded his report by admitting:

To provide an appropriate defence for a country in
Australia's unique strategic circumstances is
exceedingly complex. In the absence of an identifiable
threat, the question of what sort of defence capabilities
are most relevant, and how much we need, are
necessarily matters of judgement.
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This Review sought to narrow the options and to limit
the scope for subiective judgement by focusing on the
unchanging nature of our geographic circumstances
and the levels of threat that we might realistically
expect. The cantral thme of this R@ieu is that Australia
is a defensible continent and thnt, with some important
rmrdning of pinitia, the natbn cnn qwide for its own
defence.l2

The White Paper

In his Preface to theWhite Paper, Mr Beazley, the Minister for
Defence in 1982 endorsed much of what Mr Dibb had put forward in
his report one year earlier. The Dibb concept of defence self-reliance
was strongly endorsed, but with the added explanation that such self-
reliance must be set firmly within the framework of our alliances and
regional associations: The support they give us makes self-reliance
achievable.'l3 The Government realized that such a policy, to be
achieved, would require both a coherent defence strategy and an
enhanced defence capability.

The Government saw self-reliance as achieving four
fundamental obiectives for Australia's national and international
defence policy, namely:

It maintains and develops our capacity for the
independent defence of Australia and its interests. It
promotes strategic stability and smrrity in our region.
It strengthens our ability to meet the mutual
obligations we share with our chief allies, the United
States and New Zealand. It enhances our ability, as a
member of the Western association of nations, to
conFibute to strategic stability at the global level.l4

The Minister concluded his Preface to the White Paper by
saying that: 'It must be emphasized that self-reliance does not mean
self-sufficiency. Aushalia's access to the highest level of technology
remains one of the most important benefits of our alliance with the
United States.'l5 This view was shared bv Dibb.
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The White Paper went further than the Dibb Review when the
Government stated that:

The first aim of defence self-reliance is to give
Australia the military capability to prevent an
aggressor attacking us successfully in our sea and air
approaches, gaining a foothold on any part of our
territory, or extracting concessions from Australia
through the use or threat of military force. This wider
concept of self-reliance reiects the narrow concept of
'continental' defence. The strategy on which self-
reliance is based establishes an extensive zone of
direct military interest.l5

The White Paper went on to say that the govemment was,'...
committing Australia to a comprehensive array of military capabilities,
both defensive and offensive.'l7

The C ivilian/lVilitary Interf ace

Whilst the level of expenditure foreseen by both Dibb and the
Minister has not been achievable due to economic constraints, the
national defence objectives have been clearly defined and the Defence
Departrnent now has clear guidance on which to base force
development. However, the problems of achieving consensus from
within the various departments were highlighted by Dibb when he
stated:

Defence planning b not made easier by the adaersarial
attituda that exist within tle Defence community, The

main renson for thae dit'fnenca is that the Department and
the Australian Defence Force (ADF) do not agree on the

appropriate lnel of threat against which we should
structure the Defence Force. The Department believes
that priority should be given to credible low-level
contingencies and the expansion base as a basis for
force structure determination. The ADF considers that
these requirements are best met in the context of
planning force development on the basis of preparing
force development for larger-scale contingencies.
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These are quite fundamental disagreements. The

recommendations made in this Re(tieu ntphasise the weight
to be gioen to credible contingencics - but not at as lsw a

lnel as the Dqartment supports. If the Government
accepts these recommendations the basis on which our
force structure is determined will be settled. Within
the Defence community, a conscious reduction in the
amount of separate force structure work that takes
place in civilian and military areas and an increased
joint planning process would be helpful in developing
agreed advice to Govemment.

This Review also believes that while the Service
Offices should retain an advisory role, the centralisation
of military planning and policy unds the Chief of the

Defence Force (CDF), working in close associatbn uith
ciailinn staff uniln the Secretary, is the only way in which

an integrated ADF policy un be dneloped effectiaely,ls

The Dibb observations were disturbing and accurate to a
point. However, the adversarial attitudes are brought about by more
than the reasons outlined by the Review. An additional report based
on a comprehensive study is worth considering at this point to further
highlight the difficulties in defence planning due to the adversarial
relationships.

The JPCFADT Report -The Management of Australia'sDefence

The report by the IPCFADT, called The Managemai of
Australia's Defence and abled in Parliament in early December 1982
also commented on the adversarial relationships within the Defence
Departrnent. In their report, the bipartisan two-year investigation
team strongly criticized Australia's military command structure and
concluded that provisions for developing strategic and national
security plans are inadequate.l9

fohn jesser wrote in the Canbnra Tizes commenting on the
JPCFADT findings:

Among the committee's recommendations was that
prime responsibility for developing and issuing
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detailed defence guidance and preparing the annual
defence prograrrune should be transfened from the
Secretary of the Department of Defence to CDF. This
would involve placing the influential Force
Development and Analysis Dvision and other
elements of Defence Central and the Army, Navy and
Air Force under the CDF's direct control. This could
be taken further by creating a unified higher defence
organization under the control of a single officer. The
committee said also that there was insufficient
involvement of the Parliament in the formulation of
defence policy and guidance and the public service
dominated the defence organization's committee
system. The commiftee said that, in the interests of
operational efficiency, the recently established |oint
Force Commands should be strengthened and the joint
command structure developed at the expense of the
single services. The report was critical of the
organization of defence that tended to favour the
civilian hierarchy. It said the Secretary of the
departrnent had been given increased formal and
informal powers, some of which were obtained at the
expense of the military. The Secretary was solely
responsible to the Minister for the provision of advice
on most matters concerning the development of
defence policy and for the management of defence
resources. The Secretary and his senior officers chair
most of the senior defence committees, they have
privileged access to the Minister and to the
information flowing to and from him, and they tend to
serve much longer in key policy positions than either
their political leaders or their service counterparts.
The report said that while CDF has been given equal
status to that of the Secretary his ability to influence
defence policy is constrained by a number of factors.
These include his relatively small support staff
compared with both Defence Central and the service
offices, the lack of direct control over many
administrative and support functions, the absence of
any means of appeal against decisions by the Secretary
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or his staff other than through recourse to the
Minister, and the absence of formal means of seeking

irint advice other than in the context of committee
considerations.2o

The Australian newspaper recognised the significance of the

JPCFADT report and gave it wide coverage, but in so doing pointed
out the futility of expecting any change in the present bureaucratic
system. The day after the report was issued, Senator McGibbon,the
committee co<hairman, went further with the blunt statement that,
'the present system simply would not work in time of way'. There is
little chance of any of the report ever being adopted, however, at least
not under the present Government. In a personal letter to Mr Cross
dated November 3 7987, Defence Minister Kim Beazley made it very
clear that he was happy with things as they were.2l

The proposals of the JPCFADT, which recommended a
restructure within the Defence Departrnentrdid not sit well with the
Minister for Defence:

He [The Minister for Defence] said the existing
directives constituted his view on how he wanted the
system to work, and if he had not been satisfied with
them he would not have issued them.

He admitted, however, that 'if Australia were
preparing for military hostilities, the present directives
would probably be changedl

He also admifted that there might be need for further
amendment if anyone mounted a threat against
Australia: in that case, 'the roles of the Secretary and
CDF would need redefinition'.

Beyond that, the division of duties remained the
prerogative of the Government and would depend on
what the minister of the day considered 'necessary,
sensible and workable'.

He said he was not concerned about disagreements at
working levels between the individual services or
even between the militarv and civilians.
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Dfferences of opinion were inevitable in the defence
field, and it was better for conflicting views to emerge
early so that options could be worked through before
the Minister made a decision.

Mr Beazley said he would not want to see'the creative
tension' in the present process removed, since it
allowed all possible options to be examined.22

The present system frustrates the military contribution to the
bureaucratic defence process. The dichotomy of the Minister's
position in supporting the skewed bureaucratic system, yet
acknowledging that it will not work in war, causes the serviceman to
critically question the validity of the government's rationale.

cRmQr.tE oF THE POLTTTCAL GUTDANCE

This chapter has examined the major aspects of the Dbb
Review, the White Paper on Defence and the |PCFADT's report, The
Management of Australia's Det'nce. The major recommendations of each
of these reports are, respectively: defensive development, defensive
and offensive development and command and control arrangernents.
Whilst some cornnent on those important aspects has already been
undertaken, a more detailed critique is warranted to clarify the failings
of the present political guidance and to suggest alternative ways
ahead.

The Assessed Threat

The Dbb Review commented, in 1986, on the stability of the
region. Less than two years since the report was submitted to the
Minister, there have been fundamental changes in Australia's region,
with the reported inhoduction by India of nuclear-powered
submarines, a military coup in Fiii and unrest in New Caledonia.
Whilst the Indian action does not pose a direct threat to Aushalia at
this stage, the introduction of such platforms constitutes a significant
adjustment to the regional strategic situation. This recent development
in the Indian Navy, combined with India's already significant
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ampNbious assault assets and aircraft carriers, raises questions about
the Dibb Review assertion thah 'lt would take at lust 1'0 ymrs and

massiae extqtul suryort fw the dneloryent of a regional capacity to
thruten us with substantial assault;B Hypothetically, India (if it so

wished) could take Christmas or the Cocos Islands, or even regional
areas of the northwest coast of Australia's mainland, with her edsting
forces. Any such action by that nation would severely test Australia's
ability to repel the attack. Admittedly, the Dibb Review did go on to
say that the iudgments concerning warning time, which have been
endorsed by official strategic guidance for over a decade now, are key
concepts for our defence planning and that they require regular review
and testing. In light of the recent regional developments, a review is
overdue.

Geopolitical dynamics and, more specifically, the regional
dynamics of the area of Australia's strategic interest are so active that it
is impossible to predict accurately the threat Australia rnay be facing.

Significant events, such as those in Fiji and India, which took place in
the region subsequent to the tabling of the White Paper (which was
based on the Dibb Review) highlight the difficulty in trying to
determine the threat to Australia's security and the form that threat
may take.

Fortunately some threats can be discounted. Dibb correctly
identified that Aushalia should not be concerned with an ability to
counter nuclear war, so conseguently the nation's forces should be
conventionally structured. Whilst such a statement should have been
obvious and lead to a re-analysis of circumstances, ADF thinking has

not reflected post-Vietnam and post4uam Doctine changes.

Although unstated, there are widespread perceptions in the Aushalian
community and the Deparhnent of Defence which still see Australia
prepared to fight, world-wide, in support of US forces with a doctrine
as inappropriate as the concept. Unfortunately, following Dibb's
correct opening statement concerning the nuclear threat, the Dibb
Review then proceeded to try to predict the precise form an attack on
Australia may take. Such a step was equally as dangerous as the
previous outdated policy of support for world-wide responsibilities.
The recent events in the region again show the imprudence of
attempting to undertake such a task.
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A further comment on the three reports relates to Australia's
ability to anticipate future events in sufficient time to provide
mobilization warning for the ADF. Of equal concern is Australia's
ability to provide a sufficient level of warning to meet a threat as it
develops. This ability must also be reappraised. Whilst low-level
contingencies sit nicely with our 'little league' forces capabilities, a
furtdamental and rational argument is that a threat could develop
quickly, requiring a level of response greater than that foreseen by
Dibb or the White Paper. All national defence forces, both east and
west, operate with principles of war which form the basis of their
doctrinal guidance. The notion that an aggressor will aftack with small
raiding parties, as suggested by the Dibb Review and the White Paper,
conhadicts several of those fundamental principles, namely:
concentration of force, economy of effort and the selection and
maintenance of the aim. Therefore, a 'raiding partt' concept of
infilhation is militarily unsound under all philosophical beliefs and is
extremely unlikely to be adopted by anyone. The Dbb Review
dssertion that aggression by enemy raiding parties is a valid threat is
questionable. No nation will commit forces without the fundamental
belief that their objective is attainable. This is another reason for a
reassessment of the likely threat Australia may be facing. However,
when a new review is undertakery inputs on the probable threat and
modus uperanili of any potential enemy should come from as wide a
range of experts as possible, not only from civilian bureaucrats within
the Defence Department. This has happened previously and may have
contributed to an incomplete threat review.

The Dibb Review's notion that the ADF holds the
technological edge in the region is patently false and can be
challenged. Throughout the region of Australia's strategic interests
there are nations operating equipment equal to and in many cases
superior to ADF resources in both quantity and capability. The
Singaporean air defence assets of Improved Hawk, radar systems and
Airborne Early Warning and Control, Indonesia's satellite-integrated
air defence radar systems and the previously mentioned Indian
capabilities are iust a few examples. 

- 
The examples cited are not

construed as posing a direct threat to Australia. The purpose is to
show that Australia is not the only technologically competent nation in
the region. There is an implicit assumption that Australia has an
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absolute superiority due entirely to a unique technological
competence; this Dibb Review notion is dangerously false.

A specific threat cannot be identified, nor can the form that
threat may take be distinguished. Therefore, it is equally dangerous to
limit a nation's defence on a false premise, as it is false to adopt a
defensive posture based on a worst case nuclear scenario. A realistic
appraisal must be reached where the military - that is, the body of
personnel who will actually go to war with the available resourc€s -
and the bureaucratic civilian theoreticians in the Defence Department
can agree on a suitable level of preparedness. The present schism
occurs because the military assessment is for a threat greater than the
nation has the ability to respond to, whilst the civilian assessment

believes in low-level contingencies where the greatest threats being
faced are isolated and illdefined raiding parties. The Dbb Review
and the White Paper did little to remove the existing divergence,
whilst the IPCFADT identified the problem and proposed a solution.
The degree of acceptance, by the goverrunent, of the JPCFADT 'bi-
partisan parliamentary adiudicator' solution is an unknown factor.

A Fallacious Defensive Posture

The Dbb Review asserted that:

Australia must haoe the military capbility to prnent any
enenty from attacking us succcsfully in our su and air
approacha, gaining a footholil on our soil, or extracting
political concessions from us through the use of military
force, To do this, we must develop our own solutions
to our unique strategic circumstances.24

Dbb's purely defensive stance caused considerable concern from
within and outside the military. Such a doctrine meant that the enemy
would be able to dictate the momentum of the battle whilst not having
to concern himself with the defence of his homeland. Even with the
best defensive forces available, under the Dibb proposal the ADF
would eventually be worn down by attrition and defeat would be
inevitable. History abounds with examples of the purely defensive
position being inadequate. Some form of credible offensive capability
is essential for victory in war. Furthermore, such a capacity introduces
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the fear of the unknown into the enem/s mind - a fear of retaliation
which deters the enemy from aftacking, i.e. deterrence.

The major military and civilian criticism of the Dibb Review
was removed by the Governrnent when the White Paper committed
the defence forces to more than iust a purely defensive posture as
proposed by Dibb. The Minister stated:

Self-reliance means defence in depth. It gives priority
to meeting any credible level of threat in Australia's
area of direct military interest. It means that any
potential adversaries know that they will be faced
with a comprehensive array of military capabilities,
both defensive and offensive.2S

Australia must retain a deterrent posture; this necessitates an
offensive capability. However, offensive action may not always be
apposite: a headlong attack on an enemy's beach-head may risk too
many of Australia's limited resources. Depending on an enemy's
obiective, an appropriate response to an invasion force may be to trade
space for time and meet the enemy on one's own terms. A doctrine
which calls for a delaying strategy (similar to that used by Fabius
Maximus, a Rornan General who wore down Hannibal's strength
while avoiding pitched battle) may well prove more practical. Such a
delaying tactic does not preclude striking the enemy's resupply lines
and homeland where practical. Conversely, the concept of purely
defensive doctrine is opposite to Ausnalia's traditional approach to
war, so the apparent dichotomy of pure defence and limited offence
would require careful explanation to achieve public acceptance.

Dibb, in his report to the Minister, made no mention of an
offensive capability; to the contrary, he went so far as to oppose a

proposed maior upgrade of the F-111 strike force which would have
retained the plafform's sEong offensive deterrence capability for the
ADF. On this point, the Dibb position was identical to the view
consistently taken by the Force Development and Analysis (FDA)
section within the Defence Department. Dr Brabin-Smith, who became
the First Assistant Secretary FDA in 1985, was also one of two
permanent advisors for the Dibb Review.

The Minister in his preface reversed Dibb's and the advisors
position by stating:
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Australia's long range forces are also capable of
striking land targets such as enemy bases and force
concentrations. The F-111s are a central element of
our land strike forces, and the Government is
examining a maior upgrade of these aircraft to
improve their capabilities.25

Further amplification by the Minister removed any doubt or ambiguity
when he stated:

Early detection of threats allows an early resPonse.

Australia's long range strike capabilities are being
developed to respond - quickly and lethally - to early
warnings far from Australia's shores.27

This change from the Dibb Review is very important because it
denies a potential enemy a safe sanctuary from which to launch attacks
on Australia and permits the ADF to project a strong offensive
deterrence.

Command and Control

The |PCFADT bipartisan goverrunent rePort also correctly
identified a fundamental flaw in the development, or lack thereof, of
soundly reasoned and welldeveloped doctrine within the seruices:

It [the reportl also called for Parliament to take greater
involvement in formulating defence poliry and for the
military to take a greater share of command...

Such a step would provide a much needed boost to the
declining morale of the nation's servicemen and
women.28

The editorial of the Bords Morning Mail was correct - the Parliament
does have the ultimate responsibility to defend the nation and it
should become more involved in defence matters relating to doctrine
and policy.

All three reports address, to varying degrees, the present
command and control arrangements in the ADF. The Melbourne
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Herald came closest to identifying the problem in its editorial on the

IrcFADT report:

...the Australian experience has been one of increasing
topheaviness as the swelling of fat cats within the
Defence Department has been matched by the
promotion of military brass. One option being
considered by the committee to combat the
inefficiencies is a management review.29

Whilst a rurnagement review may not be an acceptable solution to the
Government, a complete and realistic appraisal of Aushalia's Defence
hierarchy is warranted.

Australian Defence Department personnel, both military and
civilian, frequently ignore the realistic command and control
requirements needed to effectively administer a force of Australia's
size in both in peace and war. All too frequently the ADF's permanent
force of only approimately 73,000 personnel is seen as a 'major
league' force, leading to a proliferation of generals and commands
similar to the command and control arrangements used by the
supelpowers. In reality the ADF is very much a 'little league' defence
force and the command and control arrangement should reflect that
fact.

The present command arrangement of three field
Commanders with a subordinate Commander of Northern Command
and three Service Chiefs plus a Vice-Chief of Defence Force, and
latterly a Commander |oint Force Australia, all operating from
independent headquarters and all reporting to the Chief of Defence
Force (CDF), is out of proportion to realistic command requirements.
The 73,000 men and women of the ADF can be commanded efficiently
in both peace and war with a far less grandiose command
arrangement. All three reports address the command and control
arrangement but none suggest a practical solution based on Australia's
'liftle league' defence forces.
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Joint Operations

Dibb saw, and the White Paper endorsed, the fact that pint
operations are the only effective way for the ADF to operate in the
future. The days of mutually exclusive and divisive single service
operations are over and the defence of the nation will benefit from true

irint operations. The Russians have apparently perfected it, the US
forces are attempting to implement it, and the Israeli Defence Forces
have been operating with it with obvious results for many years;

iointery is the way of the future. Enervating single-service, dogmatic
rivalry should be a thing of the past; unfortunately, in the ADF rivalry
still persists as all three reports clearly highlighted. The ADF
commands proposition jointery, the Dibb Review extols its virtues and
the Australian public believes it is a reality.

A test case study of sublimating single-service interest in the
cause of jointery is the recent battle-field helicopter debate. The
goverrunent endorsed a CDF proposal to permanently transfer
command and control of these assets from the Air Force to the Army.
The Dibb Review recommended the transfer. joint operations with
helicopters would madmize specialist expertise in particular skills,
such as flying and maintenance done by the Air Force and tactical
employment by the Army and, of course, cooperation between the
two. However, the government decision implied, as was clearly
inferred by the servic€s, that the goverrunent had no confidence in
joint operations. There are similar situations which could suffer from a
similar line of argument. In effect, the end result will be to set back co-
operation even further, because transferring command will become a
substitute for effective joint operations.

Dibb's identification of the sea-air gap surrounding the nation
as the single most important element to exploit in organizing a defence
doctrine is strongly supported by this book. His stated requirement
for a highly mobile army capable of responding should an enemy
penetrate that moat and establish forces on the mainland is also
supported. Equally valid was Dbb's observation concerning the
hostility of the Australian landmass and the necessity for the ADF to
become totally familiar with all regions in the north. This implied that
ioint co{peration must permeate all levels of the operations, as it will
be a critical factor for success in the future. Yet Dibb, perhaps
unwittingly, atrophied iointery in the ADF by supporting the inter-
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service transfer of assets and indicating that further exchanges of
equipment rnay be warranted, thus preventing the requisite service co-
operation.

The Core Force Concept

Both the Dibb Review and the White Paper recommended the
maintenance of the core force concept which has formed the basis of
the ADF manning and equipment policy since 1975,30 ?ut the lack of
simple procedural clarity and precision in the guidance for
determining the priority of core capabilities has tended to frustrate
force structure planning.'3l

Whilst some of what Dibb said has merit, one fundamental
aspect that must not be overlooked is the long lead-time required to
procure modern sophisticated weapons and plafforms. Nowhere is
the problem more apparent than in the technologically advanced
modern air force and navy. Production runs of aircraft are usually
short to keep unit cost at a minimum. The same production policy is
being applied to advanced, expensive, precision-guided weapons.
Consequently, the practice of waiting for the strategic guidance to
provide timely warning before war reserve stocks are purchased or
replenished, or before core forces are expanded to meet the threat, is
no longer possible. The high-speed anti-radiation missile (HARM) is
typical of modern weapons and demonstrates the points being made in
this book. The USAFordered a large number of HARM missiles to be
produced over a very short timeframe, keeping unit costs to a
minimum, but making reordering in years to come impossible.
Because of this basic and realistic change in overseas defence
production the ADF will be forced more and more to fight with the
platforms and weapons that it had the foresight to buy when the
project was initiated, or before production runs cease. Equally
important, Australia must not assume that the US will provide
additional weapons from their strategic reserves to meet ADF regional
requirements should a contingency occur. Wishful thinking instead of
planning highlights Australia's lack of adequate stock levels.

The Dibb Review asserted that:
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In credible low{evel contingencies, targets could be

small, dispersed, illdefended and operating in or
close to Australia. Strike and interdiction needs in
such situations would be of low priority and
predominantly maritime.32

The Reviery's assessment shows a lack of understanding of the
versatility and capability of modern precision-guided munitions
(PGm. Such an incomplete assessment also tends to reduce the value
of long-range strike for the defence of the nation. Fortunately, the
White Paper partially redressed the error by highlighting the value of
long-range strike for not only purely defensive action, but also for
offensive retaliatory strikes. The ability of the ADF to precisely
identify and surgically remove even a small, dispersed and ill-defined
target whilst at the same time limiting collateral damage must not be

overlooked. However, to achieve this level of precision suitable PGMs
must be procured in sufficient numbers to permit training and war
holdings to meet likely requirements. So the core force concept
actively militates against good judgment in preparation for war.
Whilst this book does not intend to set scenarios for all possible low-
level conflict engagements, there would be many situations at a level
of conflict where a better choice is to employ one PGM weaPon rather
that expose a company of troops in trying to dislodge a small enemy
raiding party from:rn area. Admittedly, not all low-level contingency
situations can be resolved by PGM employment, but sufficient can be

to warrant having a proven capability extant in the ADF. This
argument can be extendd to other weaPons that offer accuracy and
precision and reduce vulnerability through standoff engagement
techniques. However, the core force concept conflicts with this notion.

The Potential for Waste

Finally, Australia should extract from its existing weaPons
platforms their full conventional firepower potential. This can only be
achieved by operating those plafforms in their most efficient manner
and by providing weaponry required to meet all likely contingencies.
Sufficient threat already exists in the region to justify arming our
combatant forces with defensive weapons to provide an adequate level
of protection. Attrition will quickly bring Australian forces to
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impotence if they are not armed adequately to meet the threat.
Without modern defensive armanrent, I€Ms and standoff weapons,
the ADF assets controlling the vital air-sea gap will very quickly be
reduced to an ineffective level in any regional conflict. Long lead-
tirnes, or closed down production lines, for both the modem weapons
platforms and their essential precision munitions dictate that sufficient
war reserve must be purchased during initial capital equipment
procur€ment to cover all possible contingencies. The Dbb Review and
White Paper proposal to procure when the need arises precludes
essential training, which is so critical with the modern weapon. For
whilst there has been a dramatic increase in accuracy, there has also
been an equal increase in proficiency requirements to achieve the
desired results - precise yes, but not without the price of additional
training.

The Dibb Review and the White Paper failed to acknowledge
the existence of a GBU-15 capability on the F-111, even though both
discussed the Pave Tack and Harpoon modifications which were
installed at the same time. The GBU-15 weapon is by far the most
accurate weapon available for ADF land or maritime strike. Dibb then
proceeded to take PGM funds out of the FYDP, meaning that the F-111

GBU-15 modification, which was installed at a cost of several million
dollars, was rendered impotent. For while the weapon has a 1 metre
circular error probable (CEP) accuracy, without adequate crew training
the system cannot be considered operational.

Space

Dibb and the White Paper both failed to address the prospect
of employing space systems in the defence of Australia. Space
surveillance systems offer wide-area coverage, and while presently
lacking sufficient development in some areas, do offer many
promising opportunities which should be monitored. This subject will
be addressed in greater detail later in the book.

QUANTIFYING THE THREAT

The geographical and geopolitical situations of Australia
shape the threat perception. This is a two-way perspective, for trot
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only must Australia assess why others would wish to confront her, but
she must also assess how her position contributes to a threat perceived
by others. Australia rnay face a threat simply because she is seen as a
threat to the interests of another Power. Thus, a likely threat to
Australia is not based solely on external circumstances, independent of
Australia. While the geographic and geopolitical circumstances may
be dominant in a likely threat, they are not exclusive. Consequently,
the paradox of 'no identifiable threat' must be carefully examined to
ensure that the questions of why and how another Power would
threaten Australia are answered. The questions should not be

confused by, or with, the erroneous queries of who and when. These

latter questions distract the analysis from assessing the threat by
aftempting to fit specific threats in place of a perception of threat.
History and current circumstances provide many examples of specific
threats faced by nations in general. To attempt to apply them to
Australia's unique circumstances is iust as fallacious as ignoring them
completely. The lessons here for Australia are the generic threats and
the consequences of ignorance of them.

Geographical and Geopolitical Influences

Australia's unique circumstances in both geography and
geopolitics have been analyzed in considerable detail in preceding
sections of this chapter. The implications of these conditions are
assessed for their impact on a likely, rational threat to Australia.
Geopolitically, Australia is viewed as a stable, homogeneous nation of
Western origin and persuasion which is aligned with the Western
Powers; politically and emotionally stable, it has no internal
dissension which could aid and abet or be aided by an external
conflict; racial and religious tensions are absent. Therefore a threat of
short-term external aggression aimed at overthrowing the govemment
is unlikely. Australia's traditional alignment with the West is more
likely to cause friction in the region. The generic threat is a
confrontation of ideology and beliefs between pro-Western and other
fundamental ideologies. The very qualities (homogeneity, religious
indifference and political persuasion) that militate against internal
disruption may be cause for external friction.
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Geographically, Australia has three factors that contribute to a
threat perception. Australia's proximity to other nations is the first:
this does not imply that a threat will developi merely that the
proximity of one nation to another has generated and will continue to
generate a potential threat. The cause of the threat may be as diverse
as ideology or territorial claims, but the fact of proximity conditions
the cause. Other circumstances rrury ameliorate or exacerbate this
condition. For example, the historical instances of Canada and the US
perceiving a threat from each other are quite different from the
perceptions of Mexico and the US; yet, Canada and Mexico share a
similar proximity to the US. To ignore this faction is to ignore the
reality of nation states. Thus Australia does face a threat due to her
proximity to South East Asia, the South West Pacific and the South
Pole. A second factor is the possible athaction of Australia's
geographical position to another nation state. The reasons for the
attraction might be natural resources, kbensraum, territorial control or
influence. The specific reasons are not as important as the fact that
Australia does face a potential threat because she possesses certain
geographical qualities. The third reason for a threat to Australia could
be a regional issue with strategic implications or international
cons€quences. Specific examples are dangerous because they can
mislead, but examples might be the geographic importance of
Australia's position for access to space or to the South Pole. Thus
Australia may be threatened for indirect reasons which would not be
apparent in a nanow purview of regional threats.

No Threat Paradox

The Dibb Review stated that there was 'no identifiable threaf
to Australia, but that a threat could be likely. The paradox of this
position is that it invites a threat for the very reason that none is
perceived. The 'no identifiable threat' also quickly becomes a 'no
threat'assessment, which is even more misleading in determining the
realistic threat to Australia. This has two results: domestically it
reduces the national will to accept a threshold or critical mass of
quantity in defence that is realistically needed to cope with a rational
threat. There is also the perception of considerable savings in
spending through dependence on alliances and a framework of
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associations. There is strength in alliances, which should be exploited
fully; but when conllict erupts, treaties can be Parthian shots.

While military power cannot substitute for the other aspects of
national security policy, it can enhance and make them more
respectable. Defence policy used this way is deterrence: a lack of
credible deterrence is a threat to any nation because it invites and
encourages others to resolve political issues by military means. Thus
Australia faces a rational threat if she does not continue to observe the
ancient advice of Vegetius, Qui dairerat pcern, yaqaret bellum and
maintain a credible deterrent force. Deterrence is skill and mastery in
the application of military force, which includes air power, such that
its employment is unnecessary; but the will to use it must be explicit.
To ensure this skill and mastery, there is a critical mass of quantity in
defence which must be maintained. Below that threshold the
advantage in a qualitative edge is lost, because expansion and
concentration are ineffective: quality is not absolute in deterrence. A
further realistic threat faced by Aushalia is that an aggressor will
accept the deterrent value of the force but still engage in a conflict. His
willingness to accept a high threshold of casualties and damage must
be considered in the capability of the deterrent force. So unless
Australia has a deterrent capacity that includes not only will, skill and
ability, but also includes quantity and sustainability, she faces a likely
potential threat to her stability.

Why and How

Because Australia is unable to identify a specific threat, she

must ask why and how another nation state would threaten. This is
necessary to produce an understanding of the likely threat rather than
accepting a no threat assessment. There are s€ven generic threats to
Australia which could be countered by adequate defence forces -
although the Dibb Review argues that it is a matter of iudgment as to
what sort of defence capabilities are necessary.

The first generic threat to Australia is the temptation of
circumstances for another nation state to exploit an advantage.
Australia, because of its maintenance of a deterrent force and historical
resolve to defend itself, adds stability to the region. While this may
seem a paradox at first, the stabilizing influence of a tolerant, yet firm
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and capable nation is not an uncommon experience in geopolitical
circumstances. Should Australia lose the regional stabilizing influence
and its will to exert a reasonable deterrent force, then a threat enr€rges.
The exploiter rrury weigh up the gains against the losses in gambling
on an attempt to confront Australia: the value of the objective will
determine the respective weighting placed on the gains and losses.

A second, reasonable threat is 'creeping' involvement in a
regional situation. The support Australia renders to other nations in
the region may slowly evolve into a greater involvement which can
lead to the use of military forces in conflict. Each step in the process
would be a gradual, almost imperceptible change, so that the evolution
is hardly significant in any one timespan. Greater friction may then
occur with other interested parties within or without the region
claiming a vested interest. Thus Auskalia may be drawn into a long
conflict of escalation without clearly identifying the situation.

The third case follows directly from, but inversely to, the
second generic type of threat. A sudden change - the opposite of
evolution - may precipitate action without prior notice. Australia is in
a region that has experienced sudden shifts and changes in geopolitical
circumstances. While examples should suffice, in isolation they do not
present the complete picture, so a caveat is invoked. An earlier
example is the sudden, overthrow of Sukarno in 1963; another recent
example is the military coup in Fiji. Papua New Guinea and Vanuatu
have experienced sudden, destabilizing, domestic dissent. The
reactions and perceptions of other nations and interested third parties
is as much a factor as the initial dissent. This interest may precipitate
further deterioration of a destabilized situation. Papua New Guinea's
announced intention of aiding Fiji with military assistance is an
example: the repercussions are speculative but could have been of far-
reaching consequence.

Pressure exerted on Australia to extract concessions is a fourth
likely threat. The reason for the pressure could be politically
motivated or caused by a dispute over territorial interests. The current
Australian government has acknowledged this threat in the White
Paper on defence, rightly believing that juxtaposition leads to friction
when national interests are involved. A more bizarre example of this
is the 'cod war' involving British and Icelandic interests in fishing
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grounds. While the specific example may not aPPly to Australia in
toto,the generic friction is cause for concern.

Fifthly, an extension of the pressure threat is a 'land grab'.
Territory belonging to Australia may be seized by another nation for
one of several reasons. A dispute over ownership is a likely cause,
while a pawn in negotiating for other concessions could be a more
telling reason. Australia has several island territories and offshore
resources that offer a target to a threatening force. If Australia is
unwilling or unable to eiect the transgressors then there are grounds
for concern that the seizure may become permanent and be recognized
by other nations. The historical evidence is too replete with examples
to ignore this form of threat.

Lodgement of forces on the Aushalian mainland is a sixth
rational threat. The subjugation of Australia by a close regional Power
is not a likely reason, so the questions why and how become
important. The reasons for lodgement could include annexation of
contiguous areas by a regional power, leverage in negotiations for
another objective and access to geographical features for politico-
military reasons.

A punitive raid on Australia is a seventh likely threat. The
ability to deliver a telling blow to another nation without suffering
large losses is politically attractive and exploitable. Australia nray be
unable to stop such a raid and would have to absorb the damage.
However, an ability to carry out reprisals of a like kind will influence
the initial decision. Punitive action is a common occurrence, and has

strong appeal to national sensibilities in expressing a political message.
While this threat includes terrorism, the generic threat would be
goverrunent sponsored and military capabilities would be used to
deliver the attack.

These seven threats are even more likely and rational because
of the technological threat that Australia faces and the willingness of
nations to involve themselves in'fight as you are' wars. The first point
is an acknowledgement that Australia and possibly the West no
longer holds the technological advantage in the region of Australia's
interest. This is exacerbatd by the 'critical mass of quanti$/ concept
explained above: Australia cannot depend on quality alone and
absolutely. Current forces in the region are modern and relatively well
equipped. There is enough evidence to suggest that third parties will
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exploit the need for modern weaPons and supplies for self-interest.
Thus Australia cannot assume that she will face low-grade opposition
in her area of interest.

Influence on AirPower

This chapter has assessed the likely threats to Australia based
on the peculiar circumstances of her position. The nature of the
geographical and geopolitical situation shapes the particular threats to
Australia. One significant fact emerges consistently: the air-sea gap
plays a dominant part in all threat considerations. Other factors are

important too, but the capability to counter a threat cannot be
independent of the ability to proiect force, display interest and to
maintain a watchful eye in Australia's forward areas. The preceding
chapter showed that air power is a mapr consideration in achieving
this capability. However, air power is not absolute in its capabilities
and so must be examined against the environment in which it is

applied. Given the likely threats to Australia and the peculiar
circumstances of the environment, Australian air power application
must be analyzed and assessed in terms of these unique Australian
conditions.
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CHAPTER FOUR

AIR POWER AND DOCTRINE IN THE
AUSTRALIAN CONTEXT

If ignorant both of your awny and of yourself ,
you are cutain in nay battle to be in p*i(.

Sun Tzu
The Art of War

Chapter Four will examine the ADF's employment of air
power and the factors which have influenced Australia's military use

of this relatively new medium of force proiection. Following that
assessment, the nation's present air power hardware assets and their
capabilities and sustainability will be examined. From there, generic
force multipliers and factors affecting their employment will be

examined, which will reveal the difference between the existing force's
capabilities and what'could be', given no limitations on money or
manpower. This chapter will not, however, ProPose specific force
multipliers as solutions to those limitations, it will merely make an
assessment of existing capabilities and what 'could be' if constraints of
money and manpower did not exist. From this assessment the
succeeding chapters will examine what Prevents adoption of this'wish
list' and what specific steps can be taken by the ADF, including the
RAAF,to reduce the incremental difference between existing
capabilities and realistic ADF air power requirements.

Historically and culturally, Australia paralleled the Western
world in air power development and experience. Thus, changes in
Western thinking were reflected in Aushalian thinking without
divergence, and similarly absorbed into the direction of air power
development. That this happened is neither right nor wrong: what is
of importance is that these conditions were always present in the
formulation of Australian thinking, so the frame of reference for
analysis was always someone else's experiences and theory.

A change in the military relationship of Australia to Western
allies occurred on the heels of the Guam Doctrine. A cynic might
argue that previous defence policy had been to attach Australia to the
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'coat-tails' of a protector nation, such as Britain or the US, post WWII.
However, the reality of the change was masked by the long-term,
inculcated attitudes that resulted from sixty years of parallelling
British and American air power dochine and experiences.

Historical Implication

There has not been an air power theorist in Australia who has

affected argument on the development of air power in an Australian
context. However, there has been a considerable force of opinion in
defence of air power, particularly during political attempts to reduce
the force structure of defence on economic grounds. The two are not
the same: consequently, air power development has not accurately
reflected the circumstances that affect doctrine.

In the Australian case, a cogent case can be made that force
structure was used to vindicate doctrine - quite the reverse of the
proper process, but not exclusive to Australia's experience. The effect
of the subsumed Northern Hemisphere experience, and the absence of
an Australian air power doctrinist, resulted in a force structure that
was inappropriate for Ausfalia's needs. This state of affairs was
exacerbated by the collective wisdom in politics, and in the military,
that was conditioned by the 'big nation dependence' as well as the
perceived need to fight alongside the big ally.

These two points are very important, for the conditioned
attitudes of being part of a large force had profound effects on the
overall development of air power in Australia. The paradox was that
Australia regarded her assets as part of a larger miliary organization,
despite overt claims of independence, yet structured the contribution
as though it were capable of operating on the same scale and lines as
the bigger ally. A logical process would have been to view air power
as part of the overall effort and concentrate on areas of specialization.
This was not the case, and a similar attitude was extant in the other
armed services' attitude to the capability of air power. Australia as a
nation was led to believe that her air power assets could undertake all
roles and tasks, whether in support of ground forces, or acting
independently. Logistical support was assumed to be capable of
maintaining the effort. The contribution of large-power assistance
masked the deficiencies in this strategy. Although there were
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spectacular failures in WWII that could have attracted attention to the
faulty reasoning of the application of air power - Darwin in 1942, for
example - they were overlooked.

Future Implication

The long-term effect of this modelling on dissimilar
circumstances was to produce a force structure that was not capable of
supporting all tasks expected of air power and did not give cognizance
to the support implications for available resources. In attempting to do
all things partially, air power in Australia was inevitably led to being
undervalued and misunderstood. A maior point of air power is that it
can be effective if the application is persistent. The limited resources
and plethora of tasks militated against persistence, so air power was
not given the opportunity to prove its effectiveness. This has
accentuated the misunderstanding of the role of air power in Australia.
A corollary to this point is the fact that attrition also debilitated air
power effectiveness. As already stated, this effect was partially
obscured by the logistical support from Britain and the US during
WWI, WWII, Korea and Vietnam.

The long-term consequences of historical factors have been to
preclude the logical development of air power in Australia as a small
air force reality. The inverse relationship of structure (organization) to
doctrine has ensured that the reality did not intrude. Therefore,
Australia approached the latter part of the century with an
inappropriate air power developed and made worse by underlying
assumptions of doctrine that could not be substantiated. The reality of
a small air force is the constraint of size, concentration and application.
Flexibility and versatility assume greater importance if the reality is
recognized and accepted. Australia did not accept the reality.

POST GUAM DOCTRINE

Ignoring the Change

The Guam Doctrine stated that the US would no longer
necessarily come to the aid of an ally involved in regional conflict and,
furthermore, that the ally would have to develop a more self-reliant
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defence posture. The significance for Australia was that the ANZUS
Alliance was no longer the sufficient and necessary cornerstone for
Australia's defence planning. Circumstances had changed and both
political powers and defence planners were aware of the changes.
Today a measure of doctrine is force structure; therefore, how the
structure is modified to accommodate change must indicate the
validity of doctrine. Yet, there was no significant change in force
structure in Australia in more than a decade following the President's
policy enunciation. The doctrinal implications for air power are quite
clear: there was no review or change to the underlying assumptions
and analysis of circumstances that affect the application of air power in
over a decade. The inference is that air power has been allowed to
develop along a direction that is inconsistent with the reality of the
times and circumstances of the region.

The reaction to the Guam Doctrine has been to continue to use
ANZUS as the cornerstone of a defence policy. Therefore, certain
assumptions about air power have been made which cannot be
vindicated. Firstly, the continuing reliance on a large ally to provide
doctrine, structure, employment and support is no longer valid.
Because air power in Australia was largely developed on the premise
of integration with an ally, the assets purchased and the dependence
on a supply system that is controlled by foreign (though allied)
interests are consistent with combined operations, not independent
Australian operations. This has been the malJr influence on air power
doctrine in Australia: the consequences are that long-term structure
and capability are predicated on conditions that no longer exist. The
effort to change in response may be too difficult, too expensive or too
complicated to be a feasible proposition for Aushalia. This has yet to
be determined but, significantly, this consideration has not been
apparent in the last decade and a half.

A counter-argument could be that circumstances had not
really changed because Australia had a special association with the US.
This case is wishful thinking, as a perspicacious historical review
would show that the US is guided by a foreign Policy that answers to
domestic pressures, not calls from a distant and economically
unimportant ally. The reality is that defence and political planners
have not changed the fixed attitudes that have conditioned docfine in
the previous two'score years.
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Effect on Operational Ability

The most damaging aspect of this lack of reaction to changed
circumstances has been in the concept of operations. Doctrine for the
ADF has had a basic assumption that dlied air forces will always gain
and maintain air superiority. This was a reasonable expectation in
combined operations with Britain and/or the US. However, the
assumption was transferred across into the set of conditions which
Australia now confronts.

Assumptions of large-force capabilities have been so prevalent
in defence thinking that the expectations of performance have
permeated all arms of the service. Thus ground forces in Australia
assume that close air support will occur as a matter of course, whilst
simultaneously efforts to acNeve air superiori$r, reconnaissance,
interdiction and ioint operations will be conducted. The reality of a
small air force and the consequent implications of constriction have
not prevailed. Thus, air power is assumed in the Aushalian region to
be the panacea for supplementing limited ground assets in order to tip
the balance of forces. Also, air power is assumed to be a constant
factor in support of forces in battle. Limitations due to size and rate
are not comprehended: air power in Australia is capable, flexible and
versatile; however, this is achieved through a discipline of
concentration of force and economy of effort. Control and application
of air power are critical to the successful employment of limited assets,
which may have a further re.supply limitation.

There has been a reorganization, but significantly not a force
structure change since the milestone of the Guam Doctrine. The
reorganization was of the whole Department of Defence and the thrust
was to put the control of doctrine - and hence force development - in
the firm control of a civiliandominated bureaucracy. Now, military
expertise and input are called for, but are not an integral part of the
decision-making process on force development. The resistance to
changed circumstances and the occurrence of the reorganization may
be coincidencel however, the latter changed the process for doctrinal
review and development, while the former conditioned the lack of
doctrinal achievement. The result is that the existing bureaucracy,
with its civilian domination and military inputs, through a labyrinth of
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committee systems, has failed, perhaps for a number of reasons, to
react to the realities of the Guam Doctrine. Reaction is clearly,
necessary, but change does not seem forthcoming.

ADF'S EXISTING DOCTRINE

The nexus of determination of force structure and doctrine
provides the context for ADF's existing doctrine. A bureaucratic, civil-
servantdominated commiftee process determines force strucfure,
based wholly on a civilian determination of 'strategic guidance'. Thus
current ADF doctrine is a series of static assumptions, predicated on
theory, lacking any basis of rnilitary experience, that has been extant
for approximately ten years. The doctrine is compounded by the
military intelpretation, which introduces a set of beliefs that have their
basis in the subconscious values inherited or adopted from long
association with large-scale allied forces. Specifically, the military
input is conditioned by:

- firstly, the unquestioned value that the ADF should be
similar in organization, structure and capability to the
traditional protectors of Australia, namely Britain and
the US. This is not a conscious attempt at military
aggrandizement, but rather a conditioned set of values
stemming from shared experiences in world wars and
shared beliefs in training and intellectual analysis of
war.

- secondly, complicating the issue, Australia's
traditional role of fighting alongside a larger ally.
While much has been stated on the changes wrought
by the Guam Doctrine since the early 7970s, there still
exists a naive belief, implicit in doctrine, that the US
pipeline and support will be there in all likely
circumstances.

Together, these aftitudes have forged a doctrine that still has
Australia fighting alongside a big ally, using a command structure
suitable to very large-scale forces to enable the ADF to fit in with the
prevailing structure of the ally. Moreover, the organization and
command structures imply that the ADF will discharge all roles
expected of a large-scale force and that control of forces can be easily
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transferred from one operational commander to another. These
explicit assumptions beg the question of the ADF's capability to carry
out and, perhaps more importantly, sustain a role. Much is made of
the capability of the maritime surveillanc€ assets; yet current ADF
doctrine has these assets employed in surveillance (which is essential
for intelligence), maritime patrol, air defence support, anti-shipping
support and, of course, anti-submarine warfare. Because trig ally'
experience shows that these roles can be mounted, sustainability for a
small force is not questioned, nor are Australia's unique conditions
fully included in the doctrinal review. Yet lessons from WWII, and the
USAF today, underscore the conclusion that sustainability is a critical
question for all sized military forces.

Core Force as Doctrine

Current ADF doctrine is a 'core force' concept in which the
force has sufficient 'expansion time' to train, mobilize, equip and
prepare for 'credible contingencies', which stop short of a mapr
assault on Australia. Yet, there is ample evidence of long-term
disagreement and inconsistency in this doctrine on the level of threat
faced by Australia. Dibb not only highlights this continually disputed
doctrine, but is also scathing in his criticism of the 'intelpretation of
doctrine based on such concepts as the "core force"...'.l Current ADF
doctrine requires a nucleus of men and materiel which will have time
to be augmented with newly trained personnel and additional
equipment purchased primarily from the US; the same nucleus will be
expected to be capable of meeting the anticipated,low-level skirmishes
while supporting an expansion prograrrune.

Two weaknesses in this core force approach are readily
apparent. Firstly, the assumption that additional equipment will be
availablg or can be purchased, or will be purchased during the
expansion time that may be available is indeed moot. Neither
protagonist nor antagonist can prove his argument; yet Australia's
unique circumstances and historical precedents do not lend strong
support to the assumption of a continuing pipeline of supply.
Secondly, the doctrine theoretically supports the concept of an ability
to mount a graduated response: there should be the flexibility to
increase or decrease the military response to the unfolding threat. In
practice, the doctrine may necessitate a complete loss of flexibility such
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that 'the war may be lost in the process of winning the immediate
battle'.2 This could happen in one of two ways: the contemporaneous
effort required for expansion may preclude an ability to increase the

application of military Power in response to an increasing threa$ or, in
order to ensure that time for expansion is available, the level of force
may have to be at the high level of the range of 'credible contingencies'
to deter and deflect further aggression. Either situation removes
flexibility of military response.

Lack of Dynamism in the Doctrinal Process

Doctrine ought to be a dynamic Process, yet current ADF
doctrine suffers a 'lack of simple procedural clarity and precision in
guidance...lwhichl has tended to frustrate structure planning'.3 As

already stated, the doctrinal development process in the ADF is a
system of committees. Thus the current Process can be characterized
by slowness in response to changed circumstances - this being entirely
due to the tortuous process of committee review.

Also, the process of developing doctrine can be shown to lack
the real merit of a rigorous development cycle, which begins with
experience and is refined and updated to reflect changing
circumstances and additional experience. This argument can be
substantiated by the conscious or unconscious efforts which filter out
analysis during the development cycle. For example, military
expertise is not necessarily considerd in the development Process
although there may be military input. The system of committees, it is
true, does permit an appeal following any reiection of miliary advice,
and the same is the case for rejected analytical input from civilian
sources. The weakness in this instance of doctrinal Process is not iust a
military versus civil service battle. The quintessential dilemma is that
'... civilian leaders do not understand the basic principles of conflict,
while military officers do not fully realize the finer nuances of political
necessity'.4 Therefore the obvious weakness is the isolation of inputs
to the doctrinal development process.

Clearly, in the development of doctrine for the ADB trvo
mapr sources of influence, expertise and .power are seParated and
isolated. This problem is not unique to Aristralia, but is endemic in
democratic goverrrment, as Hasek points out. So the problem for the
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synergy of military and political representation. The current process,
perpetuates the interruption of this necessary process and,
simultaneously, can selectively filter out gerrnane experience,
reasoning and advice.

The dynamic nature of doctrine is in the review process:
ideally, the guidelines for control, organization and fighting are
reviewed and modified on the basis of recent change, experience and a

degree of uncertainty about the future. However, in the case of the
ADF, the review proc€ss is outside the ADF and is the responsibility of
the Department of Defence. The semantic argument here is important,
because who determines force structure, in effect, determines and
reviews dochine. Thus the ADR who are charged with
implementation, are not responsible for planning and review. Peters
and Waterman noted a consistent trait of successful enterprises:
'...those who implement the plans must make the plans'.S The
Australian Department of Defence apparently does not follow this
dictum in its approach to victory. However, there is a review Process
for doctrine in the ADF: that position is not in question. What is of
serious concern, or should be, is how the process is effected and how
effective it is. The committee process of the Department is solely
responsible for the review process. This, as has already been made
clear, results in a major weakness, for the ADF is not adequately
represented. Secondly, the manner in which the review process is
used raises questions about the efficacy of such a system. Dbb states
categorically that the review process is essentially ad hoc, but of greater
concern is the fact that the process of review is usually 'in the context
of major equipment proposals'.6 Taken together, these assessments
mean that the ADF review of doctrine is not providing a rational and
meaningful process for producing a collective wisdom on the
principles for facing future conflict. By exhapolation, the weaknesses
in linkage of the review process will also nullify the dynamic nature of
doctrine in combat. If and when the ADF is involved in combat, the
long term of peace will have produced an inappropriate doctrine. That
in itself may not lose the war; however, the inability to review and
modify doctrine based on combat experience and intelligence will
almost certainly preclude victory. The current doctrinal review
process creates an inability to modify and adapt to changing
circumstances.
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Assessment

The foregoing analysis of the review Process has shown a
fundanrental weakness that is endemic in bureaucratic democracy.
The result in Australia's case is that the ADF lacks a legitimate process
for endorsing doctrine. The fact faced by the ADF is that doctrine is
not endorsed by elected representatives, who are fully versed in the
factors that condition the changes in doctrine. There is ministerial
responsibility for endorsement, but that is not the same as involvement
and commitment. In his report Dbb comments specifically on this
rupture in process when he cites the shortcomings of ministerial
endorsement.T

While war is the only arbiter of effective doctrine, and also of
the dynamics of the doctrinal development and review process, an
assessment of current ADF doctrine can still be made. One effective
measure is the performance of the ADF in exercises and the manner in
which doctrine is reviewed after exercise assessment. There is no
evidence that the latter occurs through the institutionalized
development and review process. Exercises show the value of
component commanders and short lines of command. However, the
ADF currently has seven perrnanent headquarters for a force of
approximately R,000. This situation is inconsistent with experience,
nor can it be supported by the core force/time for expansion
assumptions that underpin current ADF doctrine.

EXTANT AIR POWER DOCTRINE

Influences

Current air power doctrine guiding the RAAF is the
consequence of three different influences. An explanation of these
influences will show what current dochine is. The first two are readily
apparent from the foregoing arguments. To begin with, there is a
residual belief or set of values derived from traditional associations
with large and powerful air forces. The point is not to argue whether
these aftitudes are good or bad, but to recognize that they e:<ist as a
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frame of reference against which changes and developments are
measured. For example, the RAAF measures its performance and
values against the RAF and the USAF because they are traditional
parts of the air power genre in Australian thinking. That attitude
cannot be removed by legislation or decree. To push the example
further, the RAAFdoes not see parallels in development with Sweden,
Norway,India or even a close ally like New Zealand. The condition is
a large force mindset. Consequently, current doctrine accepts without
question that the RAAF must perform, in the conventional sense, the
conventional roles of a large air force: similarly, the other armed forces
have continued to expect the RAAF to do so. The second influence is
the doctrinal process and review process which has already been
discussed at length. The effect on current air power doctrine has been
to predicate traditional roles on the assumptions of core force,
expansion time and a technological umbilical cord to the US.

The third influence on current air power doctrine is the
vestigial doctrine that supported the formation of air power as an
independent military arm. Although the politics of this doctrine can
be traced back to WWI, the effects are still influencing doctrine and the
review of doctrine today. This influence is current in maior air forces
that have traditional ties with the RAAF; perhaps the two influences
are linked. The impact of all this is that the politics surrounding
arguments over the bxercise of control of asseti (a power struggle)
have comrpted the doctrinal process and the value of doctrine because
argument and analysis have been advanced to secure and support a
particular position of power rather than prepare the military
organization for future war. The overall effect has been heightened by
unhealthy inter-service rivalry aided and abetted at times by the civil
servant committee process, for self-seeking advantage.

Present Dochine

For the RAAF to realize its full military potential the correct
answers to several important questions are critical. How does
Australia intend to use its air power and exploit its characteristics in
the event of conflict? What doctrine do we have in place and is it well
formulated and proven doctrine? Where are the likely areas of
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conflict, and can the RAAF operate there in the manner which its
doctrine should dictate?

Fortunately, the enorrnity of our area of direct interest and the
inhospitality of the nation's northern regions is offset by the flexibility
and responsiveness of air power. The principle of centralized
command and decentralized control for air Power employment is a
critical tenet in Australia's case, kause of the large area of
responsibility and the extremely limited resources available. Air
power, either fixed or rotary wing, has application in nearly all areas of
Australia's defence. Consequently, centralized command with
decentralized control is fundamental if the nation is going to achieve
the maximum fire power potential from its limited air resources.
LRMP forces operating in support of SRG and TFG strike elements,
whilst at the same time supporting surface and subsurface elements of
the navy, and also being directed by OTHR and other surveillance
sources, gives an indication iust how complicated and interwoven
control and use of assets can be. 'Penny packeting' several of those
assets to different ,command authorities is a decision leading to
disaster, reinforcing the argument for the quintessence of air power -
effective command.

The doctrine that needs to be developed for the ADF in
general, and the RAJN] in particular, has to be specific to the nation, for
Australia's requirements are truly atypical. All those geopolitical
features outlined in Chapter Three combine to dernand that Australia's
doctrine is designed to satisfy its unique requirements. Admittedly,
there are certain attributes of air Power that pertain to all defence
forces. However, doctrine should not be used to enshrine those
attributes as immutable dogma in defence of 'roles and missions'.
With Australia's limited resources and immense area of responsibility,
what may be regarded as standard air power doctrine in most other
nations around the world may not be applicable to Australia's unique
circumstances. The folly of observing 'big league' armed forces and
transposing their doctrine to the ADF is consequently fraught with
peril and can only debilitate the nation's scarce resources. Centralized
command of all the limited air resources is the fundamental doctrine
required to achieve maximum potential. Decentralized control is

equally important with some air elements, to ensure maximum
utilization and firepower effect.
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Cunent air power doctrine can be assessed as diffusion of
assets to meet all conventional roles expected of a large modern
defence force, based on the assumptions of the previously explained
core fore concept. Doctrine is the means of managing change and
oqganizing power, yet current air power doctrine supports the
diffusion of control which would be necessary in the pursuit of the
core force obiectives above. Finally, current air power doctrine is
predicated on assumptions, or perhaps wishful thinking, that
conditions in future conflict involving Australia will be similar to those
involving traditional allie in regional conflicts. The doctrine is based

on the questionable belief that air superiority will occur as a matter of
course.

Shortcomings in Air Power Doctrine

Even though Australia's unique circumstances have been oft
quoted as a strategic basis for doctrinal development, air Power
dochine does not reflect these unique conditions. As has been pointed
out, doctrine must be dynamic and reflect changes as well as

circumstances. Despite the emphasis on the air-sea gaP as the'killing
ground'in defence, doctrine does not give any guidance on the arming
of the air maritime assets which will operate exclusively in this area of
hostilities. Yet, despite over ten years of doctrinal review through the

tortuous committee process, there is no evidence to suggest that the
tenet of assured air superiority, so essential if the air maritime asset is

to surive, has been questioned. Only assured air superiority, which
now implies suppression of anti-air defences, can safeguard unarmed
maritime aircraft operating in the critical air-sea gap.

Development and review of air Power doctrine has been
largely controlled by the same processes that affect ADF doctrine.
Thus air power doctrine reflects the same limitations and shortcomings
that are evident in the process described above. A sPecific
shortcoming is the ad hoc nature of senior committee deliberations,
which have resulted in a force structure that does not readily reflect
the needs of Aushalia's peculiar environment. While there is a process
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in place, the starting point for air power doctrine has led to incomplete
doctrine. Significantly, air power doctrine has evolved through a
series of strategic bases which have been used to modify an already
existing basis of air power, namely big ally doctrine.

Further Weaknesses

There is evidence that specific air power doctrine development
has been subsumed by the RAAF. This is not in support of the
institutionalized doctrinal process, but rather in reaction to the absence

of sound national security policy and consequent military policy. The
conditions were further exacerbated by the filtering proc€ss of the
committee/civil service layers which separated the air power expertise
from the political decision making. The RAAF has not significantly
developed doctrine of air power because the process has always been
controlled at the top, and the maior doctrinal procEss has been
centered on inter-service rivalry. However, doctrine was developed to
satisfy a perceived need that existed because of lack of guidance on
overall strategic direction.

Cunent air power doctrine is limited and its development
stultified by circumstances which are outside the control of the ADF in
general and the RAAF in particular. An assessment of current doctrine
must therefore question its validity on several grounds.
Circumstances such as limitations on resourc€s and the likely demand
on air assets in conflict show that the cunent force structure cannot
meet the role requirements expected by extant doctrine. Doctrine
should provide guidance on organization and control of power to
nunage change in conflict, but current doctrine does not provide that
guidance, nor is it likely to allow review and development of doctrine
for air power when the nation is under threat. Historical lessons
abound in the RAAPs heritage of inappropriate and static doctrine
constricting the flexibility of air power in war, but history is
conveniently overlooked.
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Critical Review of Docbine

The foregoing assessments raise some serious questions for air
power in Australia. The most serious of these is whether air power is
understood. The most symptomatic indication of non-understanding
is the continuing debate over the rationale of the independent role of
air power. A second, strong hint is the consistently mistaken view of
the role of air power as being to achieve all manner of objectives,
including short-term political ends. Doctrinaire arguments by
protagonists of air power have confused the role of air power. The
characteristics of air power, such as flexibility and rapid response, as
well as concentration of power, lent credence to the dockine of
decisive and ultimate action. Yet in its own right air power has not
been decisive in war: this point has been seized on to relegate the role
of air power to subsidiary support. Perhaps the rapid and short-term
development of air power has also contributed to the confusion
sunounding the real doctrinal employment of air power. Air power
has always been, in relative terms, an expensive asset, financially as
well as in its demand on resources. If air power is not understood,
then, afomatically, it cannot be employed to full effect. The results
are violations of some of the principles of war which have stood the
test of time: these are concentration of force, flexibility and economy of
effort. Extant air power doctrine contributes to the continuing
problems of the control of air power. The characteristics of air power
need to be fully appreciated in the context of Australia's
circumstances; then doctrine can be developed. In the rapidly
changing conditions of air power, doctrine must also change, so a
suitable doctrinal process to expeditiously facilitate this is mandatory.
When doctrine and process are extant, air power can be exploited to its
limits.

PRESENTFORCES

Australia's existing hardware and manpower air assets, like
those of any other nation, can be affected by a number of factors which
have a cumulative effect on overall defence preparedness. Firstly, the
capability of those assets will be influenced by the competency level of
employmenU that is, the willingness and ability to adapt to and exploit
new technology. Sustainability will have an impact on that fully
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developed capability, and this is inlluenced by the ADF's logistic
support infrastructure and ability to control or manage attrition.
Consequently, a 'mountain' of force projection is built, with present
forces acting as the foundation, and with capability and sustainability
increments lifting the existing force to higher levels of performance or
potential. However, those three basic determinants of total force
proiection can be significantly influenced by the employment of one
more major factor - force multipliers. A force multiplier hardware or
software procurement Programme permits the existing 'mountain' to
be developed to a level well above the initial capability without the

need to broaden the foundation base of the existing force.

The ultimate level that can be reached by a nation employing
force multipliers will be determined by two factors: financial
constraints and manpower limitations. A balance has to be struck,
where the optimum'plateau' or 'peaK is achieved without wasting
precious resources on unsuitable or inappropriate equipment. Fine

judgement is required, to avoid either incurring that waste and thereby
going'over the peaK, or by underspending to fall short of achieving
full capability for the nation's defence. The ultimate capability ceiling
reached will be frequently less than desired, but that is reality.
Consequently, air power projection becomes an addition of all those

factors; present forces, capability, sustainability and force multipliers,
with the present force acting as the foundation for expansion'

Australia's present defence strategy, based on the Dibb
Review and the White Paper, is aimed at defence self-reliance being
achieved through defence in depth and organized around the
previously discussed core force concePt. In this strategy ADF air
power has a central role to play, for air power is the pervasive element
in all forms of warfare and at all levels of conflict. Australia's
employment of air power is limited by the small size of the force (the
foundation), by the inability of the nation to substantially increase that
foundation size, by the large area of operations over which the force

must project, and by its self-imposed non-nuclear stance.

Notwithstanding those significant limitations, ADF air power is
capable of proiecting considerable firepower, which is
disproportionate to its small size. The ultimate in projection has not
been reached because the other factors - namely, capability,
sustainability and force multipliers - have not been completely
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developed to reach the optimum level commensurate with financial
realities.

Force Description

Offensive units of the RAAF consist of three elements of
modern aircraft which are frequently referred to as the offensive
'fiad'. The Tactical Fighter Group (TFG) will consist of three
operational squadrons and a training unit, totalling 74 F / A-18 Hornet
aircraft when complete. The Maritime Patrol Group (MPG) is
equipped with 20 relatively new P-3C long-range maritime patrol
(LRMP) aircraft. The last element of the offensive triad is the Strike
Reconnaissance Group (SRG), which was initially formed with 24

aircraft but subsequently augmented by an additional four attrition
aircraft. Currently the Group oPerates 22 airctaft in a variety of F-111

derivatives. These three force elements provide nearly all of the
nation's air defence, maritime surveillance, land strike, and maritime
shike potential.

Of the elements comprising the Air Force's offensive triad, the
SRG's aircraft are the oldest, having been constructed in 1968 using
late 1950s and early 1960s technology. without substantial avionics
refurbishment the aircraffs utility will be questionable beyond the
turn of the decade. Adequate airframe fatigue life remains in the F-111

to support normal operations until at least the year 2010. Therefore,

the RAAF is proposing a series of modifications to the aircraffs
avionics, ground test equipment, simulation, and ECM equipment
which is aimed at restoring the level of performance, reliability and

survivability. No enhancement in capability is being sought, just

restoration of capability present at procurement. After 20 years of
technological advances there will naturally be some upgrading of
capability, but this performance increment will not be a determinant in
obtaining project approval.

Support forces consist of two squadrons of C-130 Hercules

transport aircraft, two squadrons of Caribou tactical transport aircraft,
sixB'707 strategic transport aircraft (with an air / air probe and drogue
refuelling system programmed for installation shortly), and battlefield
helicopters which are to be transferred to the army. Training and
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support aircraft provide a limited augmentation capability to the
transport forces listed.

The photo survey and reconnaissance role of the ADF has
diminished over recent years, despite strong opposition by the RAAF.
A task which was once conducted by Canberra bomber aircraft, and
more rec€ntly by hired civil aircraft flown with military crews, will be
placed totally under civil contract if the recommendations of the Dibb
Review are put into effect. Consequently, a small but significant part
of the foundation base belonging to the ADF's operational'mountain'
will be eroded. The ADF wiil be left with no independent photo
survey capability and will lose a supplementary and potentially
valuable reconnaissance platform. Present strategic reconnaissance
comes from the SRG, with limited input from the MPG. Access to
some US strategic reconnaissance provides an unverifiable and
uncontrollable source of additional intelligence.

Increased broad area surveillance will be possible if the over-
the'horizon radar (OTFIR), currently under development, reaches an
operational status. If additional OTHR sites are constructed and
correctly oriented, it may become possible for the nation to monitor
about half of the 35 million square kilometres which fall into its area of
direct military interest. However, OTHR currently makes no
operational contribution to the capability of the ADB and caution
must be exercised in confusing potential with capability in a
surveillance system that is still in the research and development stage.

The RAN's Fleet Air Arm operates several different models of
helicopters in support of the anti-submarine elements of naval
firepower. The Army Aviation Corps conducts battlefield observation
operations with light fixed and rotary-winged aircraft in direct support
of the field forces.

The breadth of the base of some of the ADF's air groups is
narrow because the assets are limited in number. Further, there is little
prospect of that basic foundation being broadened by new or
additional platforms. The nation cannot afford the role-specialist
platforms operated by the 'big league' air forces of the world. Role-
specific strategic reconnaissance platforms include the SR-71, A-10
(close air support aircraft), &1B long-range bombers, high-technology
stealth fighters, long-range iet cargo transports, sophisticated night
attack helicopters. Also, significantly larger numbers of existing
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platforms cannot be iustified or afforded by the'little league' ADF.
Nor, for that matter, can all sophisticated role-specialist ground and
naval platforms be afforded.

The nation's air force is small, whilst the land mass and
surrounding sea areas which depend on air Power for the substantial
proportion of force proiection is huge. The air Power assets are not the

only ADF force element that is small, for all of the nation's defence
forces are meagre in comparison to the expected task of defending the
land mass. The total ADF regular and reserve force of 96,000 places it
very much in the 'little league' when compared with other national
forces in Australia's area of strategic interest. Indonesia, with a

standing army of 281,000 and a reserve force of 882,000; India, with an
air force of 115,000 personnel and 701 combat aircraft and a total
military rnnpower force of 7,755,000; and even Singapore, with a

defence regular and reserve force of 275,W personnel, have forces an

order of magnitude bigger than the ADF.8

Command and Control

The three services operated for many years in almost total
isolation with independent command and control strucfures headed

by the individual service Chiefs. However, in the last few years there
has been a shift within the Defence Department to create additional
functional command headquarters which report directly to CDF. CAS
is no longer in the operational command chain for the RAA4 nor are

the Chiefs of Naval Staff and General Staff. This new arrangement has

resulted in the formation of six dispersed command headquarters, in
numerous areas throughout the country, all reporting directly to
Headquarters ADF. These seven headquarters command a total of
approximately 73,0ffi troops or, viewed from another perspective, one
senior command at two star level, or above, for every 10,000 personnel.
The justification for a command and control structure capable of
supporting forces of several hundred thousand must be questioned in
light of Australia's 'little league' status and operational needs. That
level of command/troop ratio must place it as high as - or higher than
- any other equivalent force in the world. Command functions are
being duplicated, whereas a single command headquarters, preferably
located in Canberra and employing modem technology for data
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transfer, could more than adequately control the limited defence assets

operated by the ADF.

Small forces, consistent with a doctrine which maximizes
concentration of force and flexibility, can deliver blows
disproportionate to their individual capability. This has led to
application of air power being seen as a panacea in all circumstances
for the solution of all problems. However, the command and control
arrangements for those forces really determine the overall
effectiveness of the asset. Part of the command and control discipline
required in the employment of air power is the judicious decision
when not to use air power assets. Air power is not invincible and
omnipotent; used badly, it can be a greater hazard to the defence forces
than if not used at all, or it can be frittered away by inappropriate
employment. Clearly, commanders and conhollers of air assets are the
first people who must fully undersAnd the capabilities and limitations
of the various and limited air assets available to the ADF. Effort is
wasted if the crews develop highly innovative tactics designed to
exploit their platforms to the highest potential, yet, the commander of
the asset fails to appreciate the full ramifications of incorrect
employment of air power.

RAAF air power operating in direct support of the Navy or
Army has traditionally been allocated to the appropriate force element
and placed under that command's operational control for the duration
of the operation or emergency. However, the RAAF has usually
retained operational command to ensure the most efficient application
of air power. This arrangement will change following the CDF's recent
decision on the battlefield helicopter aircraft. Now the Army will
exercise operational command of the Black Hawk aircraft and the Air
Force will provide some depot-level logistic support.

Australia's conditions are unique; consequently, the ADF must
reflect these conditions in the command and control of air power
employment. While doctrine may support an argument for air
superiority, for example, it is not axiomatic that in Australia's
conditions this will be achieved by air power. The sheer enormity of
the possible range of tasks which the air force could face will almost
inevitably mean that establishing priority of tasks will be necessary.
Higher priority tasking or unacceptable attrition risks may mean that
alternative weapons or tactics will have to be employed to achieve the
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knowledgeable in the vagaries of air power employment, can correctly
allocate such valuable and precious resources.

In World War II Field Marshal Montgomery corunented, 'A
ground force commander can no more effectively control air
operations than can an air commander control ground operations.'9 In
the ADF, air power has been packeted out to all three services. The
Army operates the Army Aviation Corps, the Navy operates anti-
submarine and general-purpose helicopters, plus two H9748 general-
purpose aircraft, while the RAAF operates the maprity of the nation's
defensive air assets. However the recent decision to hand the
battlefield helicopters over to the Army, and the continued debate
concerning the MPG command and control arrangements, indicate that
the lessons from previous conflicts have not been heeded, or that inter-
service rivalry is pushing elements of the ADF to seek air assets
against their better iudgement.

A cogent case for the independent role of air power has been
made. There is sufficient historical precedent to show the advantages
of centralized conhol of limited assets. Australia is now realizing that
its air power, while a substantial force, has serious limitations due to
the size and rate of effort which may have to be sustained. The
pervasive 'wishful thinking' of large-force capability - which was
available under allied support - still has a lingering effect on ground
commanders. Air power can produce its advantages when
coordinated and concentrated for maximum effect. The decision to use
or withhold air power, particularly when resources are lirnited, must
be exercised with knowledge of the overall needs of the situation:
diffusion of air power to support a particular battle may win the battle
but lose the war. The ability of air power to affect the outcome must
be preserved: when and how to use this ability will always be the
particular problem of a small air force. For this reason, the other
elements of air power in the nation should be centralized under air
command and then placed as necessary under operational control of
the respective services with Air Force air crews. The benefits would be
two-fold: the fundamental doctrine of centralized control would retum
and secondly, and of greater benefit to the nation, true ioint service
operations and trust would develop. Without that trust the ADF will
never perform adequately in times of conflict.
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Whilst the battlefield helicopter's primary role is in direct
support of the battlefield, there are many other missions which the
platform is capable of performing. Consequently, to extract maximum
efficiency from the platform a cenbalized command arrangement is
essential. Again, the task should fall to the air component commander.
The same argument applies to the light observation helicopters and
Nomad fixed-wing aircraft in the A*y Aviation Corps and the rotary
wing of the Fleet Air Arm.

The previous paragraphs argued that air power is most
efficient only when commanded by a central authority. There are
forces, which are already in play, which would have the RAAF in a

supplementary role to those of the RAN and Army. The Dibb Review
comments vb-a-ais the battlefield helicopter and the MPG assets are an
indication of the level which such proposals have reached. This
control arrangement, where substantial assets are moved to the
permanent command and control of another seryice, will lead to the
air defence assets of the nation being underutilized or misdirected
because of a lack of coordination and inadequate resources to meet all
contingencies. The lessons of previous air power employment must
not be forgotten. The flexibility and versatility of air power demands a

different command and control experience to that of the Army or the
Nary. The fact that an MPG asset can be operating off the west coast
of the nation in a surveillance role in the morning and off the east coast
in support of the SRG in the evening is an example of this flexibility,
which requires special consideration. If the nation's air assets are
distributed to, and placed under, the operational command of the
other two services then the nation cannot extract from those assets

their full potential. Failure to achieve that full potential of air power
will affect the defence of the nation.

The potential of air power is constrained by the present and
proposed arrangement of multitudinous headquarters, because of the
lack of centralized control. Only when a suiable single command
arrangement is restored can effectiveness be improved and full air
power potential be exhacted frofn Australia's limited air assets.
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The base infrastructure in the north of Australia has
undergone significant development recently. However, much is still to
be done.

What is needed in the north is a military and
supporting infrastructure for our operational forces
which can be exploited as the oprerational
circumstances demand. Working on internal,
continentally protected lines of supply and
communications our land and air forces can be moved
to wherever they are needed.lo

A consideration in developing northern infrastructure (as well
as southeastern infrastructure) is the building of emergency runways
(as part of a road) during new road construction - a technique
employed extensively in some overseas nations but not adopted in
Australia. Norway, Sweden and Israel make extensive use of specially
prepared roads to augment existing conventional runways. If these
emergency runways are built-in during initial carriage-way
construction, additional costs are kept small.

While the ADF has given priority to airfield construction in
Australia's north, the infrastructure to support those bases is deficient.
Access to all bases by good all-weather roads is lacking, with the
exception of Darwin and Tindal. In the case of the airfield being
constructed on Cape York peninsula the only access at present is via
sea. An inland, all-weather road is a requisite for the airfield. The
mairrity of bases are close to the coast, so they are more vulnerable to
enemy attack. Consequently, plans must also be developed to protect
the assets on and around the airfield.

The ADF haining and support bases are predominantly
located in the south, near the population and indushial bases of the
nation. These areas are inherently secure from conventional attack,
being protected by the sea-air gap and also obtaining the additional
benefit of the nation's inhospitable hinterland, which will frustrate an
enemy advancing from the north. Unfortunately, the majority of the
southern bases have inadequate protection from random terrorist
aftack; upgrading of defences will be required if the terrorist threat
assessment increases.
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FORCE CAPABILITY

The capability of a nation to exploit the potential fire power of
its available force plafforms is influenced by its ability to competently
operate that equipment. Additionally, the ability to adapt to, and
comprehend the potential of, any new technology, so as to permit the
full exploitation of that new platform, is critical. The quality of
training progranunes and the basic attitudes of the nation towards
defence will have an even greater impact on the capability of a nation
to achieve full potential with its existing hardware. The importance of
developing capability to its fullest is best illustrated by examining how
various nations exPloit identical military equipment. The Soviet

Union's MiG 21 aircraft has been widely exportd around the world.
In the hands of a Soviet pilot the MiG 21 was a very formidable
weapons plafform. However, the same platform in the hands of some
Asian and African countries did not perform nearly as adeptly. The
reasons for the shortfall in capability are various, but would almost
certainly have encompasd a shortfall in training, an inability of some

of those operators to comprehend the technology involved and
perhaps even fundamental difficulties in grasping the principles
involved in exploiting that level of technology.

Roles and Missions

Air power is the primary element in the nation's surveillance
and inteliigence-gathering forces, being charged with and capable of
monitoring, with some external assistance, significant portions of the
huge sea-air gap surrounding the nation. Moreover, it is the principal
force element required to conhol that sea-air gaP in the event of
hostilities; and it is also a key element of the ADF to proiect force if
required over the nation's sea or land areas in the event of enemy
encroachment. Such enforcement will require the services of all RAAF
offensive air triad elements, and also supPort from naval surface and
subsurface units. Intelligence gathering, sea and air surveillance,
maritime attack, air intercept, air defence, air strike and hansport
support may all become necessary to defend the sea-air gap.
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The RAAF has the ability to deliver weapons effectively with
some of its platforms at night or in bad weather, which can cause the
enemy considerable psychological stress. Another benefit of night or
reduced-visibility operations is that the enemy's optical tracking
systems - conunon on most air defence systems - are rendered useless,
forcing the enemy to rely on the electromagnetic specbum to achieve
detection. ]amming of that electromagnetic signal is easier to
accomplish than denying visual acquisition during daylight.

Provided the RAAF's air assets have suitable ECM equipment,
or the ability to avoid detection by flying beneath or outside the
enemy's radar coverage, then a high degree of immunity from attack
can be achieved using the cover of night. Attrition can be controlled
and accuracy is not degraded provided the weapon system is designed
and crewed for the high workload associated with night operations.
The advantages of night penetration become obvious.

Flexibility and Concentration of Force

Being a modern air force, the RAAF includes in their
fullest measure the characteristics which make air
power such a powerful instrument of modern warfare.
It possesses fleibility, which includes both the ability
to adapt quickly to changed circumstances and the
ability to use combat power in ways which are
appropriate to the circumstances. Flexibility also
includes the notion that the same weapon platform
can be used for a variety of missions. Another
characteristic, versatility, means that the number of
such missions can be many. For Australia these
characteristics are most important. As we cannot
afford large numbers of aircraft, the aircraft we do
acquire must be true multi-role machines which are
both flexible and versatile.... The unique ability of
aircraft to manoeuvre freely and swiftly in three
dimensions gives them the speed and the range to
allow military power to be applied where it is needed
over a very large area. Given Australia's geography,
demography and strategic environment the
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characteristic of mobility is very important. It allows
swift application of military power in a rapidly
changing operational environment even with a small
force. This is important beyond firepower for it
enables the rapid movement, support and resupply of
all our forces.ll
That ability to conduct surveillance, strike and air defence is

dependent upon aircraft range, selfdefence capability, and accurate
weapons delivery from outside the enemy's defensive perimeter.
Basic, but essential requirements for all elements of the nation's
offensive triad are an operational range unrestricted by fuel
limitations, an ability to suppress enemy fire control and electronic
detection systems through adequate ECM, and precisionguided
munitions to reduce bver the targefl requirements. At present ADF's
triad platforms lack some or all of the basic essentials, and without
these capabilities perfonnance will degrade and attrition will increase
during combat missions. If financial constraints deny those essential
items, then a higher attrition rate must result if the enemy is still
engaged.

There is a possibility that even if the ADF air assets were
allocated those basic essential weapons to defend the sea-air gap
surrounding Australia, an enemy force might still penetrate our
defences, land on our territory, attack our installations and harass our
people. Again, air power has a maior role to play in moving our land
forces quickly to where they are needed and supporting them both
logistically and with firepower.l2 Fortunately civil aircraft have
played a large part in the nation's development because of the limited
road and rail infrastructure. Consequently, the civilian register
provides the nation with the ability to significantly augment the
RAAFs airlift mobility. With adequate advanced planning in civilian
aircraft specifications and crewing, the military lift potential could be
enhanced during national emergencies.

Surveillance and Intelligence

OTHR offerc some real prospect of meeting Australia's
surveillance requirements, but it cannot hope to provide complete and
totally reliable information for several reasons. The system suffers
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from some operational limitations: it is not yet operational, nor proved
operationally; it is easily jammed; and it depends on a stable
ionosphere. Those limitations dictate that the nation must seek
alternative systems or platforms to provide the level of information
required. Certainly, OTHR's contribution \^rill be significant in
providing surveillance for portions of the nation's sea and airspace
approaches, but even those sections covered will require alternative
back-up and independent verification on occasions. Inllexibility, a lack
of precise information and operational vulnerabilities of OTHR
necessitate the support of an alternative system.

Once an unknown or unauthorized sea or air track has been
detected, then identification becomes essential. The vastness of the
region means that only aircraft have the flexibility and versatility to
intercept and identify the track. A certain level of accuracy is required
of the controlling agency, to position the interceptor sufficiently close
to identify the track. Even if the level of accuracy is sufficient for the
OTHR complex to achieve a successful intercept, the other limitations
of the system demand that alternative systems are available as back-up
and confirmation sources.

At present the limitations of Australia's surveillance systems
are such that only limited operational capability exists. National
security, wealth, health and environment are at significant risk until
the nation can employ a system or combination of systems to
guarantee that the nation's sovereign air and sea space can be
protected. The identification and interrogation of any'unknown' is the
end result that must be achieved before the nation can hope to provide
defence in depth.

Linked with surveillance is intelligence. Ausbalia relies to a
large degree on the US as its primary intelligence source. The lack of
an independent verification ability for that intelligence is an additional
factor which must be considered. Not only must Australia develop an
effective surveillance capability for its sea and air spaces, but it must
also develop the capability to command its own intelligence
verification process.
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FORCE SUSTAINABILITY

Sustainability is influenced by the logistical supporting
infrastructure and the ability of the military to control or respond to
attrition of its forces. In the Australian context, the existing narrow-
based forces are limited and they are unlikely to be significantly
expanded in the foreseeable future. The existing foundation, however,
is enhanced by national attributes which permit these limited
resources to be exploited positively. A higher capability, through the
employment of sophisticated training methods and a cultural ability
which rapidly adapts to technological change, is the result. However,
even if the first two steps in the'mountain' are well established, the
third, sustainability, can easily weaken the solid foundation. If
attrition cannot be controlled and if logistical support is lacking then
the ADF's air power assets will never reach their full potential.

The TFG's Hornet was purchased with attrition aircraft
included in the initial order, whilst the relatively benign Peacetime
training environment of the MPG's aircraft has reulted in the loss of
only one aircraft through a ground servicing accident in over 20 years
of operations. Consequently, the foundation base for those two force
element groups is secure. Unfortunately, the SRG's F-111 was
purchased with no attrition aircraft. Planning, in the early 1960s, did
not anticipate that the platform's life would be extended through to at
least the year 2010. Not even the revered DC-3 achieved that length of
active service.

The exacting, peacetime training environment has taken its toll
on six F-111 platforms. Because there were no attrition aircraft in the
initial purchase, the ADF was forced to procure four additional aircraft
to restore the foundation of the SRG's 'mountain', to keep that
foundation sufficiently broad to maintain effectiveness. The decision
to extend the platforms' life by refurbishment will have to take into
consideration the purchase of additional attrition 'spares', provided
the USAF is willing to make further platforms available. The RAAFs
F-111s are already unique aircraft, with Halpoon and reconnaissance
modifications taking them away from standard USAF configurations.
The proposed RAAF avionics modifications will result in a further
departure from the standard American model. Therefore, the ADF's
last chance to procure additional attrition F-111 aircraft is before that
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modification process is completed. Post-avionics modification of a
USAF F-111 would be prohibitively expensive.

Impact of Attrition

Australia's position regarding attrition sustainability is not
unique; most nations of the world have limited numbers of aircraft,
crews, support personnel and limited resources for fleet augmentation.
However, Australia's circumstances are atypical due to its geopolitical
position. The nation's air assets can be seen as truly limited when the
vast area of direct military interest is considered. Then, even the loss
of one platform will have a significant impact on that force element.

The Air Force is not alone in being vulnerable to attrition; the
Army and the Navy have a similar problem of limited assets, and
nothing can be done to significantly alter the equation. Nothing,
except ensuring that the inevitable losses that will occur are kept to an
absolute minimum. Attrition can be controlled provided the crews are
well trained, their equipment is sound, their defensive and offensive
weaponry are capable and reliable, their intelligence of enemy
disposition and capabilities is accurate, and the crews have the
flefbility to plan an attack which is not predictable, and offers the best
combination of all factors germane for success. That list of
requirements/abilities applies to all three services.

In addition, the ADF's doctrine must ensure that attrition
control is a fundamental consideration. Australia's survival may
depend on attrition nranagement. Thus the incentive should be there
to ensure the conservation of assets, while at the same time inflicting
maimum damage on the enemy. However, a decision between
attrition or attack, in a battle which is not determining the ultimate
outcome of the nation, must favour attrition as the dominant factor.
Australia's resources cannot sustain unnecessary losses and some of
the nation's substantial space may have to be traded for time - a Fabius
Maximus Cunctator (the Delayer) tactic may become the appropriate
stratagem in Australia's unique circumstance.l3 One of the best ways
of limiting attrition is to strike when the enemy is not prepared, or at a
time when the efficiency of his weapons systems is diminished.
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Attrition must be kept to an absolute minimum if Australia is
to have a chance of defending ibelf successfully. Command and
control, doctrine, platforms, weapons, previous training, tactics, and
initiative will all have to be at an optimum if the essential low attrition
rate is going to be achieved. The ADF must place the ability to operate
at night as its first priority in force development, because of the
protection which accrues from operating in the dark.

TwentyFou-rHour Op erations

The future for the ADF as a whole must include
familiarity with and exploitation of the physical
characteristics of our area of direct military interest,
namely, Australia and its environs. It must also
include for the whole of the ADF familiarity with and
exploitation of the night. For a small, professional and
technologically aware force such as the ADF, night
must be our prefened operating environment. With
air power, effective use of the night provides
enonnous military leverage. It requires discipline,
training and equipment of high technology, all of
which is within our grasp if we apply our minds and
resources to it; it is the most effective way of
compensating for our small number of aircraft and
small number of air crews.l4

The MI€ and the SRG can operate unencumbered at night,
whilst the TFG will achieve a limited night capability if development
of some additional equipment is completed. Battlefield-support air
platforms require a true 24-hour operational capability, as do tactical
transport support aircraft. Again, specialized weapons are required to
be effective at night. Imaging-infra-red weapons are needed if the
Maverick and GBU-15 class of weapons are to have full utility. Laser-
guided weapons retain their lethality provided target detection and
illumination are possible in the dark. The Pave Tack system installed
in the SRG aircraft and the M[€'s infra-red systems give those two
platforms an organic capability for indigenous target detection and
identification in good weather at night and, in the former's case, a self-
designation capability. These capabilities must be continually
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maintained and upgraded, if possible, because the ability to operate at
night remains a primary ADF requirement.

A night-operations capability provides the degree of insurance
against attack so essential if attrition is to be controlled. While night
operations also achieve the maximum disruption to the enemy, they
can only be conducted when adequate resources are allocated to the
platform in order to undertake the task. In air operations reduced
visibility increases the workload of the crew; this point is particularly
true for lowlevel operations. Highly sophisticated equipment is
essential to permit such operations in close proximity to the ground;
this operational condition is essential in almost any regional theatre to
avoid or restrict enemy detection. If detected, the platform must have
the ability to defend itself against electronic attack by ECM equipment.
An ARM capability is fundamental to the Air Force's triad aircraft if
sufficient firepower suppression is to be available to insure against
attrition. On-board ECM equipment is also required, even against
regional threats, for an adequate level of protection to guard against
enemy detection and successful interception. The final necessity is a
weapon system capable of detecting the target and delivering
munitions under all visibility conditions. Again, a high level of
sophistication is needed if the desired accurary is to be achieved under
such parameters. Infra-red sensors, laser-guided weapons and low-
light optics all have application to varying degree on the triad aircraft.
This equipment is frequently 'state-of-the-art', and comes with an
appropriate price: modern technology is not cheap. However, when
the cost of the platform is weighed against the projected attrition levels
for night operations, then the merit of a decision to seek the sanctuary
of night is obvious.

Unfortunately, in the eyes of some, the cost of such a capability
outweighs the benefiis gained. Uninformed, overwhelming opposition
to the use of these sophisticated weapon systems on the grounds of
cost or necessity restricts the RAAF's ability and reduces operational
potential to 'daylight only', or to less accurate night operations. The
'little league' cannot afford role-specific aircraft for SAM suppression,
electronic iamming, gun ships, close air support or high-altitude
reconnaissance. However, it can even less afford avoidable attrition.
While role'specific aircraft may be out of the question, weapon
systefts which permit night operations and suppression of enemy
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defences are needed and are relatively inexpensive in comparison to
replacement platforms.

If the low attrition rate demanded by the nation's limited air
assets is to be achieved, then defensive weapons are required for all
three triad platforms. Each plafform will be required to operate
routinely in high-threat regional defensive environmenb and without
those weapons attrition will occur. Unnecessary losses need not
eventuate if simple defensive systems are accepted as a fundamental
requirement for the nation's air assets. No one triad platform should
be given preferential treatmeng all will face an equal threat and the
three are equally invaluable to the nation.

The modern offensive air platform costs many millions of
dollars, yet there is a reluctance in some quarters of the Department to
provide defensive weapons at a fraction of the platform's cost. Such
weapons should be viewed as an insurance investment to protect the
platform, and as such should receive a high priority in programming.
A potential enemy does not have to Procure expensive weapons to
pose a threat, just limited numbers of effective systems. The
Afghanistan conflict highlighted this point and shows the need for
passive ECM to provide protection, even from ground forces with no
formal military training. There, the Muiahideen extracted a high price
from the Soviet forces by using simple shoulder-fired heat-seeking
missiles. Without an effective flaredispensing system, all Soviet
platforms were vulnerable to attack. Significantly, the forces in
Australia's area of direct military interest have substantially more
defensive assets available than the Mujahideen.

Core Force Concept

The core force concept supported by the Dibb Review and the
White Paper is based on the assumption that additional core
components will be available when required. As was pointed out
earlier, large initial orders and limited production runs are now
commonplace amongst Australia's defence suppliers. The very high
initial costs of modern, technologically advanced weaPons are driving
mass production towards a short manufacturing timeframe in order to
keep costs at a minimum. The Air Force has already experienced
supply problems with laser-guidance kits for its general-purpose
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bombs. The kits are a critical sub-component of a weapon which will
be required in large numbers during any level of conflict where air-to-
ground weapons are employed. Another example occurrd when the
procurrement plan for ARM had to be altered to meet a high-volume,
shortduration production run of the High-Speed Anti-Radiation
Missile (HARM), which is essential for all platforms of the triad.

While weapons procurement plans are already being affected
by current production policy, the Air Force has other concerns.
Aircraft plafforms also have limited production runs. The SRG aircraft
ceased production over a decade ago the TFG F/A-18 will cease
production within the next couple of years and the US Navy is looking
at a new platform for its anti-submarine aircraft. Of the three
platforms, only the MPG's P-3C Orion has a good prospect of still
being in production, should Australia require additional plafforms for
expansion to meet increased tension in fuhrre years.

Sufficient warning time is another factor which mitigates
against a core force concept for modern, technologically complex
weapon systems. Assuming the production lines are still available,
then the time taken from initial order to delivery is measured in years,
not in days as may be required. Recently senior manap;ement of
General Dynamics, Fort Worth, Texas responded to the question, How
long would it take to purchase replacement F-16 aircraft if a nation
currently operating the platform suffered a serious attrition rate? The
response was, Three years. 15 That was three years for an aircraft in
full production. Both modern air and naval weapon systems are
affected by this extended production time impasse. Consequently,
another significant consideration must be the ability of the nation to
predict the conflict in sufficient time to generate core force expansion
in time to meet the threat. Even under emergency national
mobilization the production times will be considerable. A final
consideration then becomes: are the weapons available off the shelf?

A further fundamental consideration to any core force stock-
holding-level policy is that the Government should not automatically
assume that a pipeline from the US, or any other international defence
supplier for that matter, will be available when requested. Firstly,
efsting reserve supplies have to satisfy their primary customer/s
needs first. The existing international reserves are sustainability
reserves for the manufacturing nation, so that it can fight a holding
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battle while its war mobilization is initiated. Secondly, another
nation's stock-holding poliry is driven by the present political and
economic realities. just as Australia does not hold sufficient reserves
to meet sustained combat, the resources available in the US are
inadequate to meet international demand on top of its national
requirements without depleting US war reserves.

The willingness of the US to provide Australia with some of its
own war res€rves cannot be ruled out; however, special circumstances
would be required before such US action could be taken. The
precedent was created when the US supplied the British with weapons
in the Falklands war. In the Falklands situation the US had sufficient
stocks of the requested weapons and it could not foresee any increased
demand being likely in the near future for its own forces. AIso, the
production lines for the weapons were still operating, permitting
replacement in a short time. Britain, or Australia, may not be so
fortunate in any future conflicts.

Another consideration is the willingness of the US to be seen
to be taking sides in a conflict which does not directly involve
American interests. Some will point to the case just mentioned, where
the US supplied the British at the expense of showing preference over
Argentina. In the Falklands the situation was complex and a maior
ally and NATO partner was requesting assistance. Even then, America
was reluctant to enter into the conflict and be seen to be supporting
Britain; US support was only forthcoming after hostilities broke out.
Australia's influence cannot match Britain's, nor nvry it be possible for
the US to so clearly delineate between the warring factions. The US
appreciates how important the Asian market is to its economic
interests and may well be reluctant to interfere in a regional dispute
for fear of affecting these interests. At this stage no such conflict is in
prospec$ however, should one develop, a logistic policy based on the
core force concept could see Australian resupply from its maior
military supplier denied. Australia rnay well have to fight with the
weapons it has, or the weapons it can manufacture locally. Even if the
US feels it can support the Australian cause, it may be unable,
depending on the level of conflict, to offer assistance because of
military demands on its own reserves.

Finally, a core force manpower concept means that additional
personnel can be trained during the warning time that will be available
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before hostilities begin. Where skill levels are easily learned, easily
revised or easily retained, then the potential for rapid expansion from
initial recruits or reserve units will be possible. However, for highly
skilled positions, requiring years of training, or professions where
continuation training is required to retain fundamental proficiency, the
core force concept is not applicable. For these skilled positions that
exist wlthin the AD4 wartime manning levels must be established in
peacetime. If additional manpower is not available, then
redistribution of existing resources ought to be undertaken.

In order to accomplish this redistribution and strive for greater
effectiveness, all services must impartially review their existing
respective organizational structures to ensure they are appropriate.
Traditional 'nice-to-retain' units or categories cannot be carried if a
more effective and efficient arrangement is possible without degrading
national defence. If, after an exhaustive, internal appraisal is
conducted, sufficient manpower is still not available, then the services'
organizational structures must also be examined to determine how
essential each component part is for the defence of the nation.
Restructuring across the services may result, but only in the national
interest.

Another approach is to examine the potential in transferring
positions to the reserve. These positions and personnel would be the
non-skilled and/or basically skilled categories which may not be
essential to the immediate needs of a full-time force; or, conversely, are
not needed full-time in a defence force. The subsequent reduction in
Authorized Training Strength (ATS) within a service would allow a
possible increase in terminal strength for that service, or for another
which has a high demand for skilled and essential manpower.

This is not to suggest that Australia should procure a war
reserve sufficient to meet all levels of possible conflict. The economic
realities of the present, and sound resource management practice,
dictate that such a course is not practical. However, until an
acceptable level of holding can be established, or guaranteed resupply
becomes a reality, the nation's war-fighting ability will always be
uncertain.
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FORCE MI.'LTIPLIERS

Force multipliers permit a nation to extract from its existing
resources a greater level of firepower. The application of force
multipliers to the Australian area of interest is obvious (small numbers
of forces and large expanses of topography), but enthusiasm for force
multiplication must be tempered with the reality of financial and
nnnpower constraints. Force multipliers cover the full financial
spectrum. Some force multiplication can be achieved at no cost. The
redistribution of manpower within the ADB for example, can produce
a considerable increase in force projection and be achieved at no

additional cost. Normally, training can be improved with no, or only
slightly increased, cost.

The employment of precision- guided weaPons, whilst costing
more than the conventional 'dumb' weapons, produces a level of
performance disproportionate to the additional cost. Improved
accuracy, resulting in reduced rate of effort requirements, means that
the net increment between traditional'dumb' weaPons and the new
sophisticated, technologically advanced I€Ms is actually quite small.
A Harpoon, forexample, costs more than $1 million and the critic will
argue that the nation cannot afford such sophistication. However, if
the cost of the target, the cost of the platforms attacking the target, and
the likelihood of hitting the target with'dumb' weapons before the
delivery platform is hit by the target's defensive systems, are all taken
into consideration, then the cost of the Harpoon becomes insignificant
by comparison. A $150 million deshoyer will be damaged and
probably sunk, or at least put out of commission by one or two
Harpoons, without the air delivery plafform ever coming inside the
defensive perimeter of the target; with 'dumb' weapons, even against
regional naval assets, several ADF air platforms could be deshoyed
and the ship not even damaged. Similar examples are available for
land targets. One GBU-10 weapon from a single sortie against a bridge
can replace 160 MK84 weapons delivered from 40 sorties - the risk of
attrition is proportional to the reduced exposure, and the chance of
success is increased. The GBU-15 offers even rnore impressive results,
because of the weapon's pinpoint accuracy.

From the employment of relatively cheap PGM force
multipliers, the options for additional equipment can expand, with
money and manpower being the only limiting factors. Exotic
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simulators, land, sea and sub'surface launched cruise missiles, new
platforms for specialist roles are all options available to a nation if
funds are available for the employment of force multipliers. Aushalia
will not have such luxury in the foreseeable future, but an examination
of what is realistically available is warranted to determine priorities.

Force multipliers can take many forms, but the end result is
always a greater force projection from the same or fewer weapons
platforms. With the limited ADF assets available for force projection,
and the unlikely chance of obtaining additional assets in a short
timeframe, if at all, exploitation of the maximum potential should be
endemic to the ADF. Because of the flexibility and versatility of air
Ircwer, the RAAF should be a prime user of force multipliers, so that
the nation can receive the greatest protection possible from the limited
assets available. Additionally, the large operational area demands the
employment of force multipliers to expand the nation's air power
projection potential. However, the greatest benefit of force multipliers
is that they are inextricably linked with attrition control, and attrition
is the nation's biggest enemy, for without air power the nation will be
defenceless.

Force multipliers usually mean modem technology, which
implies high cost. Consequently the ADF, and political leaders, are
routinely forced to decide between greater force proiection through the
employment of force multipliers or limited defence expenditure at
increased risk. What is frequently overlooked by the critics of force
multipliers is that a force multiplier acts as an insurance policy, by
providing increased capability and protection for the delivery platform
whilst enhancing deterrence and reducing the rate of effort required to
destroy a target. However, the cost of the force multiplier must be
justified by its being essential in the Australian context; 'nice-to-have'
weapons cannot be iustified in a'little league'.

Precision Potential

The modern weapons platforms of the RAAF are capable of
employing a wide range of modern munitions to fully exploit a unique
feature of modern air power - the bewildering effect an air strike can
have on the enemy when delivered without warning. The ability to
conc€ntrate enonnous firepower in space and time through the
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employment of modern PGM weapons is a new aspect of warfare
which has the ability to create mental confusion and psychological
disorientation and destroy an enemy's will to fight. Some of the
modern weapons can be delivered precisely during daylight or at
night without any degradation in accuracy, and they can be released
without the delivery platform ever coming within visual, audible or
electronic range of the enemy - the shock potential on the enemy is
obvious. Furthermore, the modern IaGM weapons can be delivered
with such accuracy that collateral darnage can be controlled, giving
them applications in all levels of contingency.

Unfortunately, with the GBU-10/12 series of weapons, target
overflight is generally required to get weapons on target and, in the
case of the Homet, target designation is at present required from an
independent source. Consequently, for the SRG and TFG to have any
assurance against attritiory suppression of enemy defences is essential.
No ARM missiles are currently available, forcing both platforms to
rely on integral ECM to provide protection. In the case of the SRG its
equipment is more than two decades old and not designed to counter
modern air defence weapons.

The F-111 was modified to carry the GBU-15 PGM during the
Pave Tack update of the platform. Unfortunately, while that weapon
provides the ADF with the most accurate capability and best standoff
protection for land strike, the Air Force has been unable to advance the
procurement of the weapon in sufficient quantities to provide even a
modest peacetime capability. Hence a multi-milliondollar
modification is impotent, and the nation is denied the protection it has
paid for.

However, to achieve the precision available with the modern
weapon systems, extensive training is essential. The cost of the higNy
capable modern I€M weapons usually precludes routine practice
with live ordnance, necessitating access to captive carriage weapons or
realistic simulation if the essential level of training is to be achieved.

Dochine

Soundly based doctrine will act as a force multiplier by
ensuring that air power is only employed in accordance with proven
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procedures and practices. without a sound doctrine assets will be
wasted on missions which are not of sufficient priority, or on missions
which place an unacceptably high risk on the asset. ooctrine must be
r,eviewed and revised on the basis of experience and reality so that it
does not become a binding checklist on how to fight. operational
commanders must have guidelines but not edicts.

Intelligence and Suneillance

For sound doctrine to be reviewed so that it remains dynamic,
the _nation's intelligence base must be extensive and complete.
Intelligence can be obtained from many sources; however, for
intelligence obtained from a third party, some form of independent
verification is essential. Also, the intelligence.gathering apparatus
must be responsive to the nation's demands and, in peacetime, must
be covert. The ADF's doctrine should call for ln independent
intelligerce'gathering capability in both peace and war. Applied
successfully intelligence becomes an important force multiplier, ior it
enables appropriate force to be concentrated at the centre of gravity of
opposition.

Broad-area surveillance systems are the only practical
approach for Australia, considering the area requiring monitoring. To
cover the complete area of Australia's interest with conventional sea or
1ir platforms is beyond the capabilities of even the superpowers.
clearly, alternative surveillance and intelligence collection methods
are called for.

successful implementation of the orHR system into the air
defence systems of the nation will augment surveiilince potential, and
thereby act as a force multiplier. However, on its own brrrn cannot
provide the level of surveillance nec€ssary to completely satisfy
lational requirements because of the previously mentioned system
limitation. Alternative surveillance systems must be emptoyed to
augment the oTHR system - systems not reliant on the ionosphere and
systems capable of providing the level of close control necessary to
permit interception and identification.

space'based, broad-area surveillance satellites potentially offer
a means of obtaining additional coverage of our area of direct niititary
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interest. Now that Australia has achieved modest advances with the

AUSSAT communication satellites, much of the aura and mystique has

disappeared from space.based systems. A |apanese, civilian-owned
oceat surveillance iadar satellite, already in commercial use to track

|apanese oil tankers, can provide sufficient resolution to identify ocean

vessels - the idea is germane to Australia's requirement. Research is

taking place to deveiop a satellite system to detect aircraft in flight.
world latellite developments must be closely monitored, because

space surveillance systems may provide Australia with the simplest

and cheapest method of monitoring 35 million square miles'

Air-breathing surveillance systems can also provide a

responsive and capable surveillance for specialized miss_iorrs._ High-
flnhg platforms filted with long-range oblique cameras (LOROC) are

cipuUti of excellent resolution at long ranges. Thi-s standoff potential,

combined with a real-time capability, means that battlefield and

maritime commanders can be provided with real-time independently
verifiable intelligence. Remotely piloted vehicles RPVs) offer a
limited capability in certain circumstances and can also help to provide
essential battlefield intelligence. However, RPVs have rnany

restrictions in employment in vast areas such as Australia's'

Airborne Early warning and control (AEw&c) aircraft are

effective force multipiiers. They can augment an OTHR system and

would still be needed if a space-based surveillance system were
employed in the future. Again, the AEW&C aircraft can act as a force

m,titiplier by improving the chance of successful interception of any

unknown tiack. 
- 

Wfrilst many different platforms can provide that

final ingredient of precise vectoring for the intercepting plafforms,

only an airborne plltform can provide the radar coverage required,
and only an aircraft is capable of the speed essential to cover the huge

air mass involved in likely operations. That air mass could

conceivably be outside the fixed coverage of the oTHR system, and

require continuous monitoring which cannot be provided by a

satellite-based system. Balloons or land-based systems could augment

an AEW&C aircraft at much greater cost, but not replace a mobile
high-speed platform. Critics rnay argue that an AEW&C system is not
a ,iittle league' requirement, and they would be correct if an alternative

system were available. Fundamental to the nation's Present
requirement is the ability to identify and intercept unauthorized

tratks. Neither OTHR nor AEW&C on their own can meet the
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requirement, yet combined they can provide a formidable surveillance
system, which is essential now if the nation is to adequately monitor
its'moat'.

Aircraft Modernization/Refurbishment

A force can be multiplied by refurbishment or modernization
of its platforms when their utility degrades because of age, or
improved enemy defensive systems negate their effectiveness. New
technology can also be sufficient justification to warrant refurbishment
if the modification opens up a new range of defensive or offensive
lr'eapons, which in turn increases the platform's utility and versatility.
Such progr.urunes can only be contemplated where the basic
platform's structure is sufficiently sound to iustify the upgrade
progranune and if it provides an appropriate return on the funds
invested.

A refurbished F-111, for example, offers significant force
multiplication in a number of areas. Whilst not being a proiect
determinant, weapon accuracy could be enhanced by an improved
inertial navigation system which has to be installed to replace existing
insupportable equipment. Aircraf t reliability, and hence availabili ty,
could be improved with a better mean time between failures for the
newer solid-state or improved equipment. Improved defensive and
offensive weapons could be carried once the aircraft received digital
computers, which enhance the force multiplier effect by requiring
fewer missions to achieve a desired result.

The concept of modifying or refurbishing a plafform is not
new, and is the only logical step when the alternative is platform
replacement at considerably greater expense. The USAF and the RAF
have used a modification programme where appropriate on a number
of their platforms to achieve similar force multiplication. In short,
even'big league'forces like those of the US have recognized the force
multiplierbenefits of refurbishment. Apocryphal sources in the US$,
indeed, argue that the USAF will see more modernization of old
platforms and fewer new platforms in the years ahead.
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Civilian Augmentation

If modernization or refurbishment is not a Practical solution
and the capability is required, then the alternatives are either new
purchases or augmentation from another source. Offensive combat
aircraft can only be augmented from another military organization
operating similar or suitable equipment. As all western military
organizations are in similar situations to that of Australia, where
defence budget realities prevent Procurement of surplus or reserve
aircraft, the chances of the RAAF being able to augment its combat
fleet in times of tension are very remote.

Fortunately, the same does not apply to transport suPPort
aircraft. Considerable force multiplication can be achieved by
employing civilian aircraft in direct support of military strategic
transport requirements. Such augmentation permits peacetime
military transport fleets to be kept to a minimum level, but sufficient to
meet routine peacetime haining and deployment requirements.
However, civilian wartime or exercise augmentation is only possible if
the civilian platform is suitable for the specialized military loads or
requirements which must be accommodated during an emergency.
With modification to accept increased floor loads, the provision of
enlarged access doors, and in some cases internal plumbing to simplify
air-to-air refuelling modification, most large civilian transport aircraft
can be quickly adapted to military cargo, Passenger, or air-to-air
refuelling strategic roles. The essential concept is prior planning, so

that civilian aircraft are already modified,thereby permifting minimum
transition time to military employment.

Not only can civilian aircraft act as a force multiplier, but their
crews can be used to augment military crews and reduce training
requirements. If a proportion of civilian air crews operating aircraft
detailed for military augmentation were in the military reserve,

considerable force multiplication would be possible. The high
resignation rate of RAAF air crew at present can work to the nation's
benefit if those members are encouraged to pin the res€rve and are
qualified to operate the civilian aircraft designated for military
augmentation. Civilian cabin staff as well as flight deck members

could also be employed in the reserve.
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Simulation

Simulation can offer a significant force multiplying effect by
releasing platforms from routine training mission, by saving airframe
hours for operational needs, by reducing training costs (which in turn
allows nrore money to be spent on other priority proiects), by reducing
live weapon training requirements, and by reducing the risks in
dangerous training situations such as emergency procedures training.
However, new simulators are expensive and they must be capable of
faithfully replicating the required operation if they are to have utility.
A simulator which produces unrealistic performance detracts from
crew proficiency, thus becoming a negative force multiplier by
contributing to increased aftrition or by reducing crew proficiency.
Careful project definition is required to ensure new simulator
purchases do not provide a degree of simulation which exceeds
realistic requirements and, conversely, do not fall short of operational
requirements.

Simulation definitely has its place in a modern air force. The
RAAF operates modern simulators for all its plafforms except the SRG.
With the high cost of modern f€Ms, a representative weapons
simulator, which can be a stand-alone system or integrated into the
flight simulator, can provide realistic release training at a fraction of
the real weapon cost. Harpoon, GBU-15, Maverick, HARM (and
probably future weapon systems) can all be simulated with modern,
cheap, stand-alone simulators. The implications for force
multiplication are obvious.

Modern Weapons

Smart crews and smart weapons are the way of the
future. Smart crews are well trained, highly
diriplined aviators working to doctrine and plans
which have been developed by imaginative,
professional, air power o(perts. Smart weapons are
those of high accuracy and low vulnerability which
will allow our air crew to stand outside the range of an
opponent's defences as they send in multiple, difficult
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to detect, very accurate weapons against targets of real
importance to his war effort.l6

Many new weapons .ue under development throughout the world and
many of those weapons may have application to one or more of
Australia's airborne platforms. If those new weapons, used in
accordance with a proven doctrine, significantly enhance the lethality
and survivability of a platform, then their purchase must be seriously
considered. Force multiplication means survivability, and the ability
to do the pb with fewer assets. Even regional nations have

sophisticated defensive weapon systems which they are continually
upgrading. Defensive weapon systems will have to be neutralized if
the RAAF is going to achieve the desired minimum attrition level
during combat.

If, for whatever reason, the RAAF offensive assets are not
equipped with effective offensive and defensive weaPons, and if the
enemy threat warrants it, then air superiority can only be maintained
by withdrawing air power from the immediate battle to ensure that it
remains available to fight again. The dispatch of such limited and
valuable resources, if inadequately armd?on missions against even
some regional forces should not be considered or condoned by any
rational govemment.

Air-to-Air Refuelling

Air-to-air refuelling (AAD provides one of the most visible
force multipliers available. With AAR some deficiencies in weapons
and aircraft equipment can be overcome by allowing increased
flexibility in attack direction and increased ingress and egress speeds.
The attack aircraft is also given an unpredictable combat range,
thereby denying the enemy a safe sanctuary where he is immune from
aftack. Additional range is available to employ aircraft systems more
effectively, such as taking full advantage of terrain shielding during
both land and maritime attacks. Known enemy air defence systems
can be skirted or penetrated in a manner where exposure is reduced to
a minimum. The recent US raid on Libva demonstrated what can be
achieved with AAR.
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A 'straight-line' mentality is prevalent in some sections of the
Defence Department. Non-operational theoreticians determine the
maximum range of the aircraft and then immediately draw an arc
representing the combat radius of a platform. No allowance is made
for evasive routing, weather, enemy defensive systems, terrain
shielding or route deconfliction. The force multiplier effect provided
by AAR offers significant return for a relatively modest outlay. If one
modern platform is saved by the additional fuel from AAR, either in
wartime or during peace, then the modification costs are immediately
vindicated.

At present the MPG aircraft have the best range of the triad
platforms; however, even for those aircraft, additional range would be
beneficial on some missions. Unfortunately, the aircraft were not
purchased with an AAR system and modification would be required
to install an AAR capability. The SRG and TFG aircraft were both
purchased with an air refuelling capability, which must be used if
either aircraft is going to proiect its maximum firepower into the full
reaches of the area of direct military interest. Additional range is also
essential for both platforms if the low atFition rate which is so
essential to the nation's survival is going to be achieved. At present
both platforrns are entirely predictable in their direction of attack
before the aircraft reach their maximum unrefuelled range.

Ftexibility and unpredictability are the cornerstones of sound
air power employment doctrine. Consequently, until the three
elements of the nation's offensive triad achieve an air refuelling
capability, their utility will be limited by insufficient range to achieve
the surprise and flexibility essential in the full benefit of air power.

The Crew Duty Day

With limited numbers of crews, the RAAF must use the full
potential of its available manpower resources. If additional sorties can
be flown by extending the duty day of air crew, then such an extension
has a force multiplier effect. caution must be exercised in extending
the duty period, because such an extension can be a double+dged
sword. If attrition rises due to fatigue then the extended force
projection obtained will be negated by the loss of crew and aircraft.
Limited use of stimulants has been demonstrated by other air forces as
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a safe way of extracting a shortduration increase in air crew
performance. However, the RAAF has only used such methods in
isolated cases. Complete crew screening in peacetime is essential if
stimulants are going to be employed during periods of conflict.

Future Technologies

Modern technology is particularly adaptable to air Power
platforms and weapons. Many of the currently available technologies

have already been discussed; however, technology is constantly

evolving, so doctrine must drive a constant review of the situation to

see if such developments have application in the ADF. A new
generation of 'brilliant' weapons is being developed, and some of
those new systems may have application in Australia's unique
operational environment.

Again, new technologies can have a debilitating effect on an

operational force of Australia's size if the weapons are not
operationally proven or have not completed testing before the ADF
purchases them. Equally important is the high cost of new technology.
tne epf must be certain that the cost associated with the introduction
of these new weapons is offset adequately by improved capability to
justify expenditure. Astute iudgement is required not to purchase

until proven, but not to delay the decision to purchase the new
'brilliant' systems too long and thereby miss what will almost certainly
be a very short-duration, high-volume production run.

Global Positioning System (GPS) is a particular hiSh

technology force multiplier example which has application for the

complete ADF. Increased precision is possible for an array or air and

surfice platforms and weapons. Further application of GIIS will
almost inevitably follow; however, as with intelligence, if the original
product is in the hands of a third Parry, then verification becomes

impossible. The US will have the ability to degrade the ac-curacy or
terminate the system altogether, and perhaps the Soviets will develop

a means to neutralize the data. Consequently, as with any single-
sourced, third-party-controlled device, the ADF must ensure that it
retains alternative methods of achieving similar performance through
back-up systems or alternative weaPons.
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Athition Control

All the elements of force multiplication must achieve a double
advantage: they must increase the firepower directed at the enemy and
they must achieve that additional firepower whilst reducing the risk to
the platform. The ADF air resources arc too small to accept attrition.
Successful attrition control during peacetime training will leave more
platforms available for possible conflict. Consequently, a balance must
be struck between realistic training and safe operations. Procedures
must be developed where peacetime and wartime tactics are equal in
effectiveness, where procedures are safe and suitable for both
applications. The RAAF needs to train in peacetime as will fight in
war; but not at the expense of avoidable aftrition. For, if attrition is
present in peacetime tactics, then the procedure is definitely unsuitable
when 'fog and friction of war' are present.

Reserves

Reserves offer the final force multiplier to be considered.
Australia does not effectively employ its reserve forces, and studies are
needed of the way some overseas nations extract a greater benefit from
their reserve forces. Aushalia maintains a relatively large standing
army with skills which are generally easily taught and retained. The
naval and air forces do not employ reserves to any large degree, but
with those two force elements the skills involved are more complex
and perishable. The potential is present for the government to
redistribute the manpower in its armed forces to take full advantage of
the reserve's potential to contribute significantly to the nation's
defence, and thereby act as a true force multiplier.

Present crew strengths throughout the RAAF are inadequate
to support operations at any combat level. Whilst the resignation from
the service in critical areas remains at a high level, force proiection is
not possible. Replacement training is impossible if the instructional
staff cannot be retained to generate the new air crew. Reserve or
Guard squadrons, similar to those operated by the US, offer a means of
retaining suitably qualified personnel after full-time service is
completed. Augmentation of operational squadrons is possible using
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the reserve personnel, or self-contained reserve units can be

established. The latter idea is not new to RAAF operations; its full
implications deserve further examination.

A concept adopted by many Western air forces, where their air
crew are assigned to ground duties, permits those air crew to receive
routine operational currency fl)tttg' The procedure can relieve crew
undermanning situations in emergency situations at a far quicker rate
than what the present RAAF system permits. Those nations
employing the currency flyt.g refresh their air crew either annually or
biannually, usually for a one or two week period. The procedure has

the added benefit of helping to retain the morale of an air crew
member serving in a ground position against his wishes.

FORCE CEILING

Limiting Factors

There is a practical limit to the size of any military force. The
mapr determinants are willingness to allocate financial resources and
willingness or ability to use manPower. These considerations impose
a ceiling on the size and capability of air power in the way that any
military force is affected. However, the final position of the ceiling can
be adjusted incrementally by the optimum exploitation of available
resources to increase the capability of air power: the marginal gain is
due to diverse factors such as ability, training, will and similar
influences.

The ADF has two possible ways to raise the capability ceiling
of its air power; namely, allocate more financial resources or optimise
the quality of the nunpower currently available. An increase in the
nation's commitment to defence would improve the level of defence

capability. Such an increase in commiEnent would only occur if
Australia understood the current level of capability, measured against
the wideranging tasks expected of air Power in the defence of
Australia. However, such an increase in financial or manPower
commitment is unlikely due to economic circumstances and public
attitudes. Therefore, the second solution of incrementally raising the
ceiling through effective performance is the only viable solution.
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Increasing Effectiveness

As the number of the prcsent air power asseb is unlikely to
change, the size of the present forces would not be a variable in future
considerations. Capability is, however, a variable which can enhance
the potential of the present forces. Clever and practical use of assets
determines capability so the future should see an improvement in
capability through concerted application. Sustainability is another
variable that can influence the overall perforrnance of the ADF air
assets. Improvements in the capacity to sustain air power will
translate directly into enhanced air power capability. Conversely, the
omission of sustainability in a power equation will result in a
diminution of capability. Practical limitations of finance and
manpower reshict the number of force multipliers that can be
employed by the ADF. However, rational choices of force multipliers
can make a significant improvement in force capability for a
disproportionate investment. Therefore, the optimum level of
capability for Australia's air power is the net sum of present forces,
enhanced by considerations of force improvement through affordable
levels of sustainability, force multipliers and attributes such as quality
in training, leadership and experience.

Likely and Realistic Ceiling

A likely and realistic ceiling for air power in Australia will be
determined from a fixed base of small numbers of assets for reasons
outlined above. Therefore, the first restriction will be to have no
specialist-role aircraft - which could augment overall effectiveness -
with the possible exception of an AEWdcC platform, the case for which
will be argued later. The likelihood of having large numbers of
weapons and electronic self-defence measures is also low: this is a
second restriction.

The levels of improvement in capability will be achieved
through more effective training and more efficient use of available
resources; this means gteater consideration of manpower application
as well as command and control. The next level of improvement can
be supported by Australia, and that is a minimum degree of modern
weapons that will produce a far greater rehrrn on effort. Specific
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weapon systems cannot be detailed, but generic types of selfdefence
and precision munitions that are not too expensive and produce a
disproportionate saving when measured against their absence are
essential in raising the level of capability. Some maior investrnent in
the longer term will be assessed as essential. A specific, expensive
item such as simulation can be iustified and indeed proved to be a
long-term cost saving tool when the alternatives of fixed numbers of
older frames, expensive training, or - lvorse - reduced effectiveness are
analyzed for cost and effectiveness parameters.

Consequences of a Ceiling

The realistic ceiling derribed above explicitly prevents air
power in Australia from carrying out all operations expected of it. For
example, the present ceiling will restrict sustained, all-weather
operations by the TFG and the SRG elements. Aftrition and limited
endurance, as well as lack of defensive weaPons, would restrict

operations in a hostile environment. The ceiling imposes a calculated
risk of operating MPG and SRG assets in a hostile air-sea gap because
electronic and modern weapon systems would be unavailable.
Similarly, manpower and rates of effort limitations place a ceiling on
the sustainability of operations.

The significant consequence is that there will always be a gap
between the potential of air power in Australia and its capability. The
balanced, but small, force has tremendous potential if enhanced: the
degree of enhancement is not a matter of cost alone, so the gap should
be continually reassessed to determine the correct and acceptable

difference between ceiling and potential as circumstances change.

This chapter has explored the defence options available to the
nation, but has not proposed specific Procurelnent Programmes or
changes in operating procedures. The remaining chapters will
determine what realistically can be achieved with the resource

limitations constricting the nation's development.
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CHAPTER FIVE

CONSTRAINTS ON THE FUTURE

Thus wlnt b of suymte importance in war is to attack the
enerny's strategy; ... He wln excels at raoloing diffbulties
iloes so before they arbe. He who excels in conquning his
enemi6, triumplrs b efor e thr uts trutqinlize.

SunTzu
The Art of War

Air power as a force has limitations. These were examined in
the previous chapter. Knowledge of these limitations is a strength, in
itself, because doctrine which is soundly based will build on strengths
and minimize the limitations and weaknesses. Thus, an appropriate
force structure would reflect the limitations of present capibitity in a
realistic manner, and the force commander would be guided on what
can be accomplished and what is beyond the capability of his forces.
However, aftitudes, assessments and processes which constrain the
capability of a force because they are wrong or inappropriate are
unnecessary impediments to the effectiveness of the force - an
effectiveness which can be used to optimize the capabilities of air
power; particularly of limited air power, as in Australia,s case.

'Blockages' are unnecessary: they constrain the future
development of any force, but have greater impact on any small force
which has no potential to absorb inefficiencies. The ADF, and hence
air power in Australia, face constraints on the future in four different
a1d very significant areas. National aftitudes to defence and qualities
of national importance have a pervasive influence. If the people lack
national will, then defence of national beliefs is impossible. There will
always be financial limitations; they need not be constraints.
Inconsistency and lack of fundamental financial support are
unnecessary, but if they prevail they will constrain the fufure of the
ADF. The bureaucratic process is a fact of Australia,s democraqy. Any
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abuse of the democratic proc€ss limits the potential of a defence force.

Unless the process works to allow reasonable development, then it
constitutes a blockage with far reaching consequences. The quality of
nascent doctrine becornes immaterial if the process implicit in the
bureaucratic process excludes the logical synthesis of doctrinal
development. Finally, manpower and the quality thereof may be a
blockage. This may stem from other influenc€s, or become internally
generated due to near-sighted attempts to produce illusory efficienciesi
there simply is no substitute for quality and experience.

The services' manpower, recruiting and competence levels are

all inexhicably linked to the nation's attitudes towards defence.

Consequently, for the present apathy to be removed the nation as a
whole needs to do some serious soul-searching and determine what it
expects from its military.

A NATION'S RESPONSIBILITY

Sir |ohn Winthrop Hackett commented on the relationship of
society and the military:

What a society gets in its armed services is exactly
what it asks for, no more and no less. What it asks for
tends to be a reflection of what it is. When a country
looks at its fighting forces, it is looking in a mirror; if
the mirror is a true one the face that it sees there will
be its own.l

In Australia, deterrence and self-reliance are cenhal to defence:
however, deterrence depends, inter alia,on will and resolve as reflected
by national spirit. Thus the defence of Australia is a reflection of the
national spirit.

Prevailing Attitudes

The attitudes prevailing within Australia toward defence and
foreign policy rnatters are characterized by apathy, general ignorance
and latent hostility, on the one hand, and atavistic intolerance and
minority pressure groups on the other. The overall effect is one of
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uninterested bias against complex issues such as defence in favour of
self<entred issues. The reasons for these attitudes are complex and
have a long history. Two features that can be associated with a
traditional perspective consistently stand out: there still exists a naive
belief in great power deliverance of Ausbalia when it is threatened.
This attitude is so imbued in the Australian psyche that it is
unconsciously and unquestioningly accepted; Chapter Four describes
its pervasive influence on national and military perceptions. Coupled
with that is the high spirited' disregard for the military and authority
in general. Past support for foreign wars may have been patriotism,
but that is only a partial answer: excitement and high spirits in
adventure may also explain this support.

A more recent phenomenon that has made the low interest in,
and low esteem of, military matters more obvious is the continuing
misunderstanding of the 'no identifiable threat' assessment. A case
can be made that this has been widely accepted in Australia to mean
no threat. Therefore, the rationale of keeping a defencre force in time of
no threat is questioned. The logic of this point of view must be
accepted if the blockage is to be understood and removed. The logic
itself is not faulty, it is based on a faulty premise.

At the other extreme there is a vocal minority that has
confused the issue of defence and safety of the nation with a simplistic
\ /ar-versus-peace alternative. Anything that is military is war and
therefore simplistically evil; no military equates to peace. This attitude
has thrived on the no threat perspective and may have genuinely
confused those few of the general public who were concerned about
defence.

In Australia, the defence forces are not held in high esteem,
nor is there great interest in the implications of defence. A realistic
acceptance of the responsibility of a nation to secure its integrity is lost
amongst traditional and naive perceptions of Australia as a land of
lotus eaters. The performance of the military forces must be affected
by this: the ADF does not remain isolated from society, but has to
remain part of society at every level and stage. The attitude of society
affects the performance of the military. The military sociologist,
Morris Janowitz, has pointed out that the military is a conservative
reflection of the greater society.2 Therefore it is responsive to, and
affected by, societal values.
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There is no evidencn to suggest that Ausbalia faces any
impetus for change in attitudes. Therefore, the continuing prevailing
attitude toward matters military and foreign will also affect the scope
and capability of the ADF. There will be a continuing diminution in
awareness of the importance of defence as other pressing social issues

assume a larger significance for the Australian public. Consequently,
the decline in the defence capability of Ausbalia, as expressed through
national will, can be expected to drop further.

The ADF must improve its public relations (PR). The apathy
which exists in the community towards defence must be overcome by
skilful PR. Routine production of videotapes for distribution within
the ADF, showing serviceman what is going on within the military,
would augment the present service PaPers and provide an improved
way of 'getting the message ovey'. The positive asPects of military life
must be stressed inside the forces and the level of national awareness
must also be increased. Until the present attitudes can be altered the
ADF will continue to suffer poor suPPort due to national apathy.

Longer Term lmplication

A serious, longer term consequence of the diminution in
national will and responsiveness will be to undermine the traditional
perspective of Australia as a stable, dependable inlluence in the region.
The quality of Australia's deterrence will cause this long-held view to
be questioned, leading to the conclusion that Australia is in moral
decline, without the resolve to defend those issues vital to her
efstence. Obvious parallels with the decline of other nations will be

drawn and the historical outcomes transposed to Australia's future.
Whether these parallels are accurate or not is not gennane; what is of
importance is the perception held by other nations about the future of
Australia. Of course, Australian perspectives on the future will also
condition these perceptions.

As stated above, there seems to be no impetus for change in
attitude. An understanding of why this is so and what has caused the
present attitudes will bring the parlous state of defence credibility into
clear focus; the examination will also indicate if this blockage to future
ADF development is permanent. For example, while articles on
defence are currently appearing in the newsPaPers, if the attitudes are
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permanent, this interest is but an aberration that will fade in time,
without impact. conversely, if an examination indicates that the now
extant attitudes are not permanent, then development of an impetus
becomes imperative. That is, for the sake of Australia's future 

-there

must be a dedicated move to influence a change of attitudes. The task
will not be easy, given the starting conditions.

The Future

The long-term aims have been enunciated: how they are to be
achieved is perhaps even more difficutt. Implementation of a means to
achieve rational and realistic acceptance of national involvement will
challenge any nationalistic effort. The answer must lie in first
developing a national will that reflects a desire to safeguard national
integrity. The old ideas of 'umbrella protection, by super powers must
be removed from the public forum. This can onlybe done through the
Australian Parliament. Most of the other initiatives must also start
with Parliamentary acc€ptance and understanding of the nature of the
lutgre problem. The long term solution then is to work through the
Parliament using the doctrinal process which involves the parliament
in defence matters.

Sir John Hackett was correct in stating that ,a society gets ...
what it asks forf but he should have qualiiied the timing or tne
outcome. Military forces traditionally lag behind, rather than lead,
societal values. This is |anowitz' traditional conservatism. so a society
may inract be getting a better military force than they ask for because
the traditional values of loyalty and responsibility resist the influences
of change 

-in 
society. [f the analogy is continued, then society can

expec_t in the long term to get a situation worse than they bargiined
for. In Australia's case, society is getting a better ntilitai forc-e than
society deserves: this cannot last under the influences now at work. If
these blockages are not removed, Australia as a society will soon see
its own face in the mirror. Then it may be too late for reversal and
regeneration.
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FINANCIAL IMPERATIVES

The financial resources of Australia are finite: this is a

limitation, in that the amount of money available for defence or any
other national responsibility must have a limit. The fact that fiscal

capability is a limiting factor is so important in defence that the

ciicumstances of financial influence should be reflected in doctrine. In
other words, unrealistic doctrine and guidance would place unrealistic
and insupportable demands on the amount of materiel and forces

required to prosecute a war. With realistic doctrine, finance is not a

blockage on the future of the ADF. The percentage of available

resources given to defence, and the manner in which those resources

are used, are ttre potential blockages for the future development of the

ADF. There is considerable evidence that the ADF is working to
reduce the blockages. Doing more with less, being more efficient and
less wasteful, concentrating on 'maximum value for money'
programmes are just some of the current indications that show an

ictive contribution to the development of a sufficient military
capability for Australia. However, the impetus has come, significantly,

otly fro- within the military part of Defence. While this book is not
advocating a military build-up for the sake of increasing the power or
prestige oi the ADF, there is a minimum balance between expenditure
ina creaiUte military capability. The consistent argument is that there

is a reasonable fraction of the natron's wealth which must be allocated

to the defence of Australia for the long-term stability and guarantee of
national interests.

Major Financial Blockages

There are now and will probably continue to be three financial

blockages which hinder the development of the ADF: the first is at the

appropriate level of spending in support of defence; the second is in
the manner in which the money is spent; and the third is in guidance,

and lack of stability in funding of defence. The first is a maior

influence on the capability of the future ADF, because a realistic

percentage of available resources is necessary for a credible deterrent
position.- The Dibb Review, in a sanguine assessment of the future
ievelopment of the ADF, argued for a certain percentage in real

growtti per year. The Review went on to say that there would be no
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great difficulties in meeting that growth, but some 'modest
adjustments' would be entailed. The real figure for the ADF for
1987 /8 is minus one per cent real growth. Thus the lack of difficulties
beyond the period 1986 to 1991 envisaged by the Dibb Review is
already impossible. If the Dibb Review is accepted as a realistic
assessment of the correct fraction of national resources for defence, the
assessment is already being ignored. The implication for the future is
that the ADF will not be able to maintain present capability in the
future due to a real cut in financial support.

The first blockage has consequences for the second blockage.
The manner in which money is appropriated for defence resources
should be a model of efficiency and streamlined procedures, to obviate
waste and unnecessary duplication. Currently the practice of defence
spending, with many levels of control and counter<hecking, is far
from efficient and actually mntributes to waste through redundant
'overburden' of checks and controls. The evidence to support this is in
Auditor{eneral Reports and examples of delivery dates slipping or
proiects being cancelled due to cost overrun compounded by failures
to meet military specifications. The rationale for the multi-layered
checks on spending is the argument that the money must be
safeguarded because it comes from the public purse. The inference is
that those who are charged with the responsibility for spending money
are incompetent or incapable. US experience of the $500 spanney' is
misleadingly used to support the fallacious reasoning of defending the
public purse. There will be some waste due to inexperience and
errors. However, multi-layered management levels that check every
step are not the answer. The US, which has the largest military
acquisition proc€ss in the world, shows similar faults. In particular,
an acknowl"dged expert on the US acquisition process, Mr Jacques
Gansler, a US Department of Defense civilian expert, has criticized the
waste in the management process due to interfurence from too many
management levels, with consequent cost increases.3 The answer is
confidence in the level of responsibility of military commanders. ADF
officers are trained to accept responsibility and exercise authority. Yet
in practical matters, such as mundane levels of base administration, a
senior officer is not considered tapable and responsible' enough to be
able to spend public funds wisely; a plethora of public service checks is
superimposed on every action.
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There has been some improvement in the third area of
financial blockages. The Five Year Defence Plan (FYDP) has improved
financial planning, by imparting a degree of stability to the
procurement and supply process. However, the benefit has largely
been negated by ephemeral, political changes which oscillate from
high levels of defence planning advice to troughs of negative
budgetary growth.

Assessment

An assessment of the long term indicates that there is little
likelihood of an improvement in the fraction of national resources
devoted to defence. The major reason is consistent national opinion on
the relative worth of defence. If there is a long-term change i^r this
outlook, then there will be a revised attitude to defence spending. The

proposals outlined above for reaffirming national responsibility would
operate slowly. A change in allocation of resources would lag behind
any change in attitude. Thus the prognosis is that defence spending
will not receive a necessary and sufficient percentage of national
wealth.

Given the conditions of the preceding paragraph, defence

capability will depend on improvements in other areas of financial
management. The obvious areas that offer scope for streamlining and
reduction are those processes which unnecessarily duplicate functions.
One major area of improvement is in the rationalization of
procurement and supply. The evidence in large forces, such as those

of the US, is that there is waste due to overrnanagement of resources

and procurement processes. Unrealistic and unnecessary changes in
specifications as well as changes due to budget advice all adversely
affect the efficient spending of scarce defence dollars.

Improvements in the logistical Process and the supply
procedures can be further enhanced by additional financial initiatives.
More realistic financial guidance from the Parliament should become
the rule rather than the exception for ADF planning. Not only would
this improve the areas already discussed but there would be
improvements in other dependent areas, such as manPower and
support facilities. The overall effect would be to give long-term
stability to the structure and support of the Australian defence forces.
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There is a greater likelihood of long-term improvement in
these latter two areas than there is of increased defence spending,
which requires a significant change in national attitude. The other
areas are more amenable to direct influence by interested parties such
as the ADF and Parliament. Also, there is a certain athaction in being
responsible for more efficient use of national resources, which would
encourage the involvement of bureaucratic bodies.

Long-Temr Outlook

Blockages to the ADF's development will remain in the
financial sphere. There is scope for short-term and longer term
improvement in financial circumstances through greater stability in
budget planning and governmental advice. The mairr area of
recouping potential is in the elimination of procedures and processes
which are unnecessary or duplicative. This area may require
legislative action, to remove some of the legislation that contributes to
the financial blockages that have been in existence for a considerable
time.

Acceptance of the reality of the concept of a finite national
wealth and the long lead-time needed to reverse imbedded resistance
to increased defence spending (although necessary and perhaps vital)
may produce a more positive attitude to developing the ADF - in the
knowledge of limitations, not in spite of them.

THE BUREAUCRATIC PROCESS

The Present Process

The Tange review of the Defence Department in 7971 led to
the formulation of the present committee system. The Senior Defence
Committees (non-statutory) consist of the Defence Force Development
Committee (DFDC) and the chief of staff committee (Cosc).
Principal Subordinate Committees, which affect operational
development, are the Force Structure Committee (FSC) and, until
recently, the Defence Operational Requirements Committee (DORC).
The DORC has been renamed the Defence Operational Concepts and
Capabilities Committee (DOCCO.
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Acting in part on a recolrunendation of the Dibb Review, the
Force Development Planning Branch has been established within
Defence Central. The Dibb Review stated,

...that while the Service Offices should retain an
advisory role, the coiralisatbn of military plnnning anil
policy under theChief of the DefenceForce (CDF),working
in close association with ciailian staff uniler the Secretary,

is the only way in which an integrated ADF policy can be

dnelopd effectioeQ.a

Established on 18 May 1987, the Force DeveloPment Planning
Branch is responsible for advising VCDF, through ACPOL, on miliary
aspects of longer term force development planning, including capital
equipment, manpower and facilities issues. The new Force
Development Planning Branch is mainly concemed with the
development of operational concepts papers and preparation of
agenda papers for the DOCCC.S

Before an analysis of the present committee system can be

conducted, a review of the power bases within the commiftee system is
warranted. Of the committees listed above only the DFDC and the
FSC have impact on force development.

The principal function of the COSC is to provide
advice to the CDF. ... specific functions are to provide
collective professional advice to the Minister and the
CDF on the military aspects of strategy, force
development and operations and on the military
implications of defence Poliry and activities.'.6

The COSC is chaired by CDF, but as shown, has the principal function
of only providing military advice to the chairman - CDF.
Consequently, the ability of the COSC to shape or inlluence military
force shucture is extremely limited and it has no Power to affect force

development. The DFDC has all the authority and is chaired by the
Secretary Department of Defence. The function of the DFDC is:

To advise the Minister for Defence, in the context of
strategic assessments and the most efficient use of
resources, on the development of the Defence Force as

a whole, and the inclusion in the Five Year Defence
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Programme of maior weapon and equipment
capabilities and facilities requirements.T

The power of the DFDC is obvious. The DOCCC is chaired by the
military but is subordinate to the FSC. The FSC is chaired by Deputy
Secretary B and is charged with providing advice to the DFDC,
participating in decision making on the development of the force
structure, Five Year Defence Program (FYDP) and maior equipment
proposals, and keeping these matters under review.

Consequently, the two committees which can affect force
development, the FYDP and major equipment proposals are the DFDC
and the FSC, and both are civilian chaired and frequently civilian
dominated. The DOCCC and the COSC are subordinate to the FSC

and the DFDC respectively.

The Functioning of the Present System

The Dbb Review highlighted the inadequacies of the present
bureaucratic process when it commented: 'Defenceplanning is not maile
easier by the adoersarial attituiles tlut exist within the Defarce community.'8
The Dibb Review saw the main reason for the adversarial attitudes
ly.ng in the disagreement between military and civilian staff
conceming the appropriate level of threat against which the nation
should structure its defence force. An appreciation of the committee
shuctures outlined in the earlier paragraphs explains why the
adversarial attitudes arise: the military has insignificant ability to
influence defence policy, yet it is charged with the defence of the
nation.

The DbbReview stated:

In practice, the force development processes of the
senior Defence committees (the Defenc€ Committee,
the Defence Force Development Committee, and the
Force Structure Committee) ake account of strategic
guidance, credible contingencies and warning-
time/lead-time considerations on an essentially ail hrc
basis, usually in the context of mairr equipment
ProPosals...9
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There is a tendency for the Services to emphasise a
requirement for the full range of capabilities to be

retained in the core force against the possibility they
might be required as part of the exPansion base... A
more focussed approach derived from a defence
strategy to deal primarily with credible levels of
conflict within defined geographic boundaries is
ProPosed...Io
Perhaps the Dibb Review's best example of the Present

bureaucratic intransigence came when it commented on the military
development of a paper called Military Strategy 85. It noted:

Military Sbategy 85 is a useful first attempt to apply a
number of important military principles to the
problems of Australian defence, but it suffers from
some deficiencies. The first problem is procedural.
Military Strategy 85 was produced by Headquarters
ADF staff and endorsed by the COSC with only
limited consultation with civilian policy and planning
staffs. Rather than being iust a military strategy PaPtr,
it is in effect more ambitious and attempts to develop
a national defence strategy for Australia. Any such
paper will be of little practical value for defence
planning unless it is accepted by the Defence
community as a whole, not only the Chiefs of Staff.ll

The comments by Dbb touch on two points which are significant in
Defence. The question that is left unexplained is why the military
believed there was a need to develop 'a national defence sbategy' and
sought only limited consultation with civilian staff. The second
implication is that the civilian Defence staff would not accept the plan
and had the power of veto, although a reciprocal process is not
exercised by the military staff on civilian staff proposals. Taken
together, the significance of these points is to higNight disparate
perceptions of contribution and control in the Process of defence
planning by military and civilian staffs respectively.

The adversarial attitudes referred to by Dibb are present for
many more reasons than those identified by him. The foint Foreign
Affairs, Defence and Trade Committee was much closer to identifying
the real reasons behind the antagonism which exists in the Defence
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Deparhnent, in its comments listed in Chapter Three. perhaps the
Melbourne Heralil's editorial was the closest when it stated recenilv:

... the Defence Department is topheavy, and so are the
services. The administrative structure has an
interlocking chain of commiftees, on which the
civilians have the inestimable benefit of continuity in
dealing with their service counterparts, whose
postings are usually of short duration. It is a breeding
ground for confrontation. Far worse, the system, so
similar in many ways to that which left Britain so
unprepared for the real challenge when it came to
1939, could not cope with a mairr threat. Less than a
year after the publication of the Defence White paper,
it is obviously time for Mr kazley to take another
hard look not only at the strategic assessment and
force structure tailored around it, but at the structure
of the Defence Department itself.l2

The Way Ahead

The establishment of the Force Development planning Branch
will do little to remove the 'adversarial relationship, refened to by
Dibb. The new branch only reports to VCDR the chairman of ttr.e
lowest committee. The power-base for force development and FyDp
planning resides in the FSC, where the civilian Chairman has total
control over agenda preparatiory secretarial services and minute
production; in the FSC the minutes are recorded in long hand rather
than by electronic means, and military disputations ovei FSC minute
content are frequently ignored. Two principal civilian advisors to the
FSC, First Assistant Secretary Force Development and Analysis
(FASFDA) and the First Assistant secretary strategic and International
Policy (FAssIP), are both subordinates of the chairman and have been
given positions of considerable influence within FSC process. Military
objection to agenda content is frequently ignored by the FDA
representatives who have been given responsibility by the chairman
FSC for agenda preparation, and who disregard defence inshuctions
and draft the agenda in isolation from the responsible service.
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The bureaucratic process is a fact of Defence organization.
Military staff in Defence have three oPtions in approaching the

civilian<ontrolled bureaucracy. The first is the prevalent attitude of
confrontation. A second is total acquiescence in the dominant conhol
by civilian staff, characterized by bureaucratic devices such as control
oi agenda and the committee system. The third is more difficult
because it requires a degree of bureaucratic skill on the part of military
staff. The third option is to use the bureaucratic process and

procedures with acumen so that the military input has as much impact
ind influence as civilian input. This option Presents a long-term
prospect for improvement and may require a change in thinking,
training and employment for military staff in the Defence bureaucracy.
The first two options are not viable because they fail to produce the
intellectual and staff interaction necessary for positive development of
Defence aspects. They are destructive. The third option ofiers a

possible soiution, but is dependent on significant changes in military
ability to function within the Defence bureaucracy.

A major cause for disputation in the committee Process can be
removed if agreed doctrine is established for the ADF and the single
services. Then, Defence priorities will flow from well<onstructed
doctrine, which in turn will remove one of the major causes of
confrontation within the Department. By contrast, under the present

system the military can identify equipment which is needed to suPPort

doctrinal requirements; however, if the civilian Defence Department
bureaucrats do not support the need for that equipment, then,

regardless of doctrinal correctness, the proposal will fail. FASFDA or
FASSP need only raise objections and the proposal will be defeated, or
bogged down in a bureaucratic morass; either way critical
proCurement action can be curtailed or postponed for years. If agreed
lorce priorities can be established then force development and FYDP

discussions will become more rational'

However, agreement with the internal bureaucratic process in
the Defence Department is remote at best. What is required is an

arbitration process which is external to the Department, but whose
members are totally committed to the defence of the nation. For

example, a bi-partisan parliamentary committee established for
doctrine and mapr project endorsement would satisfy the need for
impartial, yet concerned, defence deliberation. Doctrine could be

estiblished and authorizedby an independent body representing the
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people of Australia. Internal Defence Department blockages would be
obviated, with both civilian and military parties presenting their cases
to a parliamentary committee. If consensus could be reached within
the Defence Department, then the parliamentary committee would be
presented with an agreed position and only ratification would be
required. However, if accord was not reached within the Department,
then the committee would have the power to provide planning
guidance. Once determined, their ruling would guide force
development and FYDP allocations. Thus public responsibility and
accountability for defence matters removes blockages and,
additionally, encourages a public and national interest in defence.
AIso impartiality and accountability could counter any improper,
ves ted-interest pressures.

MANPOWER

Conshaints on Additional Manpower

The Australian nation continues to face a prolonged period of
fiscal constraint. Consequently, manpower ceilings imposed on the
military are likely to remain static for some years. Whilst total
manpower will almost certainly be constrained, the Defence
Department can reallocate the manpower resource within the three
services to alter individual service ceilings. The flexibility achieved by
reallocating nunpower resources between the services would
ameliorate some individual service shortages without increasing the
total defence manpower bill.

Core Force Skills

The core force concept has been discussed in detail in
Chapter Four. Its practicability, and the ability of the ADF to expand
to meet a threat, has been disproved because of the unavailability of
additional weapons or platforms. An equally important factor
militating against a core force concept within some areas of the ADF is
the training time required to become proficient in some military tasks.
The skill levels required by ADF personnel to operate the various
components of force projection vary significan0y. Whilst an
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infantryman can be trained in a relative short peniod because the skills
learnt are not extremely perishable, the converse is true regarding
pilots and some other types of specialists within the military. Many
years of training are required before a Hornet pilot, for example, can
be considered proficient enough to take such a valuable national asset
into battle.

Retention

Retention of military personnel is an acute problem which the
ADF is currently facing. Given that some essential operational skills
may individually cost many millions of dollars and several years of
training, then retention of those highly qualified people on a

continuing basis is both desirable for and beneficial to the n rtion.
However,an individual must retain the right in peacetime to be able to
choose his occupation, once any obligation for the military haining
received has been repaid - anything less than that risks the nation's
democratic principles.

Whilst many factors normally contribute to the decision of an
ADF member to leave the service, iob satisfaction is a contributing
factor. In the case of air crew, a ground posting, which is deemed to be

a requisite for advancement in an air force career, frequently causes
the member to become dissatisfied with his new employment
environment, and he separates from the air force. The ADF loses a

staff officer and also a valuable air crew asset. Clearly, if the memhr's
aviation interests can be maintained whilst he is in the ground
position, then some separations from the service may be avoided and a
vital and expensive asset retained to defend the nation. Currency
flyr.g on a routine basis could achieve the desired motivational result
whilst increasing the available 'pool'of current and proficient air crew
available to meet an emergency.

Recruiting

The ability to replace personnel resigning or retiring from the

service is fundamental to any military organization. If ADF recruiting
has difficulties in attracting suitably qualified personnel, then some
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basic problems must be overcome before such a trend can be reversed.
Recmiting problems could be a reflection of the public's knowledge of
service life, or their interest in the defence of the nation. The ADF can
influence the public's attitude towards the military profession by good
public relations. However, the ADFcannot make mapr improvements
in recruiting if the nation as a whole is apathetic about defence as a
responsibility, as well as a possible career.

Training

The quality of training is critical if the ADF is going to
continue to operate. Once quality of training is compromised then
standards will fall and overall service efficienry and productivity will
decline. In highly skilled professions, if training standards are not
stringently enforced during periods of low retention and high training
turmoil, then accidents will follow and the nation's expensive, and in
nuny cases irreplaceable, assets will be damageci or destroyed. There
must be no compromise on standards during periods of increased
rates of basic haining brought about by low rctention rates.

Redistribution of Existing Manpower

If the ADF has to fight with the assets, both equipment and
personnel, which are available at the outset of hostilities, then
personnel who have acquired skills requiring long lead-times to
develop must be held in the active or reserve forces and be fully
proficient and readily available to meet a national emergency. An
evaluation of training requirements should be conducted across the
ADF to determine which occupations require extensive, prolonged or
expensive training. Where a skill level is easily taught in a short
timeframe, and is not critical to the day-to- day running of the ADE
then consideration should be given to placing that position in the
Reserve. To retain relatively unskilled positions in the permanent
ADF, when ceiling constraints preclude filling critical positions, means
that the precious manpower resource is not being exploited to its
maximum potential - management is lacking.
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The ADF must ensure that adequate resources are readily
available to monitor and protect the critical sea-air gaP surrounding
the nation. Additionally, the nation must have sufficient ground forces

available which are responsive enough to meet the threat if the moat is

breached. The response must be in the form of rapid deployment in
sufficient strength, of both manpower and firepower, to confront the

threat.

Consequently the ADF, after determining which personnel
resources are critical to meet any rapidly developing threat and which

resources require extensive training, should allocate priorities for

redistribution of authorized active personnel to meet essential

requirements. Those non<ritical, easily trained persgn_n9f should be

transferred to the reserve. The authorized personnel ceilings should
then be adjusted within the services to provide manpower to the
critical areas where lead-time for training may exceed the waming
time available, or where peacetime requirements cannot be adequately

met. To cancel maritimeiurveillance flights because of unavailable air

crew, or to have insufficient submarine crews to adequately man

available vessels, is not sound lrurnagement of a limited and valuable
asset. The nation's defence is being undermined because hard, but
necessary, decisions are not being taken to reallocate existing ADF

personnel to meet the existing demands of various force elements. A
comparatively large standing arrny cannot be justified in the ADF

when personnel ceiling constraints are leavinS higher priority units

undermanned. Protection of the 'moaf and the ability to rapidly
respond with an appropriately equipped ground force should be the

det'erminants of high-priority units. All other units must be critically

examined to deiermine their utility during these financially

constrained and manpower limited times. Similarly, personnel with
highly evaporative skill levels who are employed out of these skill
tol-"r 

- 
^nsi 

have continuous, but partial, practice in order to retain

their skill level, so that the 'pool' of trained resources is kept at a

maximumlevel.

Additional Recruiting Sources

The high resignation rates Presently being experienced by the

ADF are resulting in i transfer of valuable experience into the civilian
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arena. The ability of the ADF to continue to tap that extremely
expensive resource is limited by suitable reserve occupations which
can exploit their military skill. Reserve or Guard units operating
equipment compatible with the skills held will allow the nation to
continue to reap the resource whilst the member achieves or pursues
another career of his choosing. The extremely valuable manpower
resources are also frequently the resources with limited long-term
proficiency retention. By creating reserve units in close prodmity to
the population centres where the retired military personnel have
sought civilian employment, accessability for continuation training is
readily achievable. An additional benefit to the nation is the
maximum return from available skills already present in the reserye.
These skills could be used to augment and, where necessary replace
permanent force tasks. For example, specialized skills or less critical
training skills possessed in the reserve could be used on a continuing
basis to relieve some of the training burden on permanent forces.

Reducing the Resignation Rate

Very little can be done to overcome the present high rate of
resignations. Most defence force personnel are highly trained and
competent in their fields. If a vacancy exists within the civilian
community, then the military should expect, and the nation should be
gratified, that the civilian rnanager may seek to fill the position with a
military person - the desire for ex- servicemen reflects favourably on
the standards being maintained within the military. Nothing cary or
should, be done to prevent the civilian organization from attempting
to entice the miliary member to join that organization. The attraction
of a military career is professional pb satisfaction: the ADF must
ensure that meaningful job satisfaction in the military is preserved as a
high priority. When personnel are employed outside their preferred
employment, which must regularly occur to meet military
requirements, then every attempt must be made to allow the member
to retain his proficiency level in his career field. In the case of air crew
members, currency/proficiency flyrng should be available on a regular
basis. The choice of maintaining proficiency or concenhating on staff
positions with occasional flying tours would then become a process of
natural selection and athition. The process would contribute to the
readiness of the force as well as removing a current area of contention.
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The military can and should counter civilian approaches by
ensuring that the best possible conditions of service are provided to

the seriiceman, that pay is cornrnensurate with the value of work
performed, and that the leadership provided by guperio-rs is of the
irighest standard. The military can offer a way of life with which the

civilian employer cannot comPete. However, a serviceman's

requirementi ana desires change as he matures and as his family
gro*s. The challenge of meeting the serviceman's changing

iequirements and still meeting the service standard requires careful

ani sympathetic management by senior Defence civilian and military
leadeis. Some loss must be expected, and in fact encouraged, to

maintain healthy competition in advancement: career stagnation and

lack of challenge breeds complacency and discontent in some; others

are content a.d co-petent in less demanding pbs. The balance of

challenge and stability is important to the Process of sel.:ctive

development.

Conditions of service, more than pay, affect the morale of the
military man; in many cases the leaders and management of the

individual services can control some of those conditions of service'

selFhelp progranunes to improve working and living conditions

should be- offlcially condoned. Initiative should be encouraged to

overcome unfavOurable cOnditiOns, and senior ServiCe managers must

be seen to be actively protecting their subordinates' interests.

Frequently, the senior managers' intent is there but the communication
proCess is lacking. A better way of telling the members of the services

what is being done for them is required - a method which matches the

society and lifestyle in which they live . A service newsPaPer is not the

only medium available to educate personnel about what their service

and the ADF are concerned with or achieving; films and videotapes

will achieve more to get the message across. The fundamental

objective must be to avoid making the services into a social welfare

organization; to restore pride as the first priority. self-confidence and

prilde do not need welfare; help is asked for and given, but mutual

support is a measure of self-respect.
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The Future

The manpower ceiling constraints require the Regular Army to
be significantly reduced so that existing higher priority defence tasks
can be allocated essential manpower. The manpower costs of
maintaining a standing army of over 30,(X)0 cannot be iustified when
an enlarged reserve force will adequately meet the nation,s
requirement for rapid expansion of the A^y infantry core force in
times of national emergency. The skill levels of the infantryman, when
compared to other more highly skilled servicemary are negligible and
easily taught. Thus reserve forces offer an effective means of dealing
with manpower constraints. There is an additional benefit if more
emphasis is placed on inculcating national responsibility through the
reserve forces. Awareness of national responsibilities for defence may
be increased.

The Army's Operational Deployment Force (ODF) must be
fully manned and equipped with regular defence force personnel. The
transport assets required to rapidly convey the ODF anywhere in the
nation must be retained under centralized command to madmize the
effectiveness of limited air power: the Air Force is the logical
command responsible for this because of its specialized knowledge
and skills. The surveillance and defence forces protecting the sea-air
gap must be given priority when resourc€s are limited. Flyrrg
squadrons must be fully manned, not to core force levels, but to
operational levels, because lengthy baining time precludes an
adequate response once an emergency develops. Similarly, Naval
units with long and expensive training requirements cannot be
allowed to run down under the guise of core forc€ retention.

To exploit the skill levels possessed by resigning service pilots
the ADF must examine the establishment of reserve units mann"d by
those personnel. The formation of a reserve fighter squadron at RAAF
Base Williamtown and a transport squadron at RAAF Base Richmond
would provide units close to the population base where access by
those ex-serviceman would be possible. The units could be formed
from existing operational units. Thus, Williamtown would be left with
one active fighter squadron, one reserve fighter squadron and one
training unit, whilst Richmond would have one active and reserve
C-130 squadron. Augmentation of the reserve squadrons by
permanent servicemen may be necessary on occasions; however,
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where possible the reserve units should be allowed to develop an aTit
ite corps and not iust be placed in active units: the effect, on both active

and reserve personnel, of serving in a common unit would not be

conducive to productive service.
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CHAPTER SIX

FUTURE - ADF 4OINT FORCES

By iloctrine, I mun organizatbn, control, assignmat of
apyopriate rank to officers, regulation of supply routa
anil theproobion of qincipal itms used by the army.

Sun Tzu
The Art of War

A FUNCTIONAL COMMAND

Efficacy of Command

The critical nature of a functional command in application of
power makes its absence a sure indicator of failure. The historic and
anecdotal evidence adduced in this book has shown the essential
requirement for effective command; yet the current state of the ADF
(described in earlier sections) shows that the ADF is not a force
organized on functional requirements but is more akin to a peacetime
bureaucracy. For example, the change of role and designation of CDF
has shown that the previous emphasis was on 'staff rather than
function. The duplication of staff functions in each service and
Defence Central also indicates the propensity for staff orientation. [t is
said that the domination of headquarters over functional needs is
essential in the tore force'concept: the headquarters will be in place
to staff the rapid expansion of the fighting or functional components of
the ADF. This reasoning is fallacious. The experience of recent
modern forces shows that the reverse is true: in the Falklands, the need
for staff and headquarters involvement diminished as the need for
action increased. The present ADF sbucture would be unable to cope
with an expansion crisis.
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Centralized Command

Effective control must be achieved through the centralized
command arrangement, where all three service force component
commanders are working side by side in a ioint headquarters with a
single overall commander - CDF. Operational control of multi-role
assets will provide the Army and Navy commanders with flexibility
and support as required, but if operational command of air Power
assets resides always with the air component commander, this will
ensure that the asset remains available to respond to the highest

national priority. The problem for the ADF now, and into the future, is

a domination of staff levels which precludes the effective employment
of the limited assets available.

The problem really has two dimensions, vertical and
horizontal. There is a plethora of staff functions, and there is a surfeit

of headquarters which diffuse the fighting effectiveness of the ADF.
Unless the command process is rationalized , the ADF will emulate the
technological disastei described in Thomas Peters' book, In Surch of
Excellence: a company dominated by formal staff functions and
standing committees had 223 formal linkages in the decision-making
and implementation process of a new Product.l The irony and
tragedy, Peters points out, is that each linkage by itself makes good
sense in obviating an error that went before; however, the company
was not first in the marketplace.

There is, however, cause for hope in the future. The consistent
emphasis on irint operations for the ADF provides an excellent basis

for developing a functional command. The ADF must have a

headquarters, that is beyond question. The ADF is a small force and
the overall manpower level is very unlikely to expand significantly in
the future. Therefore the question of relevance is one of scale and
function, to maximize the use of Australia's limited assets. The
German General Saff model could be considered a starting point for
determining the prerequisites of an ADF Headquarters. The model
may not be fully applicable: the germane point is that the model is
functional and uses staff in the proper manner, that is as specialists
advising the commander. The salient features are unity of command
and clear lines of command and communication. The staff function is
not a de facfo command.
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Effective Command - A Solution

The solution for the ADF is not straightforward; however,
hard decisions must be made to ensure the effectiveness of the
command structure. A change in structure is necessary in the ADF
because the present arrangement deflects and diminishes the
effectiveness of the ADFs assets. The change must occur frorn the top
down to ensure the integrity of a functional command; the changl
must be to a single headquarters which is staffed by functional
specialists whose responsibilities are to the commander and nowhere
else. This book proposes a structure where the present service chiefs
become the maritime, land and air component commanders to the
Chief of the Defence Force, all operating from a single command
headquarters, which should preferably be based in C-anberra.

The recent proliferation of headquarters is out of proportion to
all pragmatic requirements. 'Rank creep', both civilian and military,
has followed. The propagation of headquarters has also led to some
further unfortunate single- service-oriented thinking which is driving
the ADF further away from the co-operation and jointness that is so
essential if Australia is going to achieve the level of self-reliance that
both the Dbb Review and the White Paper so enthusiastically
endorsed.

The commander must lead his headquarters and exercise
command and control over all ADF assets: he may derive functional
benefit in using component commanders of land, sea and air assets,
but these component commanders will be responsible to the
commander through the headquarters. Other headquarters are
unnecessary, and are insupportable in view of the small size of the
ADF.

The solution to the unique problem of large distances and
small forces experienced by Australia is to raise task forces for specific
circumstances. The task force would not be permanent, lasting only
for the duration of the confrontation/conflict or becoming puit of i
bigger force should the conflict escalate. Commander ADF would
delegate functional control of required forces to task force
commanders as appropriate, so that they would have the authority
and responsibility to achieve the task.
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DOCTRINE

Reform

The necessity for topdown reform cannot be overestimated.
A functional command will only work effectively if it is guided by
current doctrine, therefore the development of doctrine and the review
thereof becomes an integral part of the reform necessary for a fuhrre
ADF. The importance of developing doctrine for total application of
military power is exemplified by the problems caused when doctrine is
developed in isolation. The historical perspectives of 'blinkered'
doctrine and current lack of doctrine in ADF have been emphasized in
this book. A small force such as the ADF must always be seeking the
synergy of combined arms: RAAF doctrine or ground force doctrine
developed in isolation militates against that concept. Australia cannot
afford the 'big league' luxury of singular action.

Doctrinal Responsibility

The problem for the future of the ADF is the lack of a well-
developed doctrine, and moreover a doctrinal process which ensures
that the 'how and wh/ of force application are current and applicable.
There is some development associated with the emphasis on joint
operations which partly alleviates the problem: by comparison with
other forces, both big and small, the ADF has achieved a significant
step toward joint doctrine. In the US, for example,legislation has been
enacted to ensure that the armed forces implement ioint doctrine,2 but
there is considerable resistance. The ongoing constriction for the ADF
will be diffusion of force application, unless several questions are
answered in a practical and vigorous way: who is responsible for
dochine; why doctrine must be developed; and, when and where will
doctrine be developed - these are the questions that must be answered
if the ADF is to go into the future prepared. Currently, there is
considerable acrimonious argument over these questions, with
concomitant political struggle to gain the ascendanry. This cannot be
productive for the ADF now or in the future.
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The future responsibility for doctrine must reside within the
single Headquarters of the ADF. Initially, a topdorvn development
should be initiated to overcome current problems and to diminish
future problems, such as inter-service or service-civilian rivalry. Given
that the Commander ADF has responsibility for doctrine and its
development (although final approval must lie with a legislative body,
as discussed later), guidance on the 'why' of doctrine will reduce
friction and unnecessary effort in protecting vested interests; further,
this guidance should ensure that the application of military power is
optimized for Australia's limited resources; in other words, ensure the
congruency of single-service doctrine and hence application.

Doctrinal Process

The 'when' and 'where' of doctrine development and its
essential review can then be answered. While the headquarters will
have the responsibility for doctrine, there must be inputs from the
civilian component in Department of Defence. The one cannot be
successful without the other; nor can the one be dominant to the
detriment of the other. Doctrinal development will take place in the
ADF Headquarters; the inputs of Department of Defence will be wide.
ranging, but collated within the Headquarters.

Once a suitable doctrine is developed, the continuing process
will consist of a two-way flow in the military command structure -
using the military hierarchy - to ensure that all levels have an input to
the doctrinal process. Simultaneously, there will be a lateral flow
between the civilian/military specialists. Within the headquarters the
flow could either be in two chains representing military and civilian or
one chain with equality of input and potential outcome at each level.
This process will reduce unnecessary friction and emphasize the
synthesis of doctrinal development through rational argument and
counter-argument at each level.

Equal consideration of all contributions is critical to success;
without it, the future ADF will not be responsive to changes in
circumstances. The answer to when doctrine should be reviewed
therefore follows. The process should be a continuous process with
inputs from all levels which may modify and update current views.
There should also be a formal process for reviewing and publishing
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the doctrine for the ADF. This responsibility must reside with the
Commander ADF.

There is a role for Commandant, JSSC in supporting the Chief
of Defence Force in the doctrinal process. The JSSC provides a fertile
forum for the critical analysis and examination of ADF doctrine. CDF
could, and should, task the Commandant, |SSC with a formal review
function. This task is not an abrogation of ADF responsibility, nor is it
a substitution for Headquarters staff work.

Commandant ISSC should develop an analysis process by
setting relevant exercise which test current doctrine whilst drawing
on the collective expertise of the }SSC classes. The objective must be

the validation of ADF doctrine. Results from the exercises, including
suggested changes, should then be forwarded through the office of
Vice-Chief of Defence Force (VCDF) for Headquarters action. A two-
way process could be set up linking VCDF and Commandant ]SSC in
reviewing doctrine: VCDF and staff pass on realistic doctrinal
problems and questions which ISSC then work on and return as

proposals, endorsements or challenges.

The benefits would be two-fold: course members could
contribute to solving realistic problems and also derive a sense of
worthwhile effort in the betterment of the ADF. Plus, as there are no
constraints, JSSC students can challenge and be challenged by,
conventional thinking about doctrine. The retum from the effort - and
the process would involve a significant workload - is the synergy of
considerable expertise and experience derived from working on
problems that confront ADF doctrinal review, development and
assessment.

Friction in Doctrinal Review

There will always be friction in the doctrinal Process; it is a
necessary condition of a dynamic review. However, as this book has

pointed out, the present friction does not lead to a synthesis of
doctrine, but merely to doctrinaire demand for a particular force

shucture. So the future doctrinal Process will not be complete until a

formal review process is established which has the Australian
Parliament accepting ultimate authority for ADF doctrine.
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Formalization of the process serves two real needs that are
currently ignored in the development of docbine. The first is for a
formalized process of checks and balances, while the second is for
accountability and responsibilitSr commensurate with the level of
authority.

Despite the open nature of the proposed chain of doctrine
review, the human factors of power play and difference of opinion will
be present. So that all contributing parties at each level are given
suitable opportunity to make an input, each succeeding level must be
the arbiter for the preceding level. Ultimately, the Parliamentary level
must arbitrate and decide on any dissent at the penultimate level.

The Parliament should be the final arbiter and decision-
maker. The anticipated sequence of events in the process is an orderly,
agreed position on a decision to which the Parliamentary
representatives give their imprimatur, after iudicious consideration.
However, should an unresolved position or positions be forwarded,
the Parliament must arbitrate on the final decision. In both cases, the
Parliament, as a publicly elected body, is accountable and responsible
for the authority wielded in the name of the Commonwealth.
Conversely, non-elected, statutory bodies - such as Defence
committees - do not have a public accountability, so their authority is
limited. They are responsible to the Minister and the Parliament, so
their authority is tempered accordingly. Therefore, no statutory body
has final authority for decisions that affect the nation's security.

The mechanics of the process would not, of necessity, involve
the whole Parliament. A suitable venue is a bi-partisan parliamentary
body, possibly the |oint Parliamentary Committee on Foreign Affairs,
Defence and Trade, which would be charged with the responsibility of
answering to the Governor{eneral in Council through the Prime
Minister and part of his Cabinet. The majority of doctrinal reviews
would pass to this Committee without a major Defence Department
dissenting opinion. However, where there is a dissenting view, the
Committee must resolve the dilemma and deliver a decision. For
practical reasons, this Committee must be the final arbiter on doctrine,
but still answerable to G{ in Council. The practical reasons are the
necessity for making the process work and keeping the decision-
making at lower levels where possible. If this were not rigorously
maintained, the process would become a bottleneck of backlogged
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decision-rnaking at an even higher level. Nothing practical would be

achieved and so, by default, the process would degenerate into a
bureaucratic committee administration with approval delegated

remotelyby Cabinet.

FORCE STRUCTT'RE

Building on the Present

The future force structure of the ADF will be guided by
present structure and economic conshaints. As Aushalia strives for a
more self-reliant defence Posture, any shortcomings of the current
structure must be recognized and compensated for. Australia cannot
completely rebuild the force structure as the cost and effort would be

prohibitive; so any change must be to the present compositiory which
implies carrying inherent attitudinal and structural shortcomings into.

the near-term-future. Yet the proposed doctrinal changes, if
implemented, should have a salutary effect on the direction of future
force structure development.

The future is dependent on two initiatives: firstly,
development of doctrine and a review Process' which has been

dirussed, and secondly, development of a suitable modified force

structure that acknowledges the limitations of Australia's capabilities
and resourc€s, yet optimizes the available resources to maximize
capabilities.

The Dibb proposal, for air and naval forces capable of denying

the sea and air gap to an adversary and highly mobile land forces

capable of dispersed operation, is strongly supported by this book.
The Air Force and the Navy, because of the long lead'time required to
generate additional trained personnel and obtain additional platforms
and weapons, will have to fight with the weapons, and personnel

available when the threat is identified. Therefore, air-sea gap denial

forces must be capable now to meet Dibb's proposal and not wait for
some future development. Provided the Army's Operational
Deployment Force (ODD is fully manned, then additional army
manpower required during hostilities to augment ground force

capability should reside in the reserves during peacetime. The present

coie force concept has merit only where the level of training or
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technology requires a short time to reach the required operational
levels for the contingency being confronted, so is of very limited
practical consequence to the ADF in future development. Use of
reserves, and augmentation by quickly trained militi4 is the way to the
future for the ADF. There is no requirement for a large standing army
in Australia provided strategic warning can provide sufficient
indications to activate an adequate reserve. The subsequent reduction
in the standing army could then provide additional manpower and
money to meet higher priority ADF peacetime force requirements.

Economic Reality

The problems for the future are: firstly, economic realities of a
continuing low budget share for defence; secondly, the amount of this
share in absolute terms will continue to be small relative to the
expectations of ADF performance. Put another way, the ADF will be
expected to produce more and more missions and sorties in support of
a wider range of activities; a conunensurate increase in financial
support is highly unlikely. Effective and efficient use of all ADF
resources therefore becomes imperative.

Another problem then arises. The selection of the most
suiAble use of limited assets to achieve the tasks at hand trecomes a
critical decision. Effective command and control are called for in the
decision making process. Adoption of the single headquarters concept
with a single command structure, wherein component commanders
are directly responsible and responsive to the Commander ADF,
would lessen this problem.

Future Guidance

The future force structure should devolve from doctrine, if the
process is made to work conectly; therefore the future ADF will be
more responsive to national security objectives, because the process
will require Parliament to clearly enunciate the national obiectives
from which security policy and security interests can be determined.
These, in the first instance will guide the ADF Headquarters in
reviewing doctrine, which will in turn shape force structure. Once
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ADF structure has been determined, the component forces, or single
services, can be developed to meet the overall need of the ADF
structure. Singleservice doctrine and guidance from ADF doctrine
will lead to the most suitable command and force structure for the
individual services. This process will therefore obviate problems
outlined above because logical development of the best use of forces
becomes easier to implement and more obviously justifiable; diffusion
of assets for self-interest or parochial justification becomes harder to
disguise. This directly leads to a more responsive forc€, as the extant
structure is shaped to meet the circumstanc€s which are determinants
in the dynamic review process. Additionally, the clear delineation of
responsibility and accountability within the process sharpens and
focuses awareness of any self-interest detrimental to responsiveness
to national security.

IOrNT OPERATTONS

Synergy of Specialized Roles

The future ADF must emphasize requisite irint operations for
several reasons. fointness offers a means to achieve economies of scale
and streamline the application of military power. The consequences
for the ADF are syneigy in operations and support functionC. The
parcelling out of any assets - whether air, s€a, or land - to other
services cannot be condoned, in the interests of efficiency or firepower
capability. Teamwork in the form of true ioint operations is the only
way the small ADF forces are going to extract the full potential from
their limited resources, both manpower and equipment. The luxury of
duplication is not available to Australia as it is to some larger armed
forces around the world. The Government must realize that we are
attempting to defend the nation as a team, not three individual
services sometimes operating together under the guise of iointery. The
Air Force was formed to project and employ air power, as the Naqy
was formed to project sea power and the A*y land power. The
unfortunate decision to parcel out elements of one service to another
service does nothing more than destroy that essential teamwork so
critical if jointery is ever going to become a reality.
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Air warfare cannot be separated into liftle packets; it
knows no boundaries of land of sea other than those
imposed by the radius of action of the aircraft; it is a
unity and demands unity of command.3

The current experiences of ioint planning and irint logistics
development provide a basis for further development. The need for
the future is to meet the reality of limited resources by paring off
duplication and unnecessary levels of control and administration.

|oint operations and integrated support functions are vital to
ensuring that the ADF makes the optimum use in the future of its
limited allocation of scarce resources; however, this book is not
advocating total integration of the ADF. The Canadian experience has
shown that this process is counterproductive and inconsistent with
economies of scale. There is scope for integration, for example of the
support functions. However, it is the truly support functions such as
intelligence, staff, medical, administration, some aspects of personnel
management and supply which need to be examined.

Combined Arms

The future for the ADF will require a better appreciation of the
concept of 'combined arms' in the field of pint operations. That is to
say, commanders must be trained to see a solution in total terms and
not in finding a solution through one component force only. Similarly,
ioint operations are the application of different component forces to
achieve the overall aim, not the application of one component with the
support of another. The latter leads to erroneous thinking on the role
of air power as hing a support function only bound to the ground
forces. For example, a conunander could attack a position by
envelopmenh the pincer movement might be through the air and over
the ground using ground forces through the air as well as air power in
the air. The successful commander has combined his available assets
to achieve his aim: he has not used the air power component in
support of his ground forces. Each service must be able to implicitly
trust its sister services to provide the specialized firepower for which
they were created. The colour of the uniform is immaterial to the level
of service provided; the provision of that service as efficiently as
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possible is the critical factor, due to the limited resources available to
defend the nation.

Avoiding Duplication

Because of the very small size of the ADR duplication of effort
and wastage of resources cannot be tolerated. Power proiection forces
should be commanded and controlled by the force responsible for that
armed force element. The practice of our large ally and their
command and control structure is not a suitable comparison or model

for Aushalia, as has been common Practice in the past.

The Israelis' clear lines of separation between the services'
roles and functions provides a practical model for Australia. While
there are geographical and topographical differences between
Australia and Israel, the concept of operations could be similar because

of similar force size. For example, as in Israel, all ADF salt-water naval

assets should be commanded and operated by the Royal Australian
Navy: this would entail the Navy operating all landing craft and crash
rescue facilities currently operated by Army and Air Force personnel.
The Army, likewise, should be responsible for all land operations
including airfield and naval depot defence; air defence should be an

air force responsibility because the primary action and decision-
making is not ground-operation dominated. A qualification to the
foregoing would be that air and naval base personnel in non-critical
wartime positions should augment the army in defence of base
facilities. Similarly, all air assets should be operated and maintained
by the Air Force. Such a proposal would entail the transfer of
considerable army and naval assets to the Air Force along with
significant transfer of personnel. The air assets would continue to be
operated with their present service, but the command would reside
with the air component commander whilst the operational control of
the asset would be allocated as required to the relevant field
commander.

True joint operations cannot eventuate when each service
performs part, or all, of another service's roles or functions. There is
no reason why an Air Force crew cannot go to sea assigned to a

particular ship, nor is there any reason why a similar arrangement will
not work within the Army. Divided air power is a sure road to
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disaster, as has been pointed out by many generals over many
conflicts. For Australia, the waste through duplication in such practic-e
cannot be tolerated - centralized command and control is the onlv
affordable system.

Efficiency and Economy of Scale

This book is not saying that a 'blue suited' helicopter pilot is
smarter than a 'green suited' one. Nor, however, is the converse true.
Both are Australians defending their nation. What is fundamental to
the nation's defence is which armed service can provide the best
defence in that sphere whilst maintaining efficiency and morale within
the team as a whole. There may be 'localized' reasons for preferring a
'green suited' crew, but the total bill to the nation for the result
achieved must be taken into account in making decisions on the issue.
This entails such things as: which service is fundamentally responsible
for providing air power; which service has the infrastructure to service
and support air power; which service has the ground and air training
infrastructure to hain replacement personnel; and, finally, which
service has the existing facilities to command and control the air power
component under consideration.

The government should endorse, as part of a fundamental
ADF doctrine, a future force structure based on a system similar to the
Israeli model, but suitable for Australia's conditions. The error of
simply transcribing an entire concept from another situation to
Australia's unique circumstances must not happen again. The
individual services provide and man all the assets which operate in
their appropriate medium. Some forces may be permanently attached
to the other two services, some rnay come under temporary
operational command or conhol and some may stay permanently with
their parent service. Trust, cooperation and team work are the
fundamental attributes nec€ssary for pintery to prosper and, in turn,
for Australia to have any chance of achieving the Dibb and White
Paper objectives of self-reliance. The cost of single-service pettiness
and empire'building will destroy the nation's capability from withiry
before the enemy is ever met on the battlefield.
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LOGISTIC IMPERATIVE

Support to the Force

logistics ultimately determine the outcome of conflict. As
Australia develops a self-reliant defence posture, this factor will
become preeminent in the capability of the ADF to meet future threats.
The logistics process greatly influences two important factors on which
Australia has predicated its capability; namely, sustainability and
surge capacity. Neither requirement can be supported or guaranteed

Uy ihe ADF's current policy of ANZUS dependency as the logistical

cornerstone of defence capability. If the self-reliant posture continues
then the shift away from dependence on the US acquisition process
will have a marked effect on the support requirements for the ADF.
The change will mean that the ADF cannot rely, as it currently does, on
an assured resupply of equipment, technology and spares from the US

in support of its defence capability. Therefore, the existing Practice of
maintaining low quantities of assets and support infrastructure as a
positive way of meeting economic constraints cannot be continued into
the future. The mutually exclusive conditions of self-reliance and
surge capacity (or core force expansion) will militate against a future
force that can expand and sustain operations.

Logistic Dependence

Clearly, several problems emerge. Australia currently has no
influence in the US acquisition process even though she enioys

favoured nation status. There are several consequences: supPly and
support of a system cannot be guaranteed; cost is a flexible factor, and
timeliness of delivery is influenced by domestic US factors. Increased
self-reliance does not make these problems diminish. Rather it
exacerbates the critical dependence that the ADF will have on the few
qualitative, technologically complex systems acquired from the US.

The ADF must balance the advantage of acc€ss to technology through
US relations against the uncertainty of no control or guarantee of
resupply. Thus a further problem emerges - namely, the cost and
complexity of stock-holdings against the uncertainty of curtailed
overseas supply. If stock-holdings are increased, there is the problem
of suitable location, control and distribution within the ADF's limited
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resources to quickly move essential items. For example, if the stock of
Harpoon is increased, where should they be held,since the weapon is
corunon to several platforms? If carried at sea they are inaccessible to
aircraft and, conversely, if held in a central location the weapon may
not be readily available for use by ADF forces. These considerations
place additional burdens on distribution assets. A similar case can be
made for other common weapon systerns, such as torpedoes.

Technology - Asset and Liability

Reliance on technologically superior weapon systems means
the ADF can afford fewer. Self-reliance explicitly means that the fewer
weapon systems cannot be assured of US support. The US acquisition
process cannot and has not guaranteed the implied support that the
ADF expected in the past. For the future, the US process will be
confronted with increasing problems of fewer numbers and increasing
costs, further disadvantaging foreign purchasers. Therefore, the ADF
cannot guarantee a surge capacity and sustainability of forces in the
future with the logistic infrastructure that is likely to continue into the
future. Athition during continuing low levels of confrontation is the
most likely cause of the ADF failing to achieve an objective. Higher
scale conflict is more likely to attract, or involve, a US interest in
Australia. Consequently, the prospect of logistic strength is inversely
related to the level of conflict. Paradoxically, the ADF will lose more
assets through a series of low-level involvements than in a more
conventional conflict.

There is no easy solution for the ADF. The advantages of
access to technology must be exploited because Australia cannot afford
or support the industrial base. The decision to increase stock-holdings
consumes a larger proportion of limited resources and creates a further
drain through distribution requirements. However, if the balance
between technological advantages and the disadvantages implicit in
increased demands on limited resources is not recognized and
resolved, the capability of the ADF will be diminished.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

zuTURE - RAAF AIR POWER

Speed b the asence of war. Take ailoantage of the enemy's
unprryredness; traael by unerpected routes and strike him
where helns taken no precautions.

Sun Tzu
The Art of War

Chapter Four concluded by highlighting the differences
between current capabilities and the ideal capability for air power in
Australia if techniques and technologies of force multipliers were
introduced. The obvious benefit for Australia is increased
sustainability, but at some cost. However, the benefit would in the
long term outweigh the costs. Chapter Five detailed the potential
blockages to minimizing the differences between an ideal force
multiplier capability, and the current force capability while Chapter
Six largely tackled the way ahead from an ADF and joint perspective.
Chapter Seven completes the process of analysis and assessment
begun in Chapter Four by concentrating on the areas in which the
RAAF can develop and improve so that, for the future, the differential
between a ideal and realistic air power capability is minimized. As
cautioned earlier, the capability of air power in Australia will always
be limited by pragmatic considerations. This, however, is not an
excuse to avoid difficult decisions on implementing novel concepts.

This chapter will examine the two main areas raised in
Chapter Four - sustainability and force multipliers. The implications
for the RAAF are in the areas of doctrine, attrition management,
organizational structure, the balance between doctrine and technology
and apposite force multipliers for the RAAF. The most important
aspect for the future of the ttAAF is doctrine.
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DOCTRINE

Air Power Doctrine

Whilst the previous chapter discussed the development of
ADF doctrine and suggested a development and review process, there
is also a critical need for the RAAF to establish its own doctrine for its
own unique service requirements. Given the predominant role air
power should play in the defence of the nation into the foreseeable

future, a process must be developed where a specific air power
doctrine can be developed, evaluated and disseminated to all
concerned. The currency of that doctrine must be continuously
challenged to ensure it rernains suitable to prevailing and proiected
conditions.

Air power technology, both friendly and that of a potential
adversary, is dynamic and it brings with it a continuously evolving
challenge in the form of new capabilities and potential. Such
technology can easily drive the service acquisition programmes if
careful control or evaluation is not exercised. However, a

technologically advanced system, once determined necessary and
procured, should then be exploited to its full potential to achieve its
maximum benefit to the nation. Force structure may be influenced,
but operational art and tactics must be impacted, by the new doctrine.

If a potential enemy procures new technology, this change in
circumstances must also be reflected through ADF doctrine. Changing
technological potential of a possible threat makes the threat itself
different. So how the threat will be countered and defeated is likely to
change. ADF tactics or procedures must therefore be revised and
developed to negate or reduce this potentially threatening new
effectiveness.

All personnel directly or indirectly associated with the
operation of the new technology must be given every oPPortunity to
suggest ways of exploiting it to its maximum potential. Senior staff
officers with experience in their specialist fields are not the only
persons capable of shaping a suitable doctrine for force employment;
all operating levels can and must contribute. Participation should be

through the normal chain of command up to the appropriate authority
for dochinal review. Each and every officer can and should make an
input. At a certain level of command there must be additional
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responsibility for input in the continuing process of doctrinal review.
The responsibility must lie with an appropriate command position, not
in a staff function. Specialist advice and assistance should rightly be
expected from staff in assisting the commander, but the commander
must clearly have the responsibility for the input to air power doctrine.

Doctrine Development

Conhibutions from the whole range of experience of personnel
should be sought for doctrinal development. To achieve this, a
standard publication must be produced where current RAAF specific
doctrine is presented. This Air Force Air Publication (AAP) should be
sponsored by CAS and conholled by the Director of the Office of the
Chief of the Air Staff (DOCAS). The high level of control of the AAp is
proposed to ensure that the document reflects the guidance of the CAS
and that it is developed in an environment removed from daily 'office
emergencies', where short-term priorities will prevail over long-term
planning. Once issued, the doctrine must be critically examined and
commented on by all levels of operational and support personnel.
Formal review must be undertaken within each Force Element Group
on a routine basis. This is the appropriate minimum level for
additional responsibility in reviewing doctrine. The next, higher level
of command must also have a similar responsibility and tasking to
formally review air power doctrine. Variations suggested by either
level may be drawn from experience, intellectual argument, results of
exercises conducted by units under the commands, or be rectification
of omissions that have occurred.

Also, review by the Commandant RAAFSC could be critical.
Formal RAAFSC basic and advanced course exercises should be set to
evaluate the AAP doctine document for relevancy, currency and
omissions. Suggested amendments could then be forwarded through
the Plans section within Air Force Office before being approved by
CAS and incorporated into the AAP by his staff. An alternative
approach could be for a formal ASC presentation to CAS and his
selected staff. The latter briefing option is preferred because it
increases the exposure of the senior student officers attending the ASC
to senior RAAF management.
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The F\A.AFSC review process should be a maiorcontribution to
understanding and analysis of doctrine and force structure, and
therefore must become a major intellectual and practical curriculum
exercise for both the Basic and Advanced Staff Course (BSC and ASC)
students, who have been selected for their courses because of their
potential in the RAAF. The RAAF can give those students a chance to
employ their current professional expertise to its full, to involve ahd
commit themselves in a process where they are contributing to their
own and their service's professional future. The benefit would be two-
fold: the course members would appreciate the practical involvement
in a worthwhile exercise with application to real life rather than iust
some theoretical studies; and, secondly, the RAAF would benefit from
the synergy of minds working together. Jointery and cooperation are
required iust as much inside the RAAF as between the three services.
With all categories working together to develop a critique cf the
current doctrine, a greater understanding and respect for each other's
role in the RAAF should eventuate.

When endorsed by CAS, the doctrine will be forwarded
through the bureaucratic chain for comment and endorsement by
Defence and the bi-partisan governmental committee.

FUNDAMENTAL DOCTRINAL PRINCIPLES

The ADF has been guided in dochine by the ten principles of
war. Tested by time and experience, they form a basis for doctrinal
guidance. However, while they are principles they are not laws of
war. A principle can be disregarded if there is a rational reason for
choosing a conflicting option, but this is not an excuse for simply
ignoring the guidelines of the ten principles. Yet recent decisions by
the Defence Department and the Government, described at length in
Chapter Four, simply ignored the following principles: concentration
of force; economy of effort; flexibility; cooperation; maintenance of
morale; and administration. If unjustified decisions are taken in spite

of clashes with guiding principles, then results inconsistent with a
well-evaluated doctrinal position will eventuate. Thus the very basis

of dochinal principles of air power in Australia seems to be
undermined. The principles of war should be acknowl"dged as the
basis of doctrine for air power to obviate the conflict described above
as well as to serve as the entree to some fundamental considerations
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for air power in Australia. These considerations include attrition
management, the concept of time and space, suitable organisational
principles and a balance between technology and doctrine. Each of
these will be discussed in turn.

Attrition Control

All future RAAF operations, both those flown during
peacetime training and those initiated in hostilities, must be conducted
with the aim of limiting attrition as the paramount obiective. The force
is too small (and the reserve or regeneration capacity almost non-
existent) to permit even one unnecessary or avoidable loss. Operations
must be conducted where and when the enemy is most vulnerable and
where his firepower has the least likelihood of inflicting losses.
Protection afforded by night and reduced visibility operations must be
exploited to its mafmum potential. In short, air power doctrine for
Australia must incorporate selective application of force projection
because of the greater need to control attrition. As doctrine is
guidance, the commander must decide ultimately whether to risk the
total loss of his air power or withdraw to fight again. Given the
guidance and changing circumstances, the commander may have to
accept an unpalatable choice.

Space for Time

Along with wise operational employment must come the
doctrine which calls for space to be traded for time where applicable,
to preserve assets. The time to strike at the enemy must be dictated by
the RAAF so as to inflict maximum casualties whilst limiting attrition.
An automatic response to any violation of sovereign land or sea space,
where such an engagenrcnt takes place on terms dictated by the
enemy, will almost certainly result in unnecessary attrition of RAAF
assets. If an enemy has limited obiectives, such as an oil rig or iron ore
reserves in a remote section of the counFy, then the essence of trading
space for time may not be available and the enemy may have to be
engaged by ADF forces on terms not entirely favorable to the
Australian position. However, even in this situation, a better course of
action may be to avoid confronting the enemy headory and dislodge
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him by sanitizing the surrounding region and denying him resupply.
With widely placed natural reserves, the nation cannot be held to
ransom by the seizure of a single, isolated asset.

The docbine of trading sPac€ for time is a fine iudgement
between winning the battle and losing the war or delaying the battle
and winning the war. The doctrine does not advocate a scorched earth
pnlicy; nor is it an emotive issue tike the tsrisbane Line' proposal of
WWII. This would have allowed the fapanese an unoPPosed advance
across a wide section of the country, with opposition only occurring if
they had approachd the more populated regions around Brisbane.

fne propoied 'Brisbane Line' was strongly obiected to by the

Austrhlian public, who demanded that Australian troops be returned
from the European Theatre to defend the nation and prevent a

Japanese lodgement. A similar mind-set would be encountered if a

proposal were put forth for sPace to be traded for time in any future
ionhict, unless the concept were fully explained' The suggested

concept is to avoid direct contact with the enemy where headon
conflict would result in certain defeat. However, harassing action
could be carried out to deny the enemy the choice of advance lines.
Thus, while he would make a tactical advance, the direction would not
be of his choosing, nor would it pose the greatest threat to the nation.

With significant development taking place in some of the more remote

regions of the nation, of course, the ability to trade space for time may
r,o1be an option in some regions. The choice then becomes one of high
attrition or withdrawal.

An RAAF Organizational Stsucture

Division of Forces. The Israeli Defence Forces oPerate strictly on the
basis that all air power assets will be operated by air force personnel,
sea power assets by the navy and land power forces by the army. No
matter whether the air Power asset resides on a naval vessel, or if the
air defence missile system operates in the forward area of the ground
battlefield, the Israeli solution remains the same; all air assets are

operated by their air force personnel. At the other extreme of the air
power spectrum, the USAF have command and control of specialist
forces while the other arms exercise independent command of their
own air power assets. There have also been legislative pressures and
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'tradeoffs' in assigning the command and control of assets to a
particular force (aircraft size legislated, missiles by tradeoff, for
example). |oint operations for US forces are acknowledged to be
difficult and inefficient and legislative action is attempting io address
this.

The similarities in size between the Israeli forces and the ADF
make for a far better comparison than using the correlation between
the US and Australian forces. However, this book is not suggesting
that the errors of the past be emulated and Australia simply copy, in
toto, another nation's force structure. The cogent point is that
Australia can learn from other experiences and then adapt those
circumstances to suit the unique Australian conditions.

Unfortunately, far too many officers from the ADF go
overseas, look at the US forces and draw parallels, ignoring the
obvious: that the US armed forces are very much the'big league'. Few
- certainly not enough - go to Israel, or other nations with similar
circumstances to Australia, and see valid pint operations, where true
teamwork between the services prevails. The US At-y, consisting of
over 800,000 active personnel, is not a force suitable as a model for
Australian force structure.

If it is true, as claimed by the Australian Army, that battlefield
helicopters operated by the RAAF failed to provide the level of
support required, then steps should have been taken at the appropriate
senior level to bring the problem to the attention of Air Force
rnanagement. Senior Air Force management was, and remains,
committed to jointery; anything less than full air crew support would
not have been tolerated had the level of dissatisfaction, if justified,
been brought to their attention. The answer was not to be found in
restructuring the RAAF so that the Army could more closely resemble
the us Army while the RAAF was supposed to retain the structure of
one aspect of the USAF - SAC. Unfortunately this seems to have been
the thinking, rather than an attempt to find a uniquely Australian
solution for a'small league'air force. It is not too late for that decision
to be reversed, and all similar moves should be quashed publicly by
the government in the interests of effectiveness.

A suitable solution for Australia, based on the experiences of
'small_league' successes, would be to have all Australian air power
cenbally commanded by one service because size is not an argument
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for independent command in the ADF: conversely, decentralized
commattd leads to diffusion of effort and application of force, both
anathema to the advantages of air power, namely concentration of
force and flexibility. Similarly, sea and land power should be

undivided in their command structure. The defence of the nation must

be placed before single service concerns. Delegation of operational

con-trol will adequately satisfy local field commanders' requirements
without deleterious diffusion of limited assets.

Inappropriate core Force concept The traditional core force concePt,

whic-h has underlain ADF pohcy for the last decade and a half, has

only limited application in the RAAF. Additional Procurement will in
most cuses be-impossible because of suspended production runs and
restricted access to allies' war reserves to augment the RaAFs
requirements. The Air Force will almost certainly hav-9 to fight with

what it has in its'little league' force and not autornatically assume that

force augmentation will be possible. All elements of the RAAF must

develop-and employ an operational art and tactics based on doctrine,
which ptes"r.ue ihsasset whilst at the same time extract from those

platforms their maximum potential and exploit known enemy

weaknesses and vulnerabilities. The dochine must clearly establish

priorities for force development which will enable the RAAF to be

employed in a manner which will permit optimum force propction for
minimum risk in Australia's area of military interest.

The doctrinal aspects of RAAF organization should influence a

reorganization of the cuirent RAAF position. For the future success of

tne Raer some restructuring is vital. This important consideration

will be addressed again separately later in the chapter.

TECHNOLOGY EMPLOYMENT

In the history of air Power there has been a dynamic

relationship between dochine and technology. As described in the

earty chapters of the book, doctrine led technology in the nascent days

of air power. After world war II, the relationship was relersed and

technology drove doctrine. Neither condition was beneficial for air
power. There must be a balance between the two. For Australian air
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power, the right balance in the RAAF between technology and
dochine may be critical. Ausbalia cannot afford to be shackled by the
restrictions of modem technology, such as exorbitant costs and
dependent infrastructures. Yet, conversely, Australia cannot afford to
be left behind in technological developments. The qualitative edge
that Australia must retain is the counter to the natural deficiencies that
the nation suffers, such as small population and small indusilial base
for technology. The balance must be in the interaction and synergy of
doctrinal guidance and realistic technological advancement. Emphasis
on modern technology can hold the key for Australia's small armed
forces, if it is aptly placed. If technology is not corectly employed, this
can result in wasted expenditure. Conversely, apposite technology
used properly can be the nation's salvation. Technology is dynamic,
and the RAAF must respond to new opportunities by assessing, and if
necessary testing, new technological opportunities to determine the
utility of the technologies involved. Not all technological development
will be suitable for Australia. let alone affordable; however, that must
be determined rather than developments being ignored. For example,
the use of space is not readily considered for the RAAF of the future;
nor is the concept of refurbishment rather than replacement. While
other nations in Australia's area of interest explore these possibilities,
Australia has not done so. These two examples are discussed further
as suggestions for apposite technological development for the future
RAAF. OTHR is one example of Australia looking positively at the
mix of doctrine and technology - it is considered in detail later to
highlight the benefits to Australia of technology at an affordable cost.
Other developments may also be suitable - they must be assessed now
for the future.

Space Surveillance

The RAAF must exploit the space medium to improve its
surveillance capabilities. Those 35 million square kilometers of land
and sea sunounding the nation cannot be adequately monitored by
conventional means in a manner which provides adequate protection
or warning. The proposed space port on Cape York peninsula offers
the nation an ideal opportunity to reduce its dependency on other
nations for intelligence data by developing an indigenous intelligence
surveillance satellite system. Whilst the Cape York proiect is a
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commercial venture, the correct goverrunental involvement at an early
stage could see the ADF being well placed to have automatic rights to
access for launch and control of some systems.

The government plans to construct an airfield in the regionof
the proposed space port. In cooperation with the developers, the
nAef Jhould propose a ioint venture where the Air Force maintains
operational control of the airspace and provides the runway facilities
in retum for access to some launch vehicles for satellite deployment.

sea surveillance radar satellite systems - similar to the

|apanese platform currently in orbit - should be contemplated, as

should more sophisticated satellites able to detect aircraft from space,

when these satellites bcrome available. At present such satellite
systems may be outside the reach of the ADF budge$ how-ever, the
initiat step of providing the airfield facilities can be achieved ar-d the

credit rating established for future exPloitation. Also, and iust as

importantlyl Australia is looking to the future by this aPProach rather

than reacting to the present.

Refu rbishment versus RePlacement

The high cost of platform rePlacement precludes frequent

replacement whenever technology offers substantial capability
improvements or when platform availability and reliability degrades.
Reiurbishment of platforms must become the preferable alternative,
provided the basic airframe structure is sound enough to warrant the

expenditure.

Several of the Air Force's assets require either replacement or
refurbishment. In the MPG's case, modernization of the P-3C's radar
is required to enable it to remain outside the lethal range of enemy

defensive fire control systems and still accomplish accurate

identification. ESM is also required, to improve enemy identification.
The sRG platforms require refurbishment because of degraded
performance and unreliaUitity. In this case, twen$r years of service life
have seen maintenance supportability reduce because of reduced
reliability and scarcity of spares. Supportability of many components
is becoming impossible because of an ally's decisions to refurbish its
own platforms and terminate spares support for the older equipment.
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By adopting a restoration prograrnme on the SRG aircraft and support
equipment, for example, the RAAF could continue to exploit the
unique and indispensable features of the plaform well into the next
decade.

Overthe*Iorizon Radar (OTHR)/Airspace Management

OTHR offers a valuable opportunity for the Australian nation
to finally develop a relatively cheap and reliable air and sea space
monitoring system. However, as with any OTHR system relying on
the ionosphere for the reflection of electromagnetic energy, the
Australian orHR system has significant limitations. The provision of
reliable information under all peacetime and wartime conditions
cannot be guaranteed; therefore, alternative systems capable of more
precise detection and less vulnerable to outside interference must
augment the OTHR facilities. However, because any enemy
interference with the returned OTHR signal will provide a form of
warning, development of the system should continue, provided
alternative surveillance systems are capable of taking over and
monitoring the air and sea space if it is denied to the OTHR system.

Additionally, the siting of an OTHR constellation must be such
as to provide the maximum coverage of the huge area of interest.
Given the unavoidable system limitations, any proposal to
operationally deploy a chain of multiple OTIIR facilities must not be
aimed at overlapping coverage in an attempt to achieve precise target
position information. The US deployment policy is aimed at achieving
maximum coverage; a similar philosophy must be adopted by
Australia. This nation must not adopt a defensive posture similar to
that employed in Singapore during the early stages of World War II,
where the expected routes of attack were anticipated incorrectly and
the defensive systems installed were rendered useless by an
uncooperative enemy.

The OTHR system must be augmented by a system, or a
combination of systems, which provide the precise information
necessary to achieve positive identification. once established, the
combined sensors - whether they be space, air or ground bome, or a
combination of all three - must be integrated by a single controlling
authority. A national air and sea defence controlling facility must be
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established, to enable unauthorized tracks to be quickly detected,
monitored and intercepted, if that is determined necessary, by the
most appropriate force. Air defence of the ground and sea

environment is an essential requirement if the nation is going to
achieve any level of self-sufficienry in its defence effort.

REORGANISATION

The dochinal principles for a future RAAF emphasize the

need for an appropriate organisational structure that allows the RAAF
to exploit air powey's potential. An RAAF-wide, impartial evaluation
of its existing organisational structure, and of is 'rank-for-job'
philosophy, must be undertaken. An RAAF structure for the future
would be different in two ways. The more efficient, air-power-
oriented air force would not be so readily constrained by the

discounted core force concept and, more importantly, the RAAF
would be logically placed to make maximum use of the recommended
internal redistribution of ADF authorized terminal strength (ATS)

proposed in an earlier chapter. This redistribution has been
iecommended in acknowledgement of the financial constraints which
currently prevent an increase in ATS. A substantial reduction in the

Australian Regular A*y (ARA) has been recommended, with those

positions being Uansferred into the A.my Reserve. A portion of the
Army's ATS reduction should then be transferred to the RAN and
RAAF and added to those units which require continuous wartime
manning levels because of long or repetitive training requirernents.

The remaining surplus Army ATS could be deleted from the

permanent ADF, which would help to relieve Present critical funding
constraints and also offset resultant additional reserve costs. Such a

redistribution, whilst radical, would relieve the critical rurnPower
levels within those essential areas of the ADF, without reducing the

nation's ability to respond to a further national emergency. However,

before the RAAF can propose such a revolutionary redistribution of
another service's runpower, its own internal organizational structure
must be beyond reproach, hence the need for an RAAF structure
aligned to the realities of a defence policy of self-reliance and defence
in depth. Changes aimed at achieving such an RAAF organisation are

proposed in the following paragraphs.
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Chapter Five has already proposed a study to examine the
feasibility of forming USAF-style Guard or Reserve C-130 and Hornet
squadrons. The proposal called for the transferring of hardware
resources from the permanent forces and the employment of ex-RAAF
members who retain highly skilled and expensive attributes and who
represent a valuable national resourc€. The subsequent cancellation of
two permanent RAAF operational squadrons would result in a
significant reallocation of resources. However, rmrganization options
do not stop there.

Of the triad platforms operated by the RAAF, only the TFG
administers a substantial number of platforms. The MPG and the SRG
are both relatively small force, operating 20 and 22 aircraft
respectively. Those small numbers represent only a single squadron's
aircraft establishment (UAE) in many overseas air forces. Admittedly,
the existing arrangement of two F-111 squadrons and three P-3C units
looks far more impressive than single-squadron force element groups.
However, if under a single-squadron operation the platforms retain
their firepower, and if all roles can still be performed, then the Air
Order of Battle (AOB) will remain unchanged. A potential
disadvantage of the proposed arrangement would be the reduced
opportunity for command experience if single SRG and MPG
squadrons were formed.

A single F-111 squadron, consisting of operational, training
and reconnaissance flights, would offer the same fire-power projection
at reduced runpower, and hence financial, cost. Similarly, a single P-
3C squadron, formed with two operational flights and a training flight,
may have rrurnpower reductions. This proposal recommends the
retention of operating level maintenance (OLM) within the single SRG
squadron and the return of OLM to the MI'IG squadron.

Retention of the opportunity for leadership and command
experience within the RA\./Nr is important for developing experienced
officers. Also, an infrastructure which is not degraded in its ability to
respond to a national emergency is a critical requisite of any
reorganizational proposal. Both those considerations are critical to
future RAAF development, yet have conflicting demands. Moreover,
the most economical employment of existing forces is also important.

While the core force concept may satisfy the command
requirement, this book has seriously questioned the applicability of the
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concept given the exacting training demands and the unlikely prospect
of rapid acquisition of additional asseb. It is highly unlikely that the
RAAF could expand its hardware or lrurnpower base quickly in time of
war, and it would be forced to fight with its peacetime assets.

Consequentl/, there is no detriment if any reorganizational proposal
results in the same number of plafforms being available, as the nation's
AOB will remain unaltered, even if there is some reduction in the
'commandexperienced' senior officer pool.

Certainly, if this proposal is adopted, then command
opportunities will reduce and apparent RAAF AOB will reduce. The

loss in command haining potential would be unfortunate, but not
catastrophic. Therefore, provided the fire-power potential from the
SRG and the MPG remains unchanged, or is enhanced, then the
proposal should be examined by specialist organizational and
establishment personnel to determine what, if any, manPower savings
can be realized. The study should also examine a potential for MPG
and SRG rank reduction in all senior officer support categories. The

retention of the present five units cannot be iustified if a more
economical organizational structure can be struck, provided the
nation's air power proiection potential is not undermined.

FORCE MTTLTIPTIERS

The earlier discussion regarding force multipliers pointed out
their utility to a nation with extremely limited resources - a
disproportionate return can be achieved for effort expended. Doctrine
was assessed as an important force multiplier and has been assessed

separately because of its relevance to Australia. The influence of
technology was similarly treated because of the importance of the
RAAF gefting the balance right. The employment of force multipliers
ranks as a most important requirement for the RAAF if it is going to
provide adequate force propction to meet the nation's requirements,
whilst at the same time restricting attrition losses. The multitude of
role-specific platforms available to 'big league' air forces will not be
readily available to the ADF. Multiplication of the existing plafforms'
potential can, however, give a'little league'air force significant power
proiection for relatively minimal cost. So while all force multipliers are
not appropriate for Australia and the RAAF, there are effective ways
of maintaining a qualitative edge. This edge can be maintained in both
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hardware and assets and in the people who operate them. Both
aspects are reviewed in the following assessments.

Air-to-Air Refu elling 6AR)

All three ADF offensive air plafforms suffer, to a varying
degree, from insufficient range to undertake some tasking. The p-3C
tasking will be even higher during periods when assessments indicate
likely build-up of potential threats to Australia or the region.
Surveillance, reconnaissance and intelligence-gathering operations
would increase, but other tasks must still be undertaken to maintain a
level of preparedness. A logical consequence is that insufficient
numbers of crews and aircraft would be available, thus restricting
operational capabilities. Because there are few crews and aircraft
committed to operations in an exhemely large area, ability to increase
range or endurance may become critical to expeditious prosecution of
a particular mission. There may be a single on-task LRMP which, if
extended by additional fuel, could be diverted to a short-notice critical
task. The inherent flexibility in this proposed arrangement would
counter the limitations of small numbers covering huge areas of
interest.

A special modification would be required to provide AAR in
the P-3C: the cost rnay be high for Australian resources, but the
consequences would justify the decision. The RAF placed air
refuelling on their Nimrod LRMP aircraft in a matter of days when the
urgent operational requirement for additional range when identified
during the Falkland Islands conflict. The cost was not a significant
factor. Emergencies involving the Cocos or Christmas Islands could
force the RAAF into a similar situation to that of the RAF. The RrqJUr
should conunenc€ a feasibility study into providing AAR for the MI€
aircraft. Depending on complexity and cost of modification a decision
could then be made whether to proceed immediately with the
modification, or delay until the need arises. However, the basic
engineering work and planning should be in place.

Strike and fighter force element groups have the same urgent
priority for additional fuel, for a similar reason - small numbers
operating in an extensive area of interest. For example, the extent of
the air-sea gap militates against any attempt at continuous combat air
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patrol (CAP) capability by F/A-18 aircraft. Even continuous coverage

in a small area is impossible with current assets. Need for such a
capability would not depend on a high level of potential threat, but
co,rld arise from an intense effort over a short period by a regional

power to emphasize a political stance, such as a dispute over

ienitorial/mineral/fishing rights. To put this another way, ADF
assets cannot respond in a sustained way to politico-military
provocation.

By providing the triad aircraft with air refuelling, the ADF

would effCtively deny an enemy a safe sanctuary in the air-sea gap

and Aushalia's irea oi interest, because endurance and range of ADF

air assets would be extended; ADF air operations are not restricted to

predictable quarters from which to attack or defend, thus giving an

bdge in flexiUitity and survivability. This increased flexibility,
sustainability and survivability can be expected to make an impact in
reducing losses. Thus AAR directly contributes to control of attrition

rates by-enhancing capability in a small force. AAR also has peacetime

applicition by allowing more efficient deployment tracks to be flown
uiri Uy providing emeigenry fuel for weather diversions and aircraft
malfunctions. The cost savings in recovering iust one aircraft, that
might have been lost due to an emergency arising from operations in
peicetime, iustify the cost of AAR. In absolute terms, the cost of

installing AAR iiless than the replacement cost of one triad aircraft.

The present Prograrrune, which calls for the installation of a
probe and drogue system only for the TFG aircraft, leaves the nation's

irrit*.y mariiime and land strike plafform with a known and

ixedictaUle range and operating profile. SRG aircraft will suffer

,rt tr*"ss"ry attrition during conflict because of their predictability of

attack brought about by their lack of range flexibility, whilst the enemy

will avoid the inconvenience and cost of having to defend all
installations and facilities: they will only defend those assets within the

already known unrefuelled range of the SRG aircraft. Consequently,

enemf anti-aircraft firepower need only concentrate on those bases

and ficilities which fall within the threat range' which once again will
increase unnecessarily the attrition of valued ADF resources. Boom

tanker modification concurrent with installation of the probe and

drogue system would offer substantial savings ovel independent
modification costs. The additional cost of a dual modification can be

offset in two ways: firstly, in peacetime, if iust one aircraft is recovered
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which would otherwise have been lost due to fuel/endurance capacity
the total cost of additional AAR plumbing is recovered. Also, more
efficient deployments can h effected, which may assist in defusing a
build- up to potential hostilities. Secondly, the same arguments apply
during hostilities, but the advantages multiply because attrition can be
reduced and fledbility maintained, clearly a benefit in war and, of
course, the optimum use of air power.

The ADF is already committed to AAR modifications: there
are cost benefits in carrying out the proposed AAR modifications for
both types of AAR at the same time. The benefits are savings in
engineering works, because the iob is done once rather than as two
separate irbs, and the AAR aircraft are not taken off line at some later
date for additional modification. There is a short-term penalty in
immediate cost kause additional hardware must be bought and
fitted. Even with the realities of the present financial situation, the
SRG priority for AAR should be resolved straight away to gain all the
advantages and avoid the disadvantages of delay. If offsets are not
available within the ADF for concurrent modificatiory then the RAAF
must find offsets from its own budget.

Precision-Guided Munitions

Force multiplication for a limited-size air force is doubly
important if survivability and sustainability can be achieved by the use
of the same multiplier factor. While the multiplier factor can be of no
cost,low cost or significant cost, there are other considerations in the
total appreciation of force multipliers in air power. No-cost effects can
be achieved through efficiency in training, tactics and planning
(passive multipliers); medium<ost effectiveness can be achieved
through use of selfdefence precision-guided weapons; while
significant-cost multipliers would be specialist precision weapons or
specialistrole aircraft, that enhance the capabilities of other platforms.
The total appreciation is inlluenced by the size of the force, the
attrition that can be tolerated and the sustainability of operations.
Attrition and sustainability have conflicting requirements. The
ef fectiveness and attritionJimiting characteristics of a significant-cost
force multiplier may iustify the expense of carrying such a system.
However, the specialist-role aircraft are most unlikely in Australia's
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circumstances. Therefore, a combination of 'some-cost' multipliers
and carefully selected high-cost multipliers offers the only reasonable
choice for Australia.

Control of attrition and sustainability of operations warrant
the purchase of a minimum level of selfdefence equipment for
carriage on all aircraft operating in the zone of hostilities. For
example, ECM (active and passive iamming), high-speed anti-radiation
missiles (HARM and short-range air-to'air missiles (SRAAM) such as

AIM9L/M would be the base level of defensive weaPons that should
be available to all platforms. This does not imply that all platforms
will carry all weapons at all times. Commonality of weapons and
rationalized, central stock-holdings would ensure that the few
weapons would be available as required for particular sorties for all
triad aircraft.

As stated above, role'specific suPPort aircraft cannot be

afforded by Australia's 'little league' air force. Therefore, the existing
platforms must be self-supporting in defensive and offensive
suppression of enemy defences, whilst still accomplishing their
primary role of operations in the air-sea gap. Modern technology has
given even other comparable 'little league' regional defence forces an
ability to intercept ADF aircraft early, in nearly all mission profiles.

Consequently, an ADF triad platform must have the ability to
detect and suppress enemy ground and air electronic emissions (both

actively and passively); an ability to deter air attack with selfdefensive
missiles, and still retain the capability for the precision delivery of its
own weapons. The obiective must be to give the limited platforms
available to the ADF as much multiple mission capability as possible.
For example, a realistic SRG weaPons load for a daylight maritime
strike would be 2 AIM 9L for selfdefence against enemy air defence, 2
HARM for suppression of maritime radars during target identification
(ID) or weapons release (target ID may be provided by LRMP aircraft -
target value, or stocks may preclude stand-off weaPons being used), 2

Harpoon (Penguin or AGM 130) for standoff delivery, or 2 GBU 1'0/24

against less valuable/capable ships where there are limited anti-
aircraft defences.
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Training

The ADF is presently facing a maior problem - retention of
skilled personnel. Force multiplication can be achieved by increasing
the number of crews available to fly the available plafforms. However,
two problems prevent easy implernentation of an additional crew
policy: the ADF cannot retain existing crews and, secondly, additional
crews would require additional training staff, who are unavailable
because the high resignation rate places additional burdens on
operational tasking - so a circular problem exists. One solution is to
cut down the number of air crew filling non-flying posts; however, this
can be detrimental to sound career development and quality of staff
work. An alternative is to give those air crew members filling essential
staff positions routine refresher/currency flying. The ADF would win
in two ways: the additional crew strengths being sought could be
generated quickly and the essential staff work would still be done by
the appropriately qualified person. The individual would benefit from
a refresher,/currency poliry by being able to retain currency or limited
proficiency in the field which he chose as his career. Consequently, his
morale whilst in the ground position would improve, which might be
sufficient to retain his services in the ADF and assist in reducing the
present high resignation rate. This proposal for currenry fl)nng is not a
panacea to the present retention problem, but it is worth pursuing if it
provides greater utility of a valuable resource, whilst contributing to
individual morale.

Assuming the air crew retention problem is overcome, then
crew strength ratio of two crews per available platform would offer a
considerable force multiplier effect. However, such a ratio would
require additional rates of effort across the spectrum of R'lqAIr
operations, which in turn would increase ADF operating costs.
Perhaps a compromise is required, where crew strength is held at
approximately 1.5 crews per plafform, with the additional .5 crew
coming from currency fl)nng staff positions in times of national
emerSency.

If adequate realistic simulation becomes available for all
platforms in the future, aircraft training requirements could be
reduced, which in turn would permit additional air crew to be trained
with only a marginal increase in operating costs. The RAAF must
make full use of modern simulation to provide the level of training
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necessary if crews are to be proficient with the employment of those

platforms and weapons detailed earlier. The cost of both the offensive

ind defensive precision munitions precludes adequate live firing to
achieve and maintain proficiency. Also, while precise accuracy can be

achieved with a weapon like the GBU-15 (1 metre CEP), the level of
expertise required to exploit the munitions's full potential has risen
proportionally to that improved accuracy. A range of part task
trainers and full platform simulators must be procured if training
realism and operational proficiency levels are to be adequate to meet

requirements. The effectiveness Potential of the new weaPons

wa-rrants the additional expenditure on simulation, because modern

weapons can act as a true force multiplier for a fraction of the cost of a
new or replacement plafform.

Additionally, flight time must be kept to a minimum to

preserve airframe life for when it may be required, a1d {s9 to- reduced

bperating costs. Such reductions are only possible if faithful and

aicurate flight simulation is possible. Any degradation in the qgltly
of simulation reduces the simulato/s utility in cutting actual flight
hours. The SRG has an urgent requirement for an updated simulator'
The existing simulator is no longer aircraft rePresentative, nor is its
performanci sufficient to permit realistic training, leading to a lack of

irew confidence in the simulator's ability to faithfully represent the F-

111 aircraft.

Intelligence

The ADF must develop adequate intelligence-gathering
systems to provide for a responsive and an independently verifiable
means of confirming third-party intelligence. Air power is the obvious
force which can provide most of that service, with the possibility of
indigenous satellite systems fulfilling the function in later years.

The introduction of low-light/infra-red target detection and

designation systems in ADF aircraft delivery plafforms has

trighlighted the requirement for low oblique photography to satisfy
prb+arget study and training requirements. Iong-range oblique
iamerai (LOROC) with a capacity for future adaptation to a real-time
capability can obtain that desired imagery from great distances. The

low oblique.angle photography can also be used in modern simulators
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to permit baining on realistic targets. High-speed simulators are now
available which can use the photography to produce imagery and
radar returns of the real target. The degree of realism now achievable
will permit a greater use of simulation to replace costly live firings,
and if actual target imagery is available, then the proficiency of crews
will be enhanced during combat. Consequently, by improving the
intelligence product (low oblique-target photography), the ADF will
significantly increase its force proiection capability.

Civil Augmentation

The ADF must negotiate with civil airlines to ensure that new,
large, civilian aircraft are purchased in configurations which are
suitable for military application. Strengthened flooring, oversized
doors and possibly even the inclusion of air refuelling plumbing
should be requirements in some instances. Clearly, the civilian
operators will have to be given an incentive to modify their aircraft to
meet military requirements. However, if planning for the military
requirements takes place before the initial order is placed with the
aircraft manufacturer then costs to the nation can be kept to a
minimum. Force multiplication can also be achieved by using civilian
cabin and flight deck staff to augment airlift crewing requirements. If
these civilian crews are already members of the RAAF Reserve, then a
rapid transition from peacetime to war can be accomplished with
minimal delay.

Civilian aircraft flooring, strengthened to military
specifications, on some wide-bodied aircraft would permit those
platforms to carry military payloads over great distances in times of
national emergencies. Existing ADF transport assets could then
conc€ntrate on air refuelling and tactical transport missions. The time
required to reconfigure the aircraft from a civilian passenger-carrying
role into a military cargo/transport platform would be minimal if the
aircraft was initially procured with the shengthened floor. Oversized
cargo doors would permit full utilization of the strengthened floor.
Since the rapid increase in air freight popularity has lead to a civilian
demand for such configuration, a study might reveal that sufficient
capacity already eists with the national carriers to meet wartime
heavy airlift requirements.
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Air refuelling plumbing would be a more complex and costly
requirement, but would offer a significant increase in force
multiplication. The proposal calls for internal plumbing only, with the
external devices being procured, but not installed until desired. The
RAAF's meagre air-air refuelling capacity could be augmented
considerably if six widebodied civilian aircraft were always available
for conversion to a tanking role at short notice, but the additional
plumbing might reduce the payload capacity of the aircraft in its
civilian airline role, requiring compensation from the Commonwealth
to offset additional peac€time operating costs.

Major civilian companies must be encouraged to have at least
a third of their crew strength in the RAJUr Reserve. Full cabin crews
would also be required. Again, transition from peace to war can be
accomplished quickly if these simple measures are taken in advance.

Quality and Tenure of Leadership

Good leadership, like good training, is a human factor that is a
force multiplier. Leadership affects the common effort in two ways: a
good influence reduces the 'friction of way' by overcoming internal
impediments; at the same time, positive leadership enhances the
qualities of training and sharply focuses concentration of effort.
However, all leadership needs some time to bring about these
conditions: in war extreme measures can be justified as time available
is reduced, but there may be an additional cost. In training for war,
extreme measures are not usually available so length of tenure
becomes critically important to the enhancement of good leadership.
Also, there is a peacetime state of mind to be overcome, which views
commanders as short-term, cyclical managers.

Good leadership will be a force multiplier when it enhances
command and control at all levels. The manifestation of this is
decision-making at appropriate levels and a willingness to let that
process remain at the appropriate level rather than siting it higher than
necessary. The effect is seen in the two-way confidence of a force. The
commander at each level has the confidence in his subordinates to
allow freedom of action and the subordinate has greater confidence in
the leader so is willing and inspired to make the greater effort.
Effective communication is really the hallmark of the multiplier effect,
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because redundant action is unnecessary while the synergy of
confidence and action orientation produces a holistic effort from the
overall force.

Good leadership cannot be legislated for or issued, but it can
be developed and taught. Teaching is a reinforcement of qualities and
a guide to improvement by example. The future of air power must be
improved by serious attention to education and training for
leadership. A certain amount of education is necessary for a leader to
develop; also, training (or practice) is essential for developing good
leadership. The quality of the force can be improved by positive
attention to clearly understood methods of training and experience
enhancement. Mistakes must be tolerated, and to an extent
encouraged, if quality leadership is desired. The mistakes should be
made in a training environment, so that they are not made in war.
Decision-making has been discussed; leadership positions without
authority and responsibility are quickly perceived as sham by all
levels. The effect on the force is a degrading of confidence and ability.

If there is a serious attempt to encourage leadership and not
pay lipservice to a theoretical, educational style of management (or
worse, nepotism), then the tenure of leadership in the force becomes
increasingly important. The current practice of command tenure being
approximately two years is counter-productive. At lower levels in the
command structure this practice can be tolerated as an expediency.
There is a price to pay, however. The same rationale does not apply to
the highest levels of the ADF. Tenure in these positions should be
extended so that the minimum length of duty is four years, with a
longer time in some circumstances. The reason for lengthening of
tenure is to impart a greater degree of stability to the command
structure and hence enhance operational effectiveness. Commanders
will have the opportunity to exert a greater influence on the shape and
direction of future development. The current, two-year tenure is
disruptive to longer term development. The effect cascades down so
that the force is in a constant state of flux rather than a controlled state
of evolution.

Controlled, evolutionary change is critical to the process of
doctrinal review that has been described in the previous chapter.
Stability of control will reduce a tendency for variations that are
personalitydriven. Conversely, this stability will break down the
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reactionary perception implicit in the existing bureaucratic attitude of
'waiting ouf changes and their implementation. The notion of
commanders being temporary will thus be removed as a barrier to
effective development bf future air power in particular, and the

military forces in general.



CHAPTER EIGHT

CONCLUSION

I utill be able to foraast which side wiII be aictorious and
which defeated.

Sun Tzu
The Art of War

History, gmgraphy and geopolitics have combined and
interacted in a continuing influence that has obfuscated the application
of air power in Australia. Perceptions and expectations are
conditioned by traditional thinking, institutional rigidity and national
preoccupations with matters other than defence. Thus the
quintessence of air power in Australia is often overlooked. Air power
is the key to the defence of Australia. Despite, or perhaps in spite of,
these countervailing influences, air power in Australia has the basis for
effective application of firepower in the defence of the nation.

The application of Australia's small air power assets will be in
response to a threat. Australia faces a threat now: generically, the
threat is to avoid offering to another nation, interest or group, the
temptation to try to expand at Australia's expense or to her detriment.
Deterrence and commensurate ability are the necessary requirements
for the application of power, because the size of the nation's limited air
power is unlikely to grow.

The present ability to use air power resources has potential but
lacks major shengths. This is due to a number of reasons. The most
pervasive is the historical development of air power. Guidelines for
the application and development of this unique form of concentrated
power have generally been lacking or self-seeking. Doctrine has not
supported the growth of air power - which has so much potential, but
has so often failed to live up to expectations. In Australia's particular
circumstances the lack of proper doctrinal development has become
institutionalized in a bureaucratic process that now actively militates
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against doctrinal review and change. If success is sought in future
application of Australia's air power, then doctrine must be developed
in ln all-encompassing and complete manner. Further, a doctrinal
process of review and authorization must be in place at an aPPropriate
level, with apposite responsibilig a.d authority for implementation
given to the appropriate positions. If necessary, the institutional
impediments to developing guidance in depth must be overcome by
the involvement of Parliament in resolving and approving doctrine.
Thus accountability and responsibility are conicint - a situation clearly
absent from the present institutional process.

Because dochinal guidance is lacking, the force structure

extant for the application of air power does not fully exploit the

characteristics that make air Power unique. This book has

demonstrated that air power is effective only when functional,
centralized command is used. Another lesson that is continuously
relearnt is the absolute imperative for joint operations. Australia has

developed some way toward pint operations, but the continuing
tendeniy for decentralized commands that make equal claims on
timited assets is a mistake. Air power would be better served with a
single ADF headquarters that includes component commanders of air,
land and sea on its staff. Functional control can be delegated as

required for the duration of the application of air Power. The

historical lessons are there; if Aushalia continues on its present course

of multi-functional headquarters and'penny-packeted' asset use, then
air power in Australia will fail when it is needed most. Conversely,
the solution is straightforward: unity of command, concentration of
force and flexibility when implemented will enhance air Power
application. While an Australian solution is necessary for the nation's
unique circumstances, comparison with Israel's functional command

would serve air power well. There, air assets are allocated only to the
air force and truly integrated operations are the result. Australia
should adopt a similar doctrine.

The application of air power in Australia's defence is limited
by several factors. Some of these are realistic limitations, while others

are unnecessary impediments caused by conventional or traditional
thinking. These limitations occur at several levels. At the base level,
the size of the force is a limiting factor on the degree of application of
air power. Size is determined by several influences, including finance.
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A primary inlluence is force stmcture, which should be
derived from a valid doctrine. In Australia, this is not the case and the
force structure is not necessarily the most appropriate for the
application of air power in Australia's area of interest. This
impediment on size and composition could be removed by the
application of suitable doctrine.

National resources realistically limit the size of military forces.
However, what constitutes a reasonable percentage of resources is
determined by political and public perceptions of the importance of
defence spending and the nature of the perceived threat. Formerly, the
perceived threat may have been high, but national resistance to
defence spending limited the forces in size because of a national
syndrome of 'big ally' umbrella protection. Given the national
perception of threat and domestic interests, air power application will
be constrained by the present size of forces for some considerable time
into the future.

Therefore, air power must look to the second level of influence
to maximize the capability of the extant assets. The serond level is
that attribute that sets one competitor apart from the rest in a word,
quality. Air power in Australia has achieved disproportionate success
in its short history due to cumulative ability, developing qualities such
as pride and training skills. These are threatened now. Current
conditions and public perceptions have for some time militated against
the continuing development of these essential characteristics. The
solution must start from the top. Emphasis on ability, quality and
pride must be maintained and strengthened. If this is not pursued
with the utmost vigour, then air power is already defeated; for any
force that is defeated from within, before baftle is already conquered.
However, Ausbalia has a tradition of lifting the capability of physical
assets through ability and ingenui$, so there is the potential for the
future. Conversely, to assume that this capacity will always be a factor
in air power application is a dangerous assessment.

Given that the size and composition of air power assets are
unlikely to change dramatically over the longer term, the ADF can
influence overall capability at a higher level by extracting greater
effectiveness from available resources. The range of alternatives
extends from conseryative considerations, such as reducing
misapplication of runpower, to radical solutions such as reducing the
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permanent force size by transferring assets and asks to an enlarged

ieserve force. This level requires the exploitation of available assets

and abilities to produce a marginal inc'rease in performance for the
same expenditure.

A simple and straightforward improvement in perforrnance
can be achieved by using the appropriate levels of command for
decision-making. This avoids the current practice of having decisions

made at too high a level, compounded by the farce of commanders
who do not have real authority. There is, and continues to be, a
considerable investrnent in developing expertise in managernent and
decision-rnaking as well as financial management, yet smior officers
are not usd to' their fullest potential. Rationalization of this would
also lead to consideration of better financial planning for the ADF as a

whole, so that competent nunagers have suitable resources over a
suitable timeframe to extract that marginal improvement at no

additional cost.

A more radical approach to the application of air power is to
assess the specific skills and intensive requirements needed to

maintain a delerrent capability and then re'allocate low priority needs

to reserve forces. For example, Australia does not need a large
standing army, if low skill levels can be quickly and effectively taught
in timeJ of tension. Army positions could be transferred to a form of
reserve and the rranpower positions in the Perrnanent force either re-

allocated to elements that have high skill needs or disestablished.

Likewise, the Air Force should examine the rationalization of the MPG

and sRG forces to determine if reorganization into single squadrons

could produce rrnnpower savings. These are examples only, and a full
investigation would be necessary to determine the final allocation
within the ADF.

A final level of development of air Power application is
enhancement of technical capability. This can be achieved by force

multipliers such as air-air refuelling, greater precision weaPons,
greater survivability or reduced attrition through self-protection and
exploitation of leading technology. Support for these technical

enhancements is a multiplying factor in itself, particularly through
quality.

Air power application in Australia must be supported by force

multipliers because the force is small and the task disproportionately
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large. The increase in capability will iustify expenditure on some
hardware to enable air power to use force multipliers. The choice will
be difficult, because of the expense involved. However, the alternative
is permanent loss of assets through unnecessary attrition with a
consequent order of magnitude diminution in capability. One
platform can perform repeatd and varied tasks many tinres: if the
platform is lost, the additional tasks cannot be readily absorbed by
other assets without a significant decrease in capability. While cost
and realistic expectations of air power performance will be limiting
factors on force multiplier acquisition, c€rtain minimum levels must be
determined to ensure capable operations in Australia's area of interest.

The limitation of numbers in force multiplier assets suggests
centralization of control of assets as the means of effecting gleatest
effectiveness. This is not a suggest total integration of the ADI but
rather to say that there is a necessary place for specialization in order
to avoid wasteful duplication. The implications were spelled out
above in dealing with functional command of assets.

The quantity of air power force multipliers and assets can be
kept significantly small, but appropriate, if two other technical
developments are undertaken. The use of civilian air assets, suitably
modified at some cost, to augment air power in times of crisis is a force
multiplier as well as freeing up military assets for application in other
roles. The second development is to modernize and refurbish, as
necessary, current assets. This latter technique is proving to be cost
effective as well as enhancing the capabilities of the platforms.

There will always be a gap between capability and forces
required to meet an assessed threat. Doctrine guides the structure and
application of force to keep that gap to a minimum, consistent with
available resources and changing circumstances. If apposite guidance
is absent and the application of enhancing qualitie is lacking, air
power will be ineffective. The application of air power in Australia
could keep the gap to a tolerable minimum, given the development of
force enhancement at its various levels; the will to set the guidance and
effort in train has yet to be determined. Air power is the key to
Australia's defence; if the will is lacking, defence will be weak.
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GPS
HARM
HQADF
ID
IR
ISSC
JPCFADT
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LRMP
MPG
ODF
OLM
OTHR
PGM
QANTAS

RAAF
RAAFSC
RPV
TFG
TFW
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SRG
UAE
USAAF
USAF
VCDF
wwI
WwII
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B-707

c-r30
F-111
F-4
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Global Positioning System
High-Speed Anti-Radiation Missile
Headquarters Australian Defence Force
Identification
Infra-Red
Joint Services Staff College

Joint Parliamentary Comrnittee Foreign
Affairs Defence and Trade
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Operational Deployment Force
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Tactical Fighter Wing
Short-Range Air-to-Air Missile
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United States Army Air Force
United States Air Force
Vice-Chief of the Defence Force

World WarOne
World WarTwo

Long-Range Strategic Transport -
To be converted to an air-to-air refuelling
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Long-Range Strategic and Tactical Transport.
long-Range land and Maritime Strike.
Tactical Fighter/Bomber.
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HS-748 Short-RangeNavigation Trainer and
Transport.
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Weapons
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Air power in Australia's unique environment is not well
understood. Traditional dependence on alliance strategies,
perspectives and support has shaped notions of air power and its
future that are not in Australia's best interests. The real function and
disposition of a small, non-nuclear air power capability in the
Australian Defence Force is constraind by entrenched bureaucratic
attitudes and practices.

This monograph - an award-winning research paper
describes the causes and the effects of the current air power malaise in
Australia. Descriptions of the development of air power and
Australia's unique environment form the background to a wide-
ranging analysis of the state of air power in Australia. The differences
between current capability and future needs forms part of the
assessment of future directions for Australia. The conclusions drawn
and the recommendations for the way ahead are both challenging and
innovative. The traditional emphasis on a manpower-intensive
standing army is challenged. Perhaps the right balance for Australia
should favour the high+echnology leading edge of Australia's defence
- air power. One radical innovation proposed by the monograph as a
solution to Australia's unique circumstances is the use of full-time
Reserve units.

The monograph concludes that air power is the key to
Australia's defence. Understanding its importance and proper
application is vital. If the leading edge of defence is not honed for the
future, Australia will be left holding a blunt defence policy.


